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Executive Summary

The theme of the IST 2003 event held in Milan, Italy was The Opportunities Ahead. The event
was organised within the framework of the Italian European Union Presidency by the
European Commission’s Information Society Directorate-General, the Lombardia Region and
the Italian Ministry of Technology and Innovation. IST 2003 was held in partnership with
SMAU, one of Europe’s largest Information and Communication Technology fairs, and with
the participation of the European Investment Forum.

The aim of IST 2003 was to remind the IST community, and others, of the opportunities that
Information and Communication Technologies offer to citizens, businesses and governments.
The path ahead to a true Information Society is full of opportunities. For Europe to realise
them, governments, industry and academia need to co-operate to develop the required
technologies, regulatory frameworks and investments that meet users’ requirements. There are
a number of areas that need the development and integration of several technologies and
environments. These include software and hardware for services and applications for mobile
services, home-of-the-future and Ambient Intelligence. Governments and the European
Commission can play a role by providing a clear and consistent regulatory framework, raising
the awareness of the importance of the Information Society, and providing funds for
collaborative European research and development. Industry should take the lead in supplying
innovative products and services that meet the needs of consumers and citizens in Europe and
the rest of the world.

The conference was focussed around a number of spotlight topics. These were:

?  New broadband and wireless applications;
?  Advanced interfaces using all the senses;
?  Grids and peer-to-peer paradigms;
?  The move towards the nano-scale; and
?  Small and Medium Size Enterprises.

Additional special topics of particular importance like eGovernment, international co-
operation and the realisation of the Ambient Intelligence vision were also addressed.

New Broadband and Wireless Applications

The important matter of the take-up of broadband in Europe was addressed, and delegates
heard that an active policy toward a complete broadband coverage of the population to
support the development in the regions is essential. Broadband technology is paving the way
for a wide range of interesting services in the future that will create new markets. Broadband
is also important for ensuring equal right of access.

Since the free market will not have enough economic incentives to provide broadband access
to remote areas the main task of governments is to ensure affordable and equal access in areas
that otherwise would not get this. Following recent guidelines presented by the European
Commission, structural funds can now be used to invest in broadband access in areas where
otherwise no broadband would be provided.
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Owing to the different market structures in the Member States and given that some countries
have different geographical challenges to overcome, a number of technological solutions have
to be established. These will include satellite, wireless, or perhaps even powerline
technologies. To establish which technology is feasible and effective within different
geographic and economic contexts, more research is being undertaken.

One technology that is currently being investigated for this purpose is Powerline
Communications systems that deliver broadband access over the electricity supply network.
Trials of Powerline Communications systems have been undertaken. The principal barrier to
widespread deployment of Powerline Communications is regulatory uncertainty. Powerline
Communications systems emit radio signals, which can interfere with short-wave radio
reception, but there are currently no agreed rules about acceptable levels of emissions. There
is therefore an urgent need for the Powerline Communications and broadcasting industries to
work together to find a solution.

The topic of wireless applications was addressed during the conference. One area considered
was the use of wireless technologies for in-vehicle transport applications. One of the
messages emerging was that work was required not only on technological development, but
also on standards and business models for a commercial take-off of in-vehicle telematics.
There are a number of tough challenges that need to be addressed. The real-time update
problem is logistically very difficult and depends on higher radio bandwidths, but must be
tackled given the rapid development of the road infrastructure in many areas. Context
awareness, perhaps the key to many user-friendly applications, is easy to imagine in theory,
although making services work in a useful and pleasing way is not. The search for sustainable
business models for in-vehicle telematics was also considered, given that at present
consumers will only pay small sums that do not readily justify large investments. The
appropriateness of the mass-market consumer paradigm for this market was questioned.

Wireless tags were also discussed. These are a potentially important technology, but also one
that raises concerns about privacy. On the one hand, smart tag technology offers society
significant benefits, yet there is the possibility of serious misuse that could harm individuals
and society. The benefits of the technology for safety, security, crime prevention, efficiency
and cost savings are clear. The technology is here now, although further research must
continue to refine it and make it robust and affordable. The privacy issue is not a technology
matter but a trust concern. A most important debate is needed within and between countries.
Like other aspects of privacy, there is a need for the protection of a regulated policy. An
effective response might then be to add privacy and security to the list of standardisation
issues that have to be tackled.

Disaster relief was also addressed since this has been recognised as an important area within
the IST programme. Work has started, and needs to continue, to establish network
architectures, build a standardised open platform and sort out regulatory barriers to rapidly
deployable field communications infrastructures. Particular actions identified during the
conference included databases of expertise sources, training programmes, monitoring and
information centres, medical resource databases, emergency communications and information
systems. To protect its citizens, the European Union needs a capability to address disasters
both within and outside its boundaries. Of all the technical problems identified, one emerged
as paramount – interoperability. When equipment, platforms and applications are brought
together in a rapid response situation, then there is not the time to address inter-working
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problems. The IST research programme needs to address architectures and standards,
validating its findings by means of trials.

Conference delegates were provided with an overview of some emerging work practices
enabled by mobile communications technologies. It was acknowledge that there is a lack of
understanding about the socio-economic implications of mobile communications, in particular
the need to be constantly available. Mobile entertainment is also an area that requires
additional socio-economic research. The question of the management of multiple linguistic
content was also addressed. While there are some interesting solutions available to customise
content according to linguistic needs, more research needs to undertaken in this domain since
automatic translation services and technologies do not seem to provide effective solutions.

The area of cross-media content was also explored. This will undoubtedly be the next
generation of content, integrating devices such as mobile handsets, television, and Personal
Computers. There are several regulatory, technical and commercial challenges facing
regulators, broadcasters, network operators, application developers, and content creators. The
regulatory framework should be able to manage ownership of content and its delivery over
traditional separate platforms. To exploit the opportunities offered by cross-media content, all
interested parties have to create emotionally engaging and satisfying content that users are
prepared to pay for. The new media should enrich the experience of all members of the
Information Society.

Advanced Interfaces using all the Senses

Information Technology is no longer a technical matter since it is becoming a commodity and
an infrastructure, something that is part of everyone’s lives. In the past, Information
Technology products have had a strong emphasis on technology and specifications and have
been marketed on that basis. However, in the consumer era, products must convey
performance and emotion. The challenge is to design products that make people smile –
products should be attractive and people should use them because they want to, rather than
because they have to.

Consumer expectations have to be recognised and acted upon by all those involved in design
and technology. People no longer behave according to the demographic and lifestyle segments
defined in earlier eras. Faced with virtually infinite choice and an overexposure to advertising,
consumers refuse to act according to their demographic segment and are beginning to lose
faith in traditional branding strategies. They act more according to their psychological profile
and current situation. These facts must be taken into account when designing Information and
Communication Technologies.

The topic of multimodal interfaces was considered. Multimodal approaches will be key to the
design of future work environments. The user interface is an important aspect, and here a
framework is emerging based on the integration of multimodal technologies, sensors and
mixed reality environments. This implies an ability to personalise the interfaces and for
seamless migration between various environments, in terms of both process and context.
Many technical challenges in relation to multimodal technologies do however remain. In
tracking technologies, for instance, one challenge is to allow users to move around and have
the system monitor position, eye gaze, posture and gestures. For display technologies, further
efforts are needed to make it possible to view data in a natural manner and to reduce space
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requirements, including three-dimensional displays closely integrated into peoples’
surroundings. For sound and speech, there are various issues related to free voice
communication. While important, the technology problems represent only one aspect
however. Means are needed to translate the subtleties of body and cultural issues into virtual
worlds. Disciplines such as psychology and behavioural sciences have much to contribute
here.

In the area of interfaces for accessibility delegates learnt about a wide range of work
underway in relation to eAccessibility. Assistive technologies can play an important role and
are bringing practical benefits for people with disabilities. Regarding design-for-all, the key
issue is mainstreaming. It is necessary to move towards a position where usability for all
becomes a natural part of the development process. Potential actions to achieve this goal
include increasing awareness throughout the developer community, in conjunction with major
players such as Microsoft; inclusion of usability in project management methodologies and
standards; and new software development tools. The important of education for design-for-all
was highlighted. The current reluctant to embrace design-for-all is partly due to engineers’
poor understanding of the issue. Addressing the next generation of engineers through
education will help correct this.

In the field of natural communication, for applications in group meetings and the connected
home, the issues are becoming known. Principles for success can be laid down and suitable
technology mainly exists. Nonetheless, many questions remain to be answered and viable
products have yet to emerge and take off in the marketplace. However, certain types of
machine interaction will not be simple, and an understanding of the human, ethical and
cultural aspects of interaction should be developed.

Grids and Peer-to-Peer Paradigms

A key concept is the Information Utility that will allow citizens, enterprises and governments
access to large amounts of information. This will revolutionise many aspects of daily life
since the scope for Grid applications is very large, with many positive potential benefits. The
development of these applications will however need to take into account concerns about
security and privacy, and potentially these may be much more significant that those raised by
the Internet. The coming years will see some very interesting research and development work
undertaken, as well as many exciting applications.

The current status and future potential of Grids was explored. Today’s reality is that although
Grid is promising and has come a long way, many technical problems remain to be solved.
Standards will play a key part in the future success of Grid, acting as a convergence point. To
link the Grid infrastructure and the users’ applications requires the development of new
architectures and middleware defined according to new high-level programming
environments. With several disparate national initiatives in Europe, there is a need for a true
co-operative and competitive framework, with enough space and funds to foster new ideas
and lay solid foundations. Fundamental advances in computer science are required to realise
the undoubted potential of Grid. Careful co-ordination and support within and outside Europe
will be required to release this potential, and in particular overcome the critical mass issue.

The development of Grids in Europe and what steps are needed to achieve leadership in Grid
research and applications was addressed. Some concern was expressed that Europe was good
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at turning euros into research, but not so good at turning research into euros. However, in the
area of Grids, steps are being taken to develop an environment in Europe where there will be
opportunities to create leadership in both research and industrial applications. One key step
towards this goal will be to create some co-ordination of national activities so that duplication
of effort is avoided and synergies are developed. Another important matter will be to continue
co-operation with the United States on the development of open standards. The first steps
towards the development of a European research strategy for Grids represents a significant
move towards creating conditions favourable to achieving leadership.

With regard to providing a Grid infrastructure of production quality for the research
community, much effort needs to be expended on developing this. Efforts will have to be
focused on developing the communication networks and providing quality middleware. A
number of matters need to be addressed to ensure the creation of a Grid research infrastructure
for the European Research Area. Important among these is finding solutions to the problems
associated with use of national resources by people from outside national boundaries. More
effort also needs to be devoted to creating Grid middleware products. Fixed and stable
software is also needed. A European Grid middleware centre might be useful to achieve some
of these requirements.

Grids are important for industry and industry involvement will contribute significantly
towards the development of a leading position for Europe. A key conclusion was that Grid is
not just another technology facilitating supercomputing, but a technology that will change the
way industry collaborates and undertakes business.

Grids will result in the virtualisation of computing, information and knowledge and will
eventually lead to changes in the way that business will be undertaken. However, while Grid
products are available there is still much work to be done to create and deliver a seamless pool
of managed and brokered resources to industry, science and the citizen. In particular, while
Grids can now be used in industrial application, there are a number of challenges that need to
be addressed. These included security, billing, managing heterogeneous complexity, and
adapting existing software licensing practices. With time many of these matters will be
resolved and they do not represent good reasons for industry to hold back from using Grids.

The key message was Grids are now available for industrial use and industry should now take
the initiative and apply them in suitable areas that will deliver business benefits. However, the
vision for the future lies beyond computing, data and information Grids. The future challenge
is to develop the knowledge Grid.

Moving beyond current applications in science and industry, overviews of applications in
learning, healthcare and industrial collaboration were addressed. One challenge will be to get
potential user communities involved at an early stage in the development of the applications.
Real-time Grids is also an area where further development work is required to better develop
this capability.

The Move towards the Nano-Scale

A key point was that in today’s world there is the microelectronics industry, but the nano
world encompasses both electronics and other technologies. It is in effect a convergence of
physics, electronics, chemistry and biology. Building up from the atomic level, instead of
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using the top down approach, could lead to revolutionary possibilities like molecular motors.
Nano has a huge potential and scope, but fundamental science is unpredictable in terms of
what people will find and where it will take them. This is equally true of nano science where
many discoveries have been accidental. To move forward in this area requires much blue-sky
research, as an open-minded approach leads to the big discoveries. This also, of course,
implies large funding. European collaborative research programmes have contributed to the
growing European competence in this field. In view of the many challenges ahead, it is
necessary to develop a Strategic Research Agenda that that will become the main roadmap for
all involved in this important area of technology development. As with all technologies it also
carries risks, but the technology is compelling and powerful and should be used positively in a
sustainable manner.

With regard to applying nano, there is much potential for nano-technologies in the automotive
industry, and in some cases they are already being used. They are likely to play a major part
in areas like emission control and safety. Value for money is driving integrated support and
service packages to higher levels of integration complexity. The prime issues to deal with in
systems engineering are the evolving systems complexity and product evolution, which is
leading to shorter lifecycles. Micro and nano structure technology supports manufacturing
industries like semiconductor, storage media, research and development, and bio-application.
Cost is also driving the development of integrated monolithic nano-photonic devices for the
telecommunications industry, creating some exciting developments. Here the challenges are
to overcome some of the technical limitations.

With respect to longer-term opportunities, it was noted that there were many scientific areas
that had surpassed nature and that things like lasers and superconductors did not exist
naturally. Therefore research must continue to look in all directions and not be restricted to
that which appears in the natural world. Most of the developments in nano-technology have
occurred over the last ten years. Recently there has been a lot of progress, and many aspects
of nano-technology are now understood and ready for development. Other more exotic
discoveries may be 15 years or more away. Nevertheless, nano-technologies are already
impacting the development of Information and Communication Technologies, and that impact
can only grow, as more is learnt about nano- technologies.

The development of policy for nano in the field of Information and Communication
Technology was addressed. Partnering between research groups and industry, and technology
transfer, were both considered to be very important. The European Commission has proposals
for technology platforms. These proposals would build critical mass with a forum for industry
and the main academic players to create a strategic research area in Europe for nano-
technology. The first and second calls in IST were already co-ordinating this area with
European Commission departments that operated the IST research framework and there was
co-operation with Member States and elsewhere at international level.

Small and Medium Size Enterprises

A number of challenges facing European SMEs in the IST sector were identified. Principal
among these is the conservatism of European Information Technology buyers who tend to buy
only from the big names. By procuring a greater proportion of its Information Technology
from SMEs, the public sector could help them build their revenues and establish a track
record.
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Networking among SMEs was considered. SMEs need to co-operate more effectively to meet
the challenges of dynamic and unstable commercial and technical environments. Information
and Communication Technology was seen as an important factor in new or better approaches
to co-operation. It could help in supporting location-independent person-to-person
interactions and in supporting more rapid and efficient transactions between organisations.
SMEs are now a major market for the Information and Communication Technology industry
and it needs to recognise their demands for cost-effective, business-oriented solutions, rather
than individual pieces of technology. Open-source infrastructure was seen as an important
element of an environment or ecosystem, in which customised solutions could be rapidly
developed in response to the needs of individual business sectors. Open source approaches
offer a cost-effective means of developing the necessary applications and services.

SMEs are not a homogenous group of enterprises. Empirical evidence shows their eBusiness
activities and requirements differ by sector and by size. In many respects the digital divide is
between the small enterprises and the rest. As eBusiness becomes a mainstream approach,
better analytical frameworks are needed by which to measure eBusiness, including adequate
indicators to monitor progress and differences. Best practices and implementation
programmes can help small companies identify barriers and implement appropriate solutions.

The issue of SMEs gaining access to venture capital was addressed. Entrepreneurs with
visionary technology should only start looking for funding once they are sure that they want
to run a business and have a clear vision of what they want that business to achieve. If they
want funding from a venture capital organisation, they should understand that such
organisations only invest in companies with high growth potential and expect to see an
innovative business proposition that will have a major impact on the target market. A proper
business plan is essential before approaching investors, and a simple explanation of the
technology is needed so that potential investors can understand what is on offer.

Taking part in European Union collaborative research programmes, such as IST, can offer
significant benefits to SMEs. The most obvious is funding but others include Intellectual
Property Rights, contacts with larger companies and academia, and networking within the
Europe-wide IST community. The European Commission actively encourages SMEs to take
part in its programmes and has set a target of 15 percent for SME involvement in the Sixth
Framework Programme. However, small businesses interested in taking part in IST projects
should realise that calls are heavily oversubscribed and that it takes about a year to get a
project from the concept stage to funding. It is therefore important that they invest time and
effort on finding the right partners and understanding where the proposed work will fit into
the programme.

The experiences of four European regions – Cambridge, North Milan, Extremadura and
Western France – in stimulating the development of high technology small businesses was
considered. In Cambridge and Western France, successful clusters of such businesses had
been established around centres of technological excellence. In both cases the clusters have
attracted major international organisations to locate facilities in the region. The other two
regions, North Milan and Extremadura, offer examples of publicly led initiatives to use
Information and Communication Technology for transforming the local economy. North
Milan has had considerable success in replacing its manufacturing industry with high
technology businesses. Extremadura is well on the way to establishing an infrastructure to
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support business innovation in a rural area. A common message is that networking is a key
factor in establishing a virtuous circle of economic growth.

Special Sessions

The special session addressed a wide range of topics. Among these was Ambient Intelligence.
This provides a strong foundation for a collaborative research agenda that matches closely the
societal needs and objectives of the European Union. A European network of
multidisciplinary Experience and Application Research Centres should be established.

Applications of Ambient Intelligence in area such as healthcare will help to improve the
potential of telemedicine applications. As well as providing patient-specific support, the
widespread use of healthcare information systems will significantly improve the pan-
European health knowledge base. This, in turn, will open the way to knowledge mining that
could be expected to yield important new insights on how to fight major diseases.

The key objectives of the European Research Area, namely the development of a European
policy for research, the restructuring of the European research fabric and the creation of an
internal market for research were discussed. A foresight project has been set up to compare
foresight studies by individual countries and organisations and to build a European consensus
on future visions for IST. Technology platforms were being created to develop long-term
visions, strategies for achieving them, and structured action plans for implementing the
strategies.

The Information Society is global by nature and its development and exploitation require
international collaboration and co-ordination at all levels. International co-operation is of
strategic importance to European Union policies. The Sixth Framework Programme can play
an important role in defining and harmonising views on future generations of systems and
standards and their evolution over the next decade. There are several opportunities that, if
realised, will make the world a better place where information and knowledge is easily
accessible from anywhere in the world. Important issues, such as sustainable development and
the digital divide, need to be addressed.

EUREKA clusters were discussed. European industry, to be a player in the Information
Technology sector, needs to build enough volume to show a return on investments. EUREKA
has shown itself to be an effective vehicle for promoting research and development. At the
present moment, which is in a very difficult period for national funding, it is absolutely
essential for networks such as EUREKA to ensure that duplication is avoided and maximum
synergy achieved.

The area of collaborative research and development and the relationship with standards
development was addressed. Open broadband access and the need to develop networks with a
mix of wired and wireless to deliver a comprehensive set of services were discussed. Gaps are
present in the standards at all levels and these need to be addressed, with research and
development making an important contribution.

Web services, and software as service, hold the promise to finally standardise the software
industry, in spite of previous false starts. There is a need for an easy to use, standardised,
probably modular approach, within a mass production industry. On-demand business require
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an operating environment that is also on-demand, where the cornerstones are: automation,
integration, and virtualisation. The aim is to support business processes based on a
standardised service platform, and integrate beyond the immediate area. Open-source
software is able to prevent the customer being locked into one Information Technology
supplier if an openly transparent standard is available. Use of pre-processed open-software
packages and automatic compilers then allow rapid implementation.

The process of implementing eGovernment is creating numerous risks, for example loss of
privacy. Identity is a key issues, as proof of citizen identity is a requisite for any eGovernment
service, and so far no standard authentication system is accepted and widely used by citizens.
It is also clear that a citizen centric approach is required to deliver practical implementation
that makes eGovernment transactions simpler and easier to use than those available today.
Learning from practice is key, and European wide co-ordination of practices to prevent poor
interoperability is very useful in that. Challenges include information and knowledge sharing,
creating Information and Communication Technology based public services for the masses,
and managing the transformation of roles of citizens and governments in democracy enabled
by new technology and services.

In the field of socio-economics, a number of areas where more research is needed were
identified. These included projects aimed at better understanding where society is moving by
using tools like scenarios and other methodologies. Other areas would be work on regional
benchmarking indicators, examining the interactions between the social infrastructures of the
Information Society, and more empirical research in all fields. There was an interest in the
development of socio-economic impact assessment of policies aimed at fostering the
Information Society.  Examining the role of the individual in the Information Society was
considered to be worthwhile, as was more work in the area of privacy enhancing technologies
and identity management.

Conclusions

IST 2003 took place towards the end of the first year of the Sixth Framework Programme,
shortly before the close of the second call for proposals for the IST priority.

Despite the spread in the last 10 years of Internet and mobile communications, Europe is still
far from taking full advantage of the possibilities that progress in Information and
Communication Technologies can provide to all: at home, at work or on the move. However,
whist the Information Technology or Telecommunications sectors may suffer cyclical
downturns, the fundamental role of Information and Communication Technologies in
increasing productivity, improving the efficiency of public services and in progressing all
other science and technology fields remains indisputable.

It is evident from the conference that, while significant progress has been made towards the
development of the Information Society, much remains to be done. A key message was that
technology alone was not enough to ensure that opportunities are exploited – other matters
such as organisational change, special support for SMEs, and training for citizens and
employees are also needed. In particular, there is a requirement to not only become more
innovative, but also to increase the capacity to absorb innovation. This applies to citizens,
enterprises and public administrations. This last point is particularly important and relates
strongly to the theme of the conference. There is a world of opportunities lying ahead, but
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making the most of the opportunities depends on the extent to which all constituencies are
willing to reach out and seize the opportunities.

The conference successfully provided delegates with an insight into the policies, frameworks,
and programmes that are now there to enable Europe to take advantage of the opportunities
lying ahead. Many of the technologies and challenges to be addressed to exploit these
opportunities were discussed, and the conference demonstrated that Europe has the potential,
and is making serious efforts to significantly shape and to benefit from, Information and
Communication Technologies.
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Preface
The main issues addressed during the IST 2003 conference are presented in this report, along
with the session conclusions. An independent team of eight rapporteurs attended the event and
prepared the reports on the conference sessions. The rapporteurs that prepared the reports on
the IST 2003 conference sessions were:

Salah Al-Chalabi, Chaltel Ltd., United Kingdom
Maarten Botterman, RAND Europe, The Netherlands
John Buckley, John Buckley Consulting, United Kingdom
Brian Ellis, Eltel Networks Ltd., United Kingdom
Paul Kidd, Cheshire Henbury, United Kingdom
Hill Stewart, United Kingdom
Mike Sharp, MS Consulting, United Kingdom
Chris Turner, Turner-Bilton Consulting Ltd., United Kingdom

Two colleagues from RAND Europe assisted Maarten Botterman with his work: Liza
Klautzer and Lorenzo Valeri.

Paul T. Kidd (Cheshire Henbury) edited the final version of the report.

The opinions expressed in this report do not necessarily represent the views of the European
Commission.

Paul T. Kidd
Cheshire Henbury

October 2003
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Opening Plenary

The opening session outlined the strategic and political setting for the IST 2003 event, a key
aspect of this being the understanding that Europe is still far from taking full advantage of the
possibilities that progress in IST and their applications can offer. Recognition of this fact was
reflected in the theme The Opportunities Ahead.

The IST priority in the Sixth Framework Programme was launched at the beginning of 2003
along with the eEurope 2005 Action Plan. Both aim to prepare Europe to take full advantage
of the opportunities that lie ahead. The opening plenary provided the context for conference
delegates to begin to reflect upon these future opportunities, along with the policy and
technology developments required if Europe is to contribute towards shaping the future of the
Information Society.

Main Issues Raised

Lucio Stanca, Italian Minister of Innovation and Technology welcomed delegates to the IST
2003 event. The event was organised by the European Commission in co-operation with the
Lombardia Region and SMAU, a leading Information and Communication Technologies fair.

Italy faces a number of challenges as it pursues its objective of sustainable economic growth.
This type of growth will not be achieved by chance. A vision of the future is required to create
this and to achieve an Information Society for all citizens. Under the Italian Presidency,
systems for citizens are one of the priorities. Broadband access is required to achieve this. In
addition, services for citizens such as eGovernment and eHealth need to be promoted. In
particular eGovernment is one of the key areas for achieving the eEurope 2005 objectives.

The Minister then went on to mention the role of Italian companies in the first call for
proposals for IST projects. He expressed his pleasure that a large number of Italian
organisations were involved, and that the country was ranked third in terms of number of
involved organisations and fourth in terms of financial value of project funds.

He made the point that research is fundamental to enabling productivity improvements.
However, research in the area of IST was not enough and technology transfer to European
enterprises was also needed. But he also mentioned that research in IST was an instrument for
change, not just a means of doing things faster. On the topic of research the Minister
mentioned that a multi-dimensional innovation system was required that addressed
knowledge, research and technology, and that this needed to cover different levels – European
Union, National, Regional and Local.

He outlined a number of issues that need to be addressed in Italy. These included improving
the Information Technology literacy of Italian citizens, introducing eGovernment, using IST
to improve industrial competitiveness, and infrastructure developments such as a broadband
information highway.

In conclusion he stressed that the Information Society had entered a new phase that lay
beyond post-industrial society. This new stage required continuous improvement in the
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capacity to absorb innovation. There was a need for more education and training and to attract
more people into research. Researchers also needed to be more mobile.

Roberto Formigoni, President of the Lombardia Region, welcomed delegates to the IST 2003
event, saying that it provided a significant opportunity for dissemination of IST to a wide
audience. He mentioned that IST 2003 and SMAU were being held at a difficult time for the
Information and Communication Technology sector. However, this was a time to invest in
IST research and to intensify the commitment to Information and Communication
Technology. He then spoke about work that had been undertaken in the Lombardia Region, as
part of its contribution towards the development of the Information Society.

He first mentioned the role of regions in the era of global competition. Importantly it was
necessary to tackle the issue of the digital divide between regions. Lombardia Region is one
of the leading regions in the field of IST and he said that one objective for regional
governments should be to address this digital divide between regions by building networks
and establishing partnerships in research and innovation.

He went on to say that technologies were important, but that research was the driver for
innovation. The Lombardia Region has recognised this and is paying particular attention to
research. The areas of micro and nano are considered of particular importance for the future
of this region, as well as for Europe as a whole.

The Lombardia Region had focused its efforts in the field of IST on three areas: citizens,
enterprises, and public administrations.

With respect to citizens, there is a need to facilitate access to the Internet. This involves
increasing the availability of broadband, educating the population and developing eLearning
programmes.

Many companies in the Lombardia Region involved with the supply of Information and
Communication Technology products are SMEs. There are approximately 170,000 employees
in 17,000 companies, and 90 percent of these enterprises have fewer than 10 employees.
There are only a few very large companies in the field, based in the region. Thus there is a
need to help SMEs by improving innovation in these companies. This has to be achieved by
improving capacity for innovation. Access to the available innovation opportunities, such as
European Union programmes, needs to be improved.

In the area of public administrations, there is already evidence of a change in culture.
Effective use of IST needs to be directed at achieving improvements in the performance of
public administrations. eGovernment projects are therefore focusing on creating a better
quality of life for citizens and enterprises.

Mr. Formigoni said that broadband was a key factor for the wider dissemination and
advancement of the Information Society. Broadband requires both improvements to
technology and an appropriate regulatory framework. In this respect, Governments need to
establish clear rules and provide incentives where necessary to reduce the digital divide.

In conclusion, Mr. Formigoni said that the Lombardia Region had an action plan that was
being implemented in partnership with market forces. There are many projects up and running
and many of these could be viewed on the Lombardia Region stand in the Italian Pavilion in
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the exhibition area. He invited delegates to visit the exhibition to learn more about these
projects.

The third speaker, Erkki Liikanen, European Union Commissioner for Enterprise and
Information Society, thanked Lucio Stanca and Roberto Formigoni for their contributions. He
mentioned that holding the IST 2003 event in co-operation with SMAU would help to
increase the visibility of IST research results. He then spoke about the how Europe can create
and seize the opportunities ahead.

He began by looking back over the past four years. He noted how the business environment
for the Information and Communication Technology sector had changed, starting from a
period when growth was in double-digit figures, through a significant downturn in market
conditions, up to the present time when recovery was in sight. The challenges were to
understand that, while Information and Communication Technology was still a main driver
for growth, closing the productivity gap with the United States would also involve applying
business process re-engineering. Technology alone was not enough. In addition, Europe faces
some important social challenges such as an ageing population. Therefore, there is a need to
improve such things as healthcare systems. This again was not just a question of applying
Information and Communication Technology. The healthcare delivery systems also needed to
be modernised and made more effective. Organisational changes are an important aspect in
achieving these objectives, as is training.

Commissioner Liikanen then described the European Union’s approach to the Information
Society. This is based on three pillars.

Firstly there is a need to ensure a good regulatory environment. This should provide for
competition and consumer choice. The key aspects are convergence and technology
neutrality. Secondly, technology and applications need to be mastered through research and
development. This aspect is covered by the IST priority in the Sixth Framework Programme.
Thirdly, wide and best use of Information and Communication Technology must be ensured.
Good regulation and good research are both tools for achieving this goal, and the eEurope
2005 Action Plan provides the policy framework for making this happen.

In the context of eEurope 2005, there are a number of important challenges. Firstly on the
supply side there is a need to increase the availability of broadband access and to improve
security. Action is however also needed on the supply side. To this end eEurope 2005 places
particular emphasis on eGovernment, eHealth and eLearning. These are all areas where
important progress can be made towards achieving broader adoption of Information and
Communication Technology as well as achieving social benefits for all citizens.

Commissioner Liikanen then gave an overview of the outcome of the first call for proposals
for the IST priority. Key points were that the IST priority is building on Europe’s strengths
and is focussed on bringing technology closer to peoples’ needs. Analysis of proposals
showed that there was an unprecedented concentration of effort on the critical issues. In
addition, there will be 236 new IST projects, most of which are bringing together three to five
times more skills and resources than previous generations of projects. Moreover, the funding
directed at the new instruments in terms of both submitted and selected proposals amounts to
about 75 percent of the available budget.
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His main conclusions were that access to information was not the end of the story, it was just
the beginning. Importantly, developments such as broadband support interaction and this will
lead to growth, creation of a more dynamic economy and society, etc. Information and
Communication Technology supports the greater participation of citizens in society, in work
and in public life. Information and Communication Technology helps to foster creativity,
innovation and enables such things as dynamic virtual enterprise. And it is for this reason that
there is a world of opportunities ahead. Europe must pursue and intensify its efforts by
developing Information and Communication Technology and making the best use of it. But
technology is not the objective. Technologies bring value through their use and the major
challenge and opportunity is to make best use of the technologies and to shape their
development.

Conclusions and Future Directions

It is evident that, while significant progress has been made towards the development of the
Information Society, much remains to be done. The presentations illustrated the policies and
the practical steps that are being taken at regional, national and European levels to bring about
an Information Society that will benefit all. A key message emerging from the session was
that technology alone was not enough – other issues such as organisational change, special
support for SMEs, and training for citizens and employees were also needed. In particular,
there was a requirement to not only become more innovative, but also to increase capacity to
absorb innovation. This applies to citizens, enterprises and public administrations. This last
point is particularly important and relates strongly to the theme of the conference. There is a
world of opportunities lying ahead, but making the most of the opportunities depends on the
extent to which all constituencies are willing to reach out and seize the opportunities. The
policies, frameworks, and programmes are now there to enable the response, all that now
remains is for all involved to act.

Additional Information

Session Chair:
Erkki Liikanen, European Union Commissioner for Enterprise and Information Society

Speakers:
Lucio Stanca, Italian Minister of Innovation and Technology
Roberto Formigoni, President of the Lombardia Region
Erkki Liikanen
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Plenary Session: The Opportunities Ahead

This plenary session explored the opportunities ahead that the development of Information
and Communication Technologies will bring to businesses and citizens as a direct result of
research and development efforts in these fields. It questioned the concept of Information
Society as it is understood today and looked at the road ahead for the next five to ten years.
The session consisted of a round-table discussion involving business leaders, visionary
technologists and policy makers. It addressed several topics including new market and
business opportunities, and new technological solutions to support business development and
to improve European competitiveness. It also covered the new societal needs and the role of
public authorities and policies in responding to these societal needs and in supporting
businesses to position Europe as leader in shaping the future of the Information Society.

Main Issues Raised

Opening the session Fabio Colasanti asked the speakers to illustrate the many challenges and
opportunities that lie ahead towards a true Information Society. He then handed over to the
session chair, Jose Luis Encarnacao, who introduced the panel.

Peter Zencke started by identifying the four forces acting on the Information and
Communication Technology industry, namely business, politics, technology and the consumer
market. He emphasised that technology will change the way people live and work, and the
driver for products and services is the consumer market. Over the last five decades there has
been a shift in focus from hardware to software, moving from mainframe computers to
networked computing, and leading to new opportunities such as the growth of the Internet. He
emphasised the need to look for long-term as well as short-term opportunities. Europe is
lagging behind the United States in Information and Communication Technology. There are
only four European software companies among the top global 25. European Information and
Communication Technology companies need to focus on: interoperability and inter-working
at all levels, integration of physical objects with their virtual presentation, enhancement of
usability, lower infrastructure cost, and extending the reach of knowledge management.

The main opportunities will come from the digitised and networked global economy. The
main challenges will be to provide competitive global products and create, develop and
protect the intellectual capital (technology, brands, leadership, people, etc.). Leaders in the
marketplace will introduce innovative products meeting customer needs. Europe should build
on its current areas of strength, such as the single market, communication infrastructure and
education system. The interconnection of the different communities is essential. Europe
should enhance its telecommunications networks to interconnect embedded, smart systems
supporting networked enterprises and delivering integrated services. It should concentrate on
solutions and applications (such as eGovernment, eHealth, eLearning), support early adopters
and focus on key activities such as developing open standards, integrated business platforms,
creating the right investment environment, and measuring the impact of its strategies. The
Sixth Framework Programme is a good vehicle for transforming Europe from the current
computer based Information Society to an inclusive Knowledge Society founded on context-
based Ambient Intelligence.
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Berit Svendsen started by highlighting the growth of Telenor over the last few years. It now
has more than 10 million mobile customers and its revenue has doubled between1995 and
2002. Telenor is now harvesting the benefits of research and development efforts in the
mobile area. It is developing position-location systems for all communities, for example for
deer farmers to track their herds. It is integrating these systems with body monitoring and
diagnostic sensors to develop complete mobile systems. Mrs. Svendsen concluded by briefly
reviewing other areas of interest including Home-of-the-Future, the Triple-T (television,
telecommunication, and telemetry), and user-friendly mobile applications.

Riccardo Perissich pointed out that the two most successful markets in the
telecommunications industry, the mobile and the Internet markets, are maturing in Europe.
However, broadband is growing at a very high rate and is seen as the way forward. Broadband
connections have grown at between 31 and 52 percent in several European countries. He then
covered the new European Union regulatory framework, in which sector-specific regulations
are introduced when competition law alone is not sufficient. The regulation of the wholesale
market is working owing mainly to unbundling the local loop. The new regulatory framework
is encouraging efficient investment in infrastructure and promoting innovation. However,
emerging technologies and markets might need a different regulatory approach from the one
for mature markets.

One of the main barriers for the future growth of broadband in Europe will be computer
illiteracy. A major challenge will be targeting investment on network infrastructures, which
users are willing to pay for and content owners are willing to use. He concluded by
identifying the non-telecommunications policy challenges that need to be addressed to enable
the growth of broadband, namely: Intellectual Property Rights and their enforcement, privacy
and data protection, security of networks and services, eCommerce, and international
agreements related to these areas.

Tero Ojanpera started by stating that there is now a convergence of the Information
Technology, communications, consumer electronics, media and entertainment industries. This
is the new paradigm and it is time to look to the future not the past. The paradigm should
make life richer for customers by adding mobility to new and existing services. The new
opportunity for growth will emerge by enhancing the interconnectivity between the mobile
network and other traditionally fixed devices such as the television, hi-fi system, digital
camera and camcorder, and DVD player. However, it is difficult to predict the actual take-up
of these technologies. Another area of growth is mobility in the workforce, where access to e-
mail by mobile workers is expected to grow by 35 percent over the next 18 months. Digital
television to the mobile phone is expected over the next decade. Richer mobile multimedia
services will result in higher annual revenue per user. In all scenarios, user needs and
requirements must be placed at the centre. Dr. Ojanpera believed that bringing together all
these new technologies would create a tornado of new opportunities.

John Hughes identified security products and games as the main areas for the future
opportunities. The challenge will be to develop technologies that are secure and to increase
users’ trust and confidence in the services, especially in an environment where it is becoming
ever more difficult to predict the source of attack. Data as well as infrastructures are
vulnerable, as the recent failures of the electrical grids in North America and Europe showed.
New sources of risks are emerging, where the leverage of research and development activities
in several areas is absolutely essential. Examples are the use of encryption to enable electronic
payments, the development of GaAs material for radar, which were then used in high-speed
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electronic circuits, or the development of rich multimedia platforms for defence and civilian
services. He concluded by identifying dual-purpose technologies, integration of security into
management systems, and the planning and delivery of secure Information and
Communication Technology products as the three areas for focusing research and
development activities in the future.

Philippe Geyres opened by saying that the mother of all opportunities is the growth of the
semiconductor industry in line with Moore’s law. The development of nano-scale technology
will bring with it major new opportunities. Europe has done quite well in the field of
semiconductors, but competition from the Far East, especially China and Taiwan, is
increasing. He expected major opportunities to lie in digital and interactive television services
offering hundreds of channels. These services have not yet taken off because of the lack of an
adequate business model and a coherent technical platform. However, Europe could develop
these platforms over the next decade by building on its strengths in mobile, satellite and
secure services.

Fabio Colasanti presented what governments are doing in the three important areas of
regulation, political awareness, and funding. He first tackled the complex area of regulation,
where Europe now has a new framework that is favourable to investment and the growth of
new technologies and services. This growth has been slow, but is progressing steadily. He
then covered the area of political awareness where eGovernment is the main driver for
transforming public sector administration. He then turned to funding, where it might be
possible to increase spending on research and development in Europe.

At the beginning of the discussion session a member of the audience asked Mr. Geyers to
clarify what he meant when he said that the battle for the semiconductor industry had been
won, but not the war. Mr. Geyers answered that new technologies, processes and
opportunities are evolving all the time. Europe has done well so far, but it is facing very stiff
competition.  The next questioner asked what makes eGovernment work, hardware or
software, etc. Mr. Hughes said that confidence, trust and security will be the key to the
success of eGovernment because citizens need to feel comfortable when they use the systems.

The next question was about the regulatory challenges facing the integration of the fixed and
mobile networks. The reply was that there is a need to satisfy user requirement by integrating
the various devices that are traditionally used for different networks. The services have to be
seamless. A member of the audience remarked that opportunities in vehicle guidance and road
traffic management should not be missed, and this included service providers as well as car
manufacturers.  The next question concerned the key areas that the Accession Countries
should focus on. Dr. Colasanti answered that Europe has now a flexible regulatory
framework. The European Commission is encouraging collaboration among researchers by
funding projects. The first IST Call of the Sixth Framework Programme had attracted less
participation from Accession Countries than had originally been hoped. The European
Commission will address this in the future.

The discussion then touched on the advantages and disadvantages of having fewer projects
with larger budgets instead of larger numbers of smaller projects. Another questioner
expressed concern about the dominance of one computing culture. Mr. Hughes responded that
there was more than one operating system besides Microsoft, for example Linux. The security
threat in Wi-Fi networks is of greater concern. The session chair added that Ambient
Intelligence is addressing the issue. There is a need to develop an environment of smart
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objects and systems, and then define the interfaces. This will lead to strong European
standards and industry. He then asked if embedded systems is the new downsizing wave?

The panel replied that, on the one hand, client-server was downsizing, but it was not a
substitution and should present new opportunities. There is a huge opportunity for
collaboration in the supply chain. The session chair also asked where Europe is positioned for
the next decade? What is the role of eGovernment? The members of the panel replied that
Europe should focus on seamless services from the user perspective. More bandwidth-rich
applications will be coming. The next 10 years will see wireless in the home and the
integration of mobile and Ambient Intelligence at lower cost. The panel expected fierce
competition between mobile and fixed network operators, but thought there would be room
for both. Nobody can beat fibre-to-the-home in the long-term and it will come. The
uncertainty is in the type of broadband services that customers are prepared to pay for.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The path ahead to a true Information Society will be full of opportunities. For Europe to
realise them, governments, industry and academia need to co-operate to develop the required
technologies, regulatory frameworks and investments that meet users’ requirements. There are
a number of areas that need the development and integration of several technologies and
environments. These include software and hardware for services and applications for mobile
services, home-of-the-future and Ambient Intelligence. Governments and the European
Commission can play a role by providing a clear and consistent regulatory framework, raising
the awareness of the importance of the Information Society, and providing funds for
collaborative European research and development. Industry should take the lead in supplying
innovative products and services that meet the needs of consumers and citizens in Europe and
the rest of the world.
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Ambient Intelligence: From Vision to Reality

The IST Advisory Group (ISTAG) for the thematic priority of the Sixth Framework
Programme set up a working group to go into more depth in advising and supporting the
European Commission in the definition of the strategic orientations for the research content
for IST in Europe. This working group produced a document ISTAG in FP6 – Working Group
1, IST Research Content that was distributed during the session.  The session addressed issues
highlighted by the group with a focus on how Europe is making progress on Ambient
Intelligence. The session addressed the research challenges identified and sought feedback
from the audience.

Main Issues Raised

Mr. Paul Lagasse welcomed the audience to the session and introduced the panel of speakers.
He explained the working group’s assignment to conduct in-depth analysis to support ISTAG
in defining research objectives for the European Commission. This work was done against the
background of European Union policies and would further them through definition of
research domains and recommendations for implementation.

First, the group reviewed and updated the definition of Ambient Intelligence. The group
immediately recognised the importance of taking a holistic approach including problem
solving, and not only responding to technology push. Technology was considered to be a
background plane that is hidden and of little interest to the user, with the user interface being
in the foreground. Integrating the technical and other components to form this vision was
regarded as the crucial challenge.

Ambient Intelligence was seen as an emerging property of technology that had to be
manageable for its users with focus on the individual balanced by focus on the enterprise.
Essential issues such as user confidence and trust, adapting to organisational change and
support for industry must be considered and these will contribute to new policy objectives.

Ambient technology components that must be refined and presented to the users include smart
materials, micro electro-mechanical systems and sensors, embedded systems, input-output
device technology, and ubiquitous communications.  These combine with intelligence
technologies such as multimedia, context awareness, emotional computing, multimodal
interactivity and computational intelligence. These research challenges become integrated into
features that are then visible and important to users such as security, participation, and the
platform design and software functionality. In the holistic approach required for Ambient
Intelligence, these systems are best evaluated by experience prototyping that involves user
communities across a range of spaces.

The ISTAG in FP6 – Working Group 1, IST Research Content report makes seven key
recommendations on new ways for research and development as follows:

1. Put holistic and dynamic user requirements at the centre of the development process
and create a multidisciplinary European network of Experience and Application
Research Centres;
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2. Support open standards in Ambient Intelligence projects and encourage their
development via public sector initiatives and projects;

3. Support open distributed software development and code sharing including the
certification of components;

4. Encourage research that supports the graceful degradation of software in complex
Ambient Intelligence systems;

5. Place sufficient emphasis on work at the boundaries between research disciplines;
6. Increase awareness of the Ambient Intelligence vision among computer scientists and

researchers in other disciplines; and
7. Improve the ability to track participation in and the impact of Ambient Intelligence

research.

Mr. Jean-Claude Burgelman was the next presenter and he explained further the group’s
concern with socio-economic aspects of Ambient Intelligence and how it had evolved since
the previous ISTAG work (ISTAG-1) that was mostly technology focussed.

Now, at ISTAG-2, there is opportunity to translate technology possibilities into user realities.
This activity complements the foreseen European enlargement and the Lisbon agenda, which
set policy objectives of social inclusion and a sustainable Europe in 2010. Between now and
2010 the number of European citizens and users will double, with increased cultural and
economic diversity, spanning a larger geographical area and having an ageing population.
Europe will become a mosaic society of citizens moving between locations and evolving
family structures.

At the same time the European Community must be competitive in the global economy and
will need to accommodate more flexibility and mobility in its organisation of labour and
living by moving from a nine-to-five to a 24x7 working society. Meanwhile, from 2007 the
demographic profile reverses as Europe’s population ages, putting pressure on its health
system that already costs 10 percent of some nations’ Gross Domestic Product. The group
concluded that the process and progress towards Ambient Intelligence matches closely these
evolutionary aspects of the European geography and demography process.

To be successful with this research challenge European players have to be innovative and not
repeat the mistakes of the past. There will be a requirement to address these socio-economic
realities and deliver Ambient Intelligent solutions that enhance healthcare by empowering
patents, supporting culture through point-to-point broadcasting, providing supportive living
and work mobile environments and enabling administration.  All this must span 25 European
countries speaking over 50 languages with 400 million-plus citizens.

However, the ISTAG report considers a number of matters that could be barriers to
widespread adoption of Ambient Intelligence by users. These matters relate to privacy of
information, a fear of being monitored and other social issues that may appear subjective but
are very real fears and cannot be side stepped. Therefore, the report is recognised as being
balanced and realistic with the forthcoming challenges it identifies appearing quite certain.

In conclusion Mr. Burgelman pointed out the creative thinking contained in the report in its
context of a solid vision of European society in 2010, which was European-wide and should
not be constrained by nationalist thinking. The report is realistic and not some wild vision,
and it considers things that matter to citizens such as health, transport and mobility. It is up to
the technical community to deliver solutions that are multidisciplinary with an approach to
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innovation that can overcome bottlenecks in user acceptance with scalable systems that users
can switch on or off as they choose.

The next speaker was Dr. Hvannberg who explained how the ISTAG working group
identified experience prototyping as a mandatory work item in Ambient Intelligence.
Experience Prototyping tests user interaction with technology in which a user actively
engages with a prototype and it examines how they actually use it. There is emphasis on how
people communicate in the presence of the prototype when working in a natural environment.
A key aspect of Experience Prototyping is the way user group behaviour is observed with
tangible interfaces, perhaps supported by props, so they can reflect on the design and
improvise. There is a need to annotate these prototypes with some results where interaction is
at the forefront and also a need to compare the behaviours of different groups from different
regions. This work should lead to improved integration between system behaviour and user’s
cognitive models, through which there can be social improvement and enhanced
communication with raised effectiveness and trust. For this to be effective the Ambient
Intelligence must fit into business models, or the business models must evolve and it is
important to recognise that although this work is most apparent at the user interface it runs all
the way through the social, economic, technology and business infrastructure. Particular
attention must be paid to software, which needs to be reliable and trustworthy to ensure user
confidence and trust.

Dr. Hvannberg concluded with a major recommendation in the report to develop Experience
and Application Research Centres where prototypes are brought out of a laboratory
environment and presented to users for demonstration and validation in realistic situations. In
this way, scientific and technological feasibility can be examined in the context of
demonstrations within a real situation.

Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli offered a perspective from both the United States and
Europe, saying first that some observations in the report were very good but others might
require more thinking. The idea of technology that is hidden from the users is not a new
concept, but one that was discussed many years ago, for example by Nicholas Negroponte at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the 1980s. However these new technologies have
now become a reality and are no longer the dream they once were and it is Integrated Circuit
technology that has made them a practical reality.

Much of this has developed in the United States, which has a highly flexible structure and
does not just invest in military technology but also makes huge investment in its societal
interests. The opinion was offered that by comparison Europe does not address important
issues with enough focus and although Europe is very good at software, there is not an
infrastructure and economic business structure comparable to the United States that can make
European technology successful.

Today’s technology drivers such as computers, telecommunications, cellular phones and
laptops are reaching saturation and the next generation drivers will be at a different level of
intelligent systems addressing real-world concerns like infrastructure, energy conservation,
pollution control, efficient transportation, emergency response and homeland defence.
Perhaps the most important drivers are healthcare and education, and in the United States
there are many start-up companies working on health applications. To be more effective,
European research must become less insular and perform better at its technology take-up.
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Mr. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli then described Integrated Circuit technology as the key enabler
for making Ambient Intelligence possible. Clearly the devices that deliver Ambient
Intelligence cannot cost 100 United States dollars, and through Integrated Circuit technology
the cost barriers can be removed, as devices costing in the order of 50 cents become possible.
So if nano-technology delivers the cost then it becomes an industrial reality. The technology
must support heterogeneous integration, be reconfigurable and consume low power as sub-
millimetre scale devices cannot accommodate batteries and have to scavenge energy. Also,
these devices cannot be wired up but they have to communicate and so Radio Frequency must
be used.

The Berkeley Smart Dust project is a good example of how these issues are being brought
together in very tiny devices with a one-millimetre cube form factor that is almost invisible.
Smart Dust is examining how the devices can be used and become a commercial reality that
can be sold to service providers or users. Software is an important factor and current practises
in embedded software are producing horrible and unsafe systems with unacceptable and
sometimes catastrophic bugs such as the one that destroyed the Mars Landing Craft. Thus the
technical issues are much more than interfaces and a vision is also needed for electronic
design, where hardware and software combine in system level solutions with mathematical
proof of correctness.

In his conclusion Mr. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli suggested that to be successful, Ambient
Intelligence would require a commitment of state funding because it represented a new
infrastructure that should be built from non-proprietary open systems. This funding would
encourage partnering structures in which industry, university, system and Integrated Circuit
companies worked together. In such a scenario the challenges will be successfully addressed.

Professor Rijsbergen drew from examples of Microsoft products that sometimes do not appear
to put the user first and are consequently not enjoyable to use. Thinking about the ISTAG
report from its research issues, it seems to describe Ambient Intelligence but not to define it.
That is to say, the report defines the paradigm but not the concept. Some parallels can be
drawn with Artificial Intelligence that previously claimed too much and was not supportable
by the current technology. A key difference in the Ambient Intelligence environment
described in the report is a shift of emphasis to interaction with the digital environment that
puts the user at the centre.  Logic emerges from this interaction and the cognitive gap is
closed so users are immersed in a computational environment with a smooth responsive
interface.

Neuroscientists consider thought to be an emergent property of a system and Professor
Rijsbergen said they were not intending to build Artificial Intelligence, but to build systems
from which intelligence would emerge from the system complexity. The other highlight in the
report is the paradigm shift from command and control to a predictive environment that needs
careful construction to ensure correct operation that does not frustrate users. Other channels of
communication such as expression and body language can aid indirect perception and
prediction behaviour.

The last speaker was Mr. Philippe Geyres, who commented on two aspects of the technology
forecast aspects of the report – components and systems.  All the technology for Ambient
Intelligence suggested by the report appeared feasible given current progress in
microelectronics research and it was a ten to fifteen year evolution of microelectronics from
today. However he cautioned that when considering these 10 to 20 year visions it was
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essential not to lose the key momentum and progress present right now in basic
microelectronics, which is a 200 billion euro industry investing 15 percent in research.
Through this research new components will continue to emerge such as sensors and input-
output devices.

Mr. Geyres went on to discuss display devices and he noted these are not following Moore’s
law for semiconductors, which predicts a doubling in performance every eighteen months.
Displays have become a dominant cost item in many appliances and they are the essential user
interface. Millions of television and Personal Computer displays are now produced in Asia,
but new technologies offer a unique opportunity for Europe to re-establish itself in this field.

Finally, Mr. Geyres addresses standardisation and he pointed out there were business issues,
as well as technology issues. He quoted the example of BskyB interactive television where
only three percent of revenue comes from interactivity and it has not taken off because the
right business conditions are not yet present. Security is also a key issue that must give
content developers the confidence their work will remain secure. Europe’s technical
capability in digital television is there, but European implementations are too diverse and non-
standard with numerous solutions amongst operators and this mosaic of differing solutions is
hindering development of the right business conditions.  Europe has shown it can lead in both
technology and business, as it has done with cell phones when the right standards are in place
for building a successful business, and this effort must be replicated in other areas including
Ambient Intelligence.

A number of questions from the audience prompted further discussion. Someone felt there
could be potential problems in partnering and wanted to know what makes partnership work.
The response was that it needed mutual interest and a common goal so the partnering must be
between companies that interacted to their mutual benefit. This was about business
infrastructure. For example in cellular phones the partners were chip manufacturers, service
providers and systems companies. It was necessary to identify the key drivers that would set
up a supply chain and be flexible and try again until the partnership succeeded, as was usual
practise in the United States. Partnership and close collaboration between industries and
universities was also very important. The speakers recommended a process of market
identification, establishing the business case, putting a structure in place and ensuring these
solutions were at the European level. The speakers also saw opportunities for more
collaboration between universities and industry and they noted that spin-offs and small
companies generally collaborate very well. In general it was felt that the United States has a
higher level of collaboration than Europe.

Another question concerned the social environment and the distinction between networking
people and the focus on the individual provided by Ambient Intelligence, which could be a
technology looking for solutions.  In response the speakers said they recognised there was still
too much technology push towards collaboration between people in a technological context
and that the proposed Experience Prototyping was required to make sense of the interactions
and turn these into a fully fledged technology. It would be necessary to convince the
European Commission that it should encourage early adopters of Ambient Intelligence in the
same way that Smart Dust was spotted by DARPA in the United States.

Finally there was discussion of concerns whether European money would be invested in the
right way and would more powerful hardware be funded if it were needed. It was felt that in
general there is good support from the European Commission and Member States for
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microelectronics that would yield the more powerful and lower cost devices that were
required. There was also a need to focus on aspects of developing these ideas and translating
key messages for the design engineers.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Ambient Intelligence provides a strong foundation for a collaborative research agenda that
matches closely the societal needs and objectives of the European Union. A European
network of multidisciplinary Experience and Application Research Centres should be
established. Essential progress made in microelectronics and new opportunities in display
technologies must still be supported. The report ISTAG in FP6 – Working Group 1, IST
Research Content (http://www.cordis.lu/ist/istag-reports.htm) should be read by anyone with
a further interest in this topic.
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Grid @ the Frontiers

Grid computing and its variants are often presented as the solution for any type of problem,
complex or not. In some selected application domains, present Grid technologies can indeed
provide valuable solutions. However, the underlying current middleware is only partially able
to deliver the hyped promises in terms of interoperability, security, robustness, ease of use and
cost-effectiveness required in industry and business. Grid is at a threshold: local
improvements of existing technologies are not sufficient for a breakthrough. The advances in
fundamental computer science in the fields of distributed systems and emergent and global
computing must be reflected in the design of next generation Grids to overcome present
limitations and make Grid an economically viable tool for industry, business and society.

The session chair David Foster made a short introduction, saying that there are many
challenges facing Grid technology development, deployment and creation of end user
services. The session focussed on the Grid technology development and research issues. The
present limitations of Grid and peer-to-peer technologies were addressed and possible ways
forward were outlined. Emphasis was placed on harnessing the opportunities and reviewing
the challenges.

Main Issues Raised

Since Miron Livny’s was unable to be present, David Foster gave this presentation entitled,
Taking Stock of Grid Technologies, Accomplishments and Challenges. The Grid promise has
three main threads, new business solutions (enable business mechanisms not possible with
present Grids), on-demand services (large resource capacity, distributed managed resources
and supported system infrastructure), and new business opportunities (eBusiness on-demand,
universal data centre, Grid software solutions and Grid service management).

There are three Grid success factor measurements. A Grid must be a pervasive technology
where standards are widely adopted, infrastructure is put in place, operations and use policies
are agreed, and security guaranteed. It must be transparent to use when the services it
provides are easy to use. Finally, it must be integrated into the fabric of life so people do not
realise they are using it. Quoting from What is a Distributed Data Processing System? by P.
H. Enslow, Computer, January 1978, he listed the following attributes: high availability and
reliability, high system performance, modular and incremental system development,
automatic load and resource sharing, good response to temporary overload, and easy
expansion of capacity or function or both. There is still have a good way to go in achieving
this vision.

Today there are intra-organisation Grids with low effort and low benefit, but the goal is to
achieve high benefit with low effort. Close relationships are required between application
developers, computer scientists and policy makers to effectively deliver the benefits of
distributed computing. Application requirements include for example, algorithms for very
large numbers of independent tasks. The research challenge is to create the right balance
between support, software functionality, and innovation. Middleware technical challenges
cover designing a reliable system, understanding how to store data, troubleshooting, and
resource virtualisation. This new challenge requires the creation of new partnerships for
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development and strategy to solve problems. This would address the needs of a global
scientific and industrial community working on multidisciplinary projects to achieve
production level use. Today’s reality is that although Grid is a very promising technology,
many technical problems remain to be solved. Addressing these issues will be an exciting
challenge.

Dr. David Snelling made a presented on Grid Interoperability: beyond Open Grid Services
Infrastructure. Today’s web has a person at one end, while tomorrow there will be computers
at both ends. He defined Grid as Distributed Computing across Multiple Administrative
Domains, where a domain could be political, administrative etc. A universally accepted
definition is still missing, but when people know what Grid is, then the research is over. There
are three main areas of solutions: open, like UNICORE and GLOBUS; many proprietary
solutions; and the web services community Grid. The key is standardisation, which will be the
convergence factor for all the different approaches.

The Open Grid Services Infrastructure, which adds functionality to web services, has been
published. The Global Grid Forum proposed a recommendation status for it. The Open Grid
Service Architecture is only one level in the stack; the rest is still under debate and
development. The Global Grid Forum Open Grid Services Infrastructure working group has a
goal of identifying other parts and creating standards. It was noted that business processes are
different in Europe and the United States and this should be considered. Most Open Grid
Service Architecture interfaces are very abstract, but there is a need to define the content
carried. Dr. Snelling displayed the fluctuation of hype with time in the context of Grid. The
hype is expected to fall after the next generation Grids are achieved. The question is whether
the hype will then increase toward the next step, the invisible Grid, or whether it will decline
to the last Grid, that is to say, the position when the Grid will be a universally accepted
pervasive utility that nobody will talk about anymore.

Professor Marco Vanneschi talked about Bridging the gap between the Grid’s infrastructure
and the user’s application development. He started by reminding the audience that the
underlying middleware technologies are only partially able to deliver the hyped promises. He
reviewed the reasons for the current versus next generation Grids gap. In the area of software
productivity the composition or orchestration of services is extremely difficult. Complex peer-
to-peer approaches are required instead of client-server. Many new advanced Grid-aware
services have to be designed, realised and maintained, and then in turn updated to cope with
continuous hardware and applications evolution. From the users perspective the Grid is often
seen as web like, but the web is seldom suitable for Grid applications. Instead it is necessary
to move towards a complete virtualisation of Grid resources, while preserving successful web
mechanisms. A semantic and knowledge Grid is required.

Grid needs to become pervasive and ubiquitous. It must be easy to use and person centric. It
must be anytime, anyhow, anywhere, for example eWork or wearable applications. There will
be millions of interconnected nodes. Knowledge discovery and management is a key
application for Grid. None of this can be achieved merely by traditional or web software
techniques and technologies. The middleware will be defined and realised according to the
programming environment, which itself will be high level. Current mechanisms are
inadequate. There is a decreasing need for monolithic applications, and the focus will be on
programming environment components and composition, and on-demand downloading of
components.
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The programming environment in turn supports the domain specific problem solving
environments, for example eLearning. There are a number of strategic research issues, for
example, generic versus domain specific platforms. A particular concern is that making the
next generation Grids compatible with legacy software must not sacrifice the development of
new advanced concepts. Professor Vanneschi concluded by looking at the search for a
European way. With many computer science concepts known there is a risk of reinventing the
wheel, which must be avoided. A true co-operative and competitive framework with enough
space and funds is required to foster new ideas. This should have capacity to build concrete
capabilities.

Professor Manuel Hermenegildo gave a presentation entitled, Towards Fundamental
Advances in Global (overlay) Computing. The Internet may be considered as a programmable
computational infrastructure, distributed and available on a world-wide scale. A global
overlay computer is an abstraction that can be implemented on top of a global computer.
Examples of global overlay computing include the web, programming languages for
distributed computing, etc., and notably Grid, plus the Ambient Intelligence vision. Several
overlay abstractions can be stacked one on top of another. There is enough knowledge to
build them up to a certain level, and some of the necessary research has already been
produced by previous computer science and engineering research. There are many open
questions though: it is still not known how to satisfactorily solve issues like scalability and
modularization, interoperability, security, and several others.

The development of next generation Grids, the Ambient Intelligence vision, and other global
overlay computers requires long term foundational advances in computer science. Automatic
parallelisation or task partitioning will be required, and, as this is too hard for humans,
powerful automatic compilers are required. It is already possible to automatically manage
some aspects of resources, deciding for example whether to run a task locally or remotely.
When accepting code from others in a Grid it is necessary to have verification of specification
conformance, ideally automatically and as part of a certificate, but this will require further
development. Although current languages like Java include some of the progress made in
language technology, they are primitive in other respects and new language concepts are
needed. There is also substantial work to be done on distributed automatic memory
management.  Professor Hermenegildo concluded by stressing the need for fundamental
advances in computer science to face the above challenges.

During the questions that followed the presentations, David Foster asked how long it would
take for Grid to arrive. Dr. Snelling said that the global structure is here today, but did not do
what was needed. Internet development was piecemeal and there are bits of Grid today. It
would take a sudden shift (critical mass) to make it happen.

A question was asked why there was no mention of the Enabling Grids for eScience and
industry in Europe (EGEE) project, which is partially addressing some of the above
challenges. David Foster said that EGEE is only one of several projects working on Grids.
However, it mainly focuses on the research infrastructure for the research community. The
challenge is to shift the use of Grids from the research community to industry and business.

There was a question about Grid capabilities and how this maps into the architecture versus
potential domain. Professor Marco Vanneschi replied that many problems start in the
scientific application area. However, the requirements of industrial and business applications
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require more advanced platforms in terms of security, interoperability, scalability, easy-of-
use, etc.

Dr. Snelling was asked about his opening remark regarding end-to-end applications without
humans, which is different from second-generation web. Grid can allow machine-to-machine
exchange, and the way in which people share intellectual property on the web can be seen as a
primitive Grid. Semantics descriptions used in the web context are being picked up and used
as a form of primitive Grid.

A question was asked whether Grid technology was in place. Professor Hermenegildo said
that at the physical level more bandwidth was required, but at the logical level there was a
point-to-point requirement that must be independent from the underlying networking
capability. Professor Vanneschi said that photonic optical systems offer performance that
allows applications to perform as if they were on a local area network.

David Foster summarised saying that there were still many old problems to solve, although
some solutions were known. Standards were important and there was much to do in the
programming environment, Grid aware services, and architecture. How to create such a
network and how do to manage it? There is unparalleled scope for global co-operation and the
business opportunities are there. Grid can offer very high level services and capabilities, but
needs much more research and development.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Today’s reality is that although Grid is promising and has come a long way, many technical
problems remain to be solved. Standards will play a key part in the future success of Grid,
acting as a convergence point. However, there is a time to develop technology and a time to
develop standards. The establishment of standards should not be a killing factor for
innovation. The hype is now reducing as the community moves from today’s Open Grid
Standards Infrastructure toward next generation Grid. The question is whether the hype will
then increase toward the next step, the invisible Grid, or whether it will decline and wither.
This is still an open question. Grid requires a critical mass to take off and needs to become
pervasive and ubiquitous as power grids are today.

To link the Grid infrastructure and the users’ applications requires the development of new
architectures and middleware defined according to new high-level programming
environments. With several disparate national initiatives in Europe, there is a need for a true
co-operative and competitive framework, with enough space and funds to foster new ideas
and lay solid foundations. Fundamental advances in computer science are required to realise
the undoubted potential of Grid. Careful co-ordination and support within and outside Europe
will be required to release this potential, and in particular overcome the critical mass issue.
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Applying Ambient Intelligence: ICT and Health

The eHealth session covered emerging research areas that will be supported in the Sixth
Framework Programme, as well as achievements and issues pertaining to successful
deployment. The session provided an overview of the different aspects falling under the
eHealth umbrella and discussed both the current state-of-the-art and the vision for the future.
The topics addressed included biomedical clothing and health-related Grid applications, as
well as the integration of technologies for beneficial eHealth applications in the areas of
telemedicine, health information networks and smart cards.

Introducing the session, Professor Sanz said, “We are at a moment when medical informatics
is changing. The convergence of the three disciplines of medicine, genomics and informatics
is creating a new area – biomedical informatics – which will open up many new opportunities
to improve human health.” This new approach, he explained, could lead to the discovery of
the genetic component of diseases and their interaction with the environment; to better
understanding of infection mechanisms; and to the identification of novel therapeutic
treatments. Further opportunities lay in smart drug design, improved pharmacological
treatments based on genetic data, and the integration of genetic and clinical information for
diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. He cited LINK3D, an IST project concerned with
collaboration in drug development, as an example of the benefits Information and
Communication Technologies can bring.

Main Issues Raised

Ms. Vellidou and Ms. Kwok described their work on decision support systems in telemedicine
with particular reference to the European Union Insurance Card, which is to be introduced by
2008. The IST HEARTS project aims to provide support in early illness detection and
intervention through the development of a minimally invasive personal system for prevention
and monitoring of heart disease. The system comprises three main elements. The Personal
Health Network consists of various wearable and non-invasive sensors for gathering biometric
and environmental data, interconnected by means of a wireless network. These are
complemented by the patient smart card as a means of authenticating and controlling access to
the data. The Adaptive Decision Support System analyses data from the Personal Health
Network, obtaining information about health status related to the specific subject and context.
Finally, the Central Server Platform ensures the optimum information flow between the
various modules.

The key innovation is the Adaptive Decision Support System which helps doctors to diagnose
and manage their patients, including giving early warnings, by better organising the available
data. It is adaptive in the sense that its response is tailored to individual patients. This is
achieved through a novel combination of neural networks and fuzzy logic approaches. Fuzzy
rule bases are efficient and easy for users (patients and doctors) to understand but are difficult
to adjust to the optimal performance. By using neural networks to tune fuzzy rule bases using
experimental data, the HEARTS system combines the best of both approaches.

Professor de Rossi addressed another emerging eHealth technology – intelligent biomedical
clothing. Work undertaken in the IST WEALTHY project focuses on new types of smart
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fabrics for monitoring body movements (kinematics) and vital signs. The sensor elements, the
data acquisition and eventually the processing will be integrated within a woven fabric
structure. Here, the fabric itself constitutes the sensor and there are no external wires.

The work focuses on a new generation of smart materials with piezoresistive properties. Two
different kinds of materials are being employed: conductive polymers and carbon loaded
rubbers. These have the advantages of low cost, and hence the possibility to realise redundant
systems of sensors on a single garment, as well as wearability. The sensors’ piezoresistive
properties are realised through a coating process, with a further silicone coating being added
to get a thread suitable for weaving. The resulting fabrics show different characteristic
responses according to the body reaction or movement. They can be used to detect human
posture as well as vital signs, such as heart rate and respiration.

Dr. Schmitt described the work of the Telemedicine Alliance, a tripartite initiative between
the World Health Organisation, the International Telecommunications Union and the
European Space Agency. The initiative involves a variety of activities aimed at realising
eHealth for Europe, and is linked to the eEurope 2005 Action Plan. A series of market surveys
are being undertaken, together with interviews with more than 100 experts from a wide
variety of fields. First results suggest a good awareness of eHealth and its benefits, in terms of
quality of care, patient empowerment etc. However, there are a number of showstoppers: in
particular poor interoperability between eHealth applications, and lack of acceptance by
practitioners and patients. Practitioners do not wish to become over-dependent on technology,
while technologists express concerns about data security.

Mr. Sicurello’s presentation described telemedicine and eHealth networks in Central and
Eastern European countries. Telemedicine can take many forms: teleconsulting (clinicians to
clinicians); telediagnosis (clinicians to general practitioners); telemonitoring (clinical centres
to patients); telesurveillance (for example home care); and tele-emergency (support to
emergency services). It brings many benefits, including improved diagnosis and treatments,
especially in distant areas, cost reduction for routine healthcare, and a means to support the
continuing education of healthcare practitioners.

Italy has a longstanding interest in telemedicine, the first national programme having been put
in place in 1991. More recently, regional authorities have assumed a major role in managing
health information and eHealth systems. The Italian Government also sees eHealth as an
important field for international co-operation. Bilateral co-operations have been set up with a
number of Central and Eastern European countries, including Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. These have included exchanges of
researchers, participation of Central and Eastern European organisations in Italian national
and regional projects, and joint participation in European Union projects under programmes
such as the Fifth Framework Programme, INCO and EUMEDIS.

The final speaker, Mr. Amendolia, described the application of Grid technologies in
mammography. Diagnosis of breast cancer is notoriously difficult and depends on a variety of
indicators such as personal data and mammographic signs, as well as other characteristic
indicators obtained through techniques such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging and ultrasound.
Mammography images are typically very large and need to be accessed easily by clinicians.
The Grid provides the high bandwidth necessary to retrieve such images quickly as well as to
store and transmit them securely. Moreover, by gathering together images from many centres
into a virtual database, the Grid presents new opportunities for robust statistical analysis.
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Mr. Amendolia then summarised a number of current projects: MammoGrid, a European
Union Fifth Framework Programme project; eDiamond, a United Kingdom initiative; and the
Italian project GP-CALMA. The benefits are measured in human lives. In the United
Kingdom, for example, around 24 percent of cancers are missed at the screening stage, while
80 percent of biopsies are for benign disease. Optimising the screening process through new
technologies could increase the number of detected cancers by 20 percent and increase the
number of lives saved threefold – to over 1200 per year in the United Kingdom alone.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The HEARTS example showed the wide potential of telemedicine applications combining
smart card technology and remote monitoring. As well as providing patient-specific support,
the widespread use of such health information systems would significantly improve the pan-
European health knowledge base. This, in turn, would open the way to knowledge mining that
could be expected to yield important new insights on how to fight major diseases.

Intelligent biomedical clothing is an active area of development. According to Professor de
Rossi, the lesson from the WEALTHY project was that, new technology should start from old
technology and new technology can make things easy, but it is necessary to take account of
the starting point. The feasibility of a shirt fitted with sensors and capable of monitoring
human posture and vital signs had already been realised, and many exciting opportunities lie
ahead.

Several of the speakers alluded to the tremendous opportunities for Grid technologies in
health and Mr. Amendolia’s presentation highlighted the benefits in one particularly
important application. In this case the architectural infrastructure is not limited to
mammograms, or even cancer, and similar techniques could be applied in many other
treatments. Through these advances, medical image analysis is moving beyond diagnosis to
monitoring disease progression and therapy.

Telemedicine Alliance investigations suggest the most promising approaches for eHealth
applications are home care and teleconsulting (second opinion) for professionals. Practitioners
tend to be more cautious than technologists are. They also adopt new approaches at a slower
pace.

Regarding international co-operation, Mr. Sicurello argued there was a need for greater
multilateral, rather than bilateral, activities. A major new initiative, the Network for Health
Information and Telemedicine, is being developed for submission to the Sixth Framework
Programme, involving many of the candidate countries. The network will aim for a much
wider deployment of telemedicine based on a multifunctional platform of eHealth services.
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Wireless in Motion

Wireless communication is a key enabler of services and applications for people on the move,
contributing to the paradigm of Ambient Intelligence. A paramount issue for a breakthrough
in business opportunities is to satisfy the quality of service demanded by customers at an
affordable price. Quality of service can be enhanced by new access networks and enabling
technologies such as broadband wireless access, open platforms for the third generation and
beyond, hotspot technologies and hybrid navigation technologies. The session concentrated
on the road sector. Key experts in this field, from car manufactures to content and service
providers, gave their vision of the market position and future opportunities.

In his opening remarks, the session chair said that there had been considerable take-up of in-
vehicle telematics in Japan and the United States but much less in Europe. Part of the problem
lay with a lack of open standards and platforms and with regulatory diversity and uncertainty.
He hoped the session would answer the question – how to get a sustainable level of services?

Main Issues Raised

Richard Bogenberger’s opening address explained vehicle telematics developments at the
BMW group. These address four service categories: journey time reduction (navigation and
advanced information); safety and comfort; the in-car office (for example e-mail); and
infotainment.

Some services involve on-line applications, such as finding the nearest pharmacy, or a virtual
city portal. A class of useful applications also arises from vehicle-to-vehicle communications.
All this requires a complex, open application, virtual network architecture covering
multimode radio transmission (cellular, wireless local area network, third generation and so
on), data transport (addressing, routing and store-and-forward), and application layer services.
The presentation ended with a short video entitled when vehicles talk to one another,
illustrating how a car could detect a road hazard or obstruction and send messages making this
known to approaching vehicles on the same route.

Martin Rowell concentrated on location-aware services, including map-making, data
collection and on-line updating. His comprehensive presentation left the session in no doubt
of the size of the update challenge: 15 percent of the road network changes each year on
average, while in fast growing cities it can be much higher, for example 50 percent in
Shanghai. This highlights the limitations of navigation products based on a static CD-ROM.

He gave an overview of Personal Digital Assistant and cellular phone based services,
comparing the technology demands of various services with the technical capabilities of the
different radio systems and satellite transmission platforms. A key message was that standards
must be pursued to allow full market potential. An International Standards Organisation
working group is making rapid progress with the continuous air long and medium range
communications standard for radio and infrared media, with notably strong engagement from
Asian nations.
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He concluded with an overview of the types of advanced services for which consumers and
business users would be willing to pay and the architectures necessary to support them. They
include navigation support, in-vehicle telematics, Internet access, fleet management
information services, financial services, mCommerce, payment services and entertainment.
All these have the potential for enrichment by location awareness. This implies challenges for
vehicle makers, hardware and software vendors, service providers and telecommunications
operators.

Michel Fond, while noting that many of the calls from Europe’s 250 million mobiles were
made in its 210 million cars, found that nonetheless, business models continue to elude the
industry, as they require significant investment for a small customer pull. A mass-market has,
therefore, yet to develop. Road safety, a strategic European Commission priority, has strong
social benefits, yet customers seem unwilling to pay. To have sustainable mass-market
business-to-consumer economic model, needs a close collaboration between public and
private actors, reasonably priced equipment, better integration of wireless with in-vehicle
electronics, and well-designed, ergonomic interfaces.

Anatol Porak contrasted the disappointing market today with the extravagant forecasts made
in the golden age of the late 1990s. He put forward hypotheses that the solution lay in
providing ambient services. He defined these as containing good content at reduced cost,
while being both context-aware and pleasing to use. With these, it might then be possible to
solve the twin problems of the information gap and of user acceptance. This implies a good
deal of research activity, for example in high-quality certified data. Data needs to conform to
a context model, and have a description in a standard form (such as UDDI – universal
description, discovery and integration of web applications). Given this firm data foundation,
applications could make robust queries, find the data and apply it.

The session chair launched a lively discussion saying that since wireless telematics promotes
business, safety and sustainability, it was necessary to pursue it, and pursue it strongly. A
questioner suggested there were two barriers, one being that present services were limited and
mostly proprietary. The other was that it was necessary to think beyond current types of
terminal, and consider newer media such as windscreen projection.

On the other hand, replied another person, it was very clear that care was needed not to
overload drivers with too much information in the wrong form at the wrong time. The real-
time update problem was confirmed as a major difficulty. A simple example was a find me a
nearby doctor type of service, complicated by the rate at which people retire and lists become
out of date. Real-time update was agreed as essential for credible services, yet it requires high
bandwidths and is logistically very tough to solve.

Considering that most users were not willing to pay more than a few euro per month for a new
service, and that this did not justify large investments, someone commented that vehicle
makers had an interest in telematics. They can use the service for system downloads, to warn
car-owners of the need for servicing and for general customer relationship management. They
might, therefore, fund wireless in motion services as a tool of customer retention. It was
suspected that manufacturer investment was behind the OnStar range of services in the United
States. The social benefits of safety need also to be weighed: what is a life worth to the
community? Another contributor commented that perhaps the mass-market consumer
paradigm should give way in this market to a business-to-employee, or business-to-consumer
model.
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A questioner noted that third generation radio technology will not work at 200 kilometres per
hour, and so wondered whether there was a technology to provide the necessary bandwidth
for attractive services. This highlighted a chicken-and-egg problem: does the bandwidth come
first, or does services, with demand pull bringing forward the bandwidth?  This is complicated
by the very different life cycle dynamics of the Information Technology and automotive
industries, the first of which has a product lifetime of about 18 months and the latter nearer 10
years. While agreeing that some healthy scepticism is fine, someone suggested that large
sporting events ought to be able to generate applications with good demand. Note should also
taken of the example set by China, South Korea and other nations, which are fully engaged,
working together and making progress.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The session chair closed with the remarks that work was required not only on technological
development, but also on standards and business models for a commercial take-off of in-
vehicle telematics. A contrast was drawn between the assiduous efforts in this area in Asia
compared with Europe’s disparate initiatives. The real-time update problem is logistically
very tough and depends on higher radio bandwidths, but must be tackled given the rapid
development of the road infrastructure in many areas. Context awareness, perhaps the key to
many user-friendly applications, is easy to imagine in theory, although making services work
in a useful and pleasing way is not. It will depend on a thorough analysis of the data used to
define context and on the meta-data and software tools that will allow applications to find
what they really need.

The search for sustainable business models goes on, given that at present consumers will only
pay small sums that do not readily justify large investments. The question should therefore be
asked whether the mass-market consumer paradigm is still the appropriate one for this
market? Many of the benefits accrue to businesses (for example, to vehicle makers’ customer
relationship management) or to the public sector through the social benefits of safety and
sustainability. Vehicle makers’ commitment was therefore critical for success, while public-
private partnerships could speed up time to market and build economies of scale.
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Networked SMEs: Is Another Way of Doing
Business Possible?

Information and Communication Technologies are key enablers for improving business
processes and interactions, and for building partnerships between organisations. The session
considered whether the new emerging models of dynamic co-operation were an opportunity
for European SME software providers to face global competition and concentration. Among
the issues explored were how could developers provide competitive ethnocentric Information
and Communication Technology solutions for European SMEs, how Digital Ecosystems for
SMEs might develop, and what needs to be done to support their development.

Main Issues Raised

In his opening remarks the session chair, Beppe Caravita, reviewed the good and bad news for
SMEs in Europe. The bad news included flat markets, unfavourable exchange rates and
growing outsourcing to India and China, all of which presented a serious threat to the survival
of many European SMEs. The good news emerging from the most recent eWatch study was
that European industry was making progressively more effective use of Information and
Communication Technologies and the Internet, and that the gap between large and small
companies in the use of eBusiness was closing. Open-source was playing an important role in
this. Individual industries were developing distinctive ways of using Information and
Communication Technologies. For example, tourism is strong in web selling, the chemical
industry makes extensive use of electronic procurement and the mechanical industry
concentrates on co-operative design. Professional and best practice communities were
emerging, which enhanced these trends and opened up the prospect of innovative
developments in areas of European strength, such as micro-machined electromechanical
systems and wearable computers.

Ramon O’Callaghan introduced the idea of Information and Communication Technology
enabled Growth Nodes as the next step in the evolution of industrial clusters. SMEs in
individual industries have traditionally formed geographical clusters where there are strong
local interactions between the companies, but relatively weak interactions with similar
companies in other parts of the world. Growth Nodes emerge when high-performing
geographical clusters use Information and Communication Technologies to establish links to
similar clusters in other parts of the world. This allows SMEs to operate within a global
network of buyers and suppliers, and compete with larger organisations that already have a
global reach.

Looking more generally at the typology of business clusters, Mr. O’Callaghan noted that
science parks generally contain companies, which have strong interactions with similar
companies in other parts of the world but relatively weak interactions with their neighbours
on the park. By strengthening the local interactions, they too could evolve into Growth Nodes.
Information and Communication Technologies had two important roles to play in supporting
the development of Growth Nodes. The first was people-oriented and involved tools, such as
e-mail, conferencing and computer supported collaborative working, for building
communities. The second was organisation-based and involved tools, such as enterprise
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resource planning, customer relationship management, and electronic data interchange, to
support transactions between organisations.

He presented some results from a study of 180 firms from 20 districts in central and northern
Italy. A significant number (between 25 and 45 percent) of these firms showed the
combination of high internal and external connectivity that was characteristic of involvement
in a Growth Node. Such firms tended to be good performers and were strong users of
groupware and enterprise resource planning.

In concluding he presented a roadmap of research into Growth Nodes aimed at identifying the
ways in which the stimulation of growth nodes could be used as a policy instrument.

Massimo Bonciani focused on the Information and Communication Technology needs of
SMEs wanting to do business in innovative ways. He started with some statistics highlighting
the role of SMEs as the driving force of the European economy. They now account for half of
all Information Technology spending and are a faster growing segment of the Information
Technology market than large businesses, although there is still considerable variation in their
levels of Information Technology maturity. When looking at their Information Technology
requirements, it was important to recognise that most SMEs buy solutions rather than piece
parts, and that enterprise resource planning and customer relationship management are among
the most popular applications.

SMEs, he argued, were part of a flexible ecosystem involving vendors, solution providers,
consultants, system integrators, resellers and Internet service suppliers. They want business
solutions, rather than technology, and they want easy-to-use solutions tailored to their needs,
and delivered at the right price. They want suppliers with a local presence that understand
their industry and can offer an ongoing relationship with good after-sales support. They also
want to see the business value and return on investment of their Information Technology
purchases. In short, they want best of breed and there is evidence from European showcases
that, when they get it, it helps them grow.

Mr. Bonciani went on to introduce the idea of on-demand business as the response to
constantly changing technological and business environments. He defined on-demand
business as an enterprise whose processes, integrated end-to-end across the organisation and
with key partners, suppliers, and customers, can respond with speed to any customer demand,
market opportunity or external threat. There were three steps in moving towards on-demand
business. The first was getting on the net, the second was using it for working, not surfing,
and the third was using it dynamically to respond to customer needs.

He outlined the principles of IBM’s approach to delivering business value to SMEs. These
included open standards and Linux, a territory model that brings the company close to the
customer, partnerships with system integrators etc., and an express philosophy. As an
example he cited the on-demand solution developed for the Wimbledon tennis tournament in
the United Kingdom. This major international event is run by a small (100 employee)
organisation, but it faces stringent demands for real-time information and, during the 21 days
of the event, system down-time is not an option.

He concluded by saying that on-demand business could enable SMEs to gain competitive
advantages over large enterprises. SMEs are now well on the way to adopting Information and
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Communication Technologies that could transform them. The conditions for success will
combine business insight, technological innovation and sound financial models.

Andrea Nicolai considered how a different model of Information and Communication
Technologies could offer SMEs another way of doing business. SMEs, he said, are highly
focused and innovative, yet often depend on larger enterprises. If they are willing to
collaborate with the right partners, they could become considerably stronger.

Drivers, such as open standards and extended products are changing the ways in which SMEs
network. Today’s SME networks are considerably more extensive than those of the past.
Future networks are likely to be even more complex and will also respond dynamically to
market instability. On the one hand global markets, together with improved communications
and logistics, should make physical location less important. On the other hand, there are still
competitive advantages in local things, such as knowledge, relationships and motivation.
Clusters affect competitiveness by increasing the productivity of their members, encouraging
innovation, and stimulating the development of new businesses.

Mr. Nicolai then explored how Information and Communication Technologies could help
small businesses cope with increasing market instability. He envisaged the development of a
Digital Business Ecosystem, in which successful adoption of Information and Communication
Technologies would increase the efficiency of transactions and processes. The Digital
Business Ecosystem would then increase the market for software, services and applications.
Based on a commons of open-source infrastructure, the Digital Business Ecosystem would
allow individual players to build proprietary dynamic services tailored to the specific needs
of, say, the tourism sector.

He concluded by describing the Digital Business Ecosystem as a digital environment
populated by digital species, such as software components, applications, services, knowledge,
business models, training modules, contractual frameworks and laws. These species would
evolve in a Darwinian way to create services that dynamically adapt to the users’ needs.

In opening the discussion the session chair observed that co-operation should be a win-win
position for small businesses and invited the speakers to offer examples of how large
companies had supported the process. Specific examples suggested included the stimulation
of small software firms in Ireland following the arrival of major players in the country, and
the creation of applications by small Italian companies based on infrastructure provided by
larger organisations. A more general example was the trend for large companies to look
outside, often to small companies, for innovation. This was increasingly seen as a faster and
cheaper way of moving from ideas to the market.

The trend towards outsourcing manufacturing to India and China was noted and it was
suggested that, looking ahead to 2010, Europe should concentrate on supporting service
activities. A member of the audience suggested that there should also be efforts to support the
education sector. Mr. O’Callaghan responded that there were already some promising
developments in this area, such as the use of Information and Communication Technologies
by the Open University of Catalonia for distance learning programmes that offered a high
quality learning experience to students. Another speaker from the floor pointed out the
strategic significance of the tourism industry in Europe and regretted that the current IST
programme did not address its needs. Certain key elements of the infrastructure to support
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applications for this industry, such as search engines, were only available from United States
companies.

Conclusions and Future Directions

A common theme was the need for SMEs to co-operate more effectively to meet the
challenges of dynamic and unstable commercial and technical environments. Information and
Communication Technology was seen as an important factor in new or better approaches to
co-operation. It could help in supporting location-independent person-to-person interactions
and in supporting more rapid and efficient transactions between organisations. SMEs are now
a major market for the Information and Communication Technology industry and it needs to
recognise their demands for cost-effective, business-oriented solutions, rather than individual
pieces of technology. Open-source infrastructure was seen as an important element of an
environment or ecosystem, in which customised solutions could be rapidly developed in
response to the needs of individual business sectors.

Additional Information
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Keynote Speech: A Trip into the Nano World

Professor Sir Harold Kroto delivered this keynote speech. In 1996, Sir Harold W. Kroto
(University of Sussex, United Kingdom) received together with Robert F. Curl and Richard E.
Smalley, the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for the discovery of fullerenes, whose most prominent
molecules are buckyballs consisting of 60 carbon molecule (C60). In this keynote speech, Sir
Harold Kroto introduced the audience to the world of atoms and nano-technology.

Commissioner Erkki Liikanen welcomed the audience to the sessions adding that it was a
great honour to introduce keynote speaker Sir Harold Kroto. He reminded the audience that in
the 17th century, the mathematician and philosopher Blaise Pascal claimed that the infinitely
small comprised an infinity of universes that each has its own firmament, planets etc., which
expands into the infinitely big.

Since Pascal’s time tremendous progress has been made in observing both ends of that scale.
Nano is the revolution at the small end of infinity and is exemplified by the microelectronics
industry, which underpins the Information Society. European collaborative research
programmes have contributed to the growing European competence in this field.

Microelectronics was in the Commissioner’s opinion the first large-scale implementation of
what the nano world is all about: discovering and mastering new universes at a microscopic
(or rather: nano-scopic!) scale. In view of the many challenges ahead, be it technical,
economic or cultural, Commissioner Liikanen and his colleague Commissioner Busquin have
recently launched a new initiative to set up a European Technology Platform for Nano-
electronics and Nano-technologies. The objective in the coming year is to form a strategic
vision of this sector in the year 2020 and develop a Strategic Research Agenda that would
become the main roadmap for all involved in the technology development.

To help people understand the potential of the nano world, there is no-one better to lead than
Professor Sir Harold Kroto. This trip starts when the C60 Fullerene, a new form of carbon
with amazing properties, was discovered. This discovery has given rise to a whole new area of
research, the science of fullereness and in particular nano-tubes. These have potential
applications in areas of electronics, optics, sensors, medical, industrial and biotechnology; all
core research areas supported by IST.

Sir Harold Kroto, while famous for winning the Nobel Prize, is less well known for his
passionate interest in educating people about science. In 1995 he set up the Vega Trust to give
scientists a broadcast platform to inform young people and the public about science, in
particular to communicate the sense of excitement of scientific discovery.

It was with great enthusiasm that Commissioner Liikanen welcomed Sir Harold Kroto.
 

Main Issues Raised

Sir Harold Kroto started his presentation by giving a time perspective. It was the 200th

anniversary of Dalton’s discovery and publication of atomic weights. The discovery of C60
and molecular quantum mechanics could lead to many applications. Following the initial
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discovery, radio astronomy found the existence of C60 in space. Firing lasers into carbon
replicates the carbon plasma field and led to the discovery of C60. Sir Harold stressed that
fundamental science is unpredictable in terms of what people will find and where it will take
them. He introduced structures like fullereness, nano-tubes and multi-walled nano-tubes.
These were described as ballistic, that is to say they have no electrical loss, and had
applications in microelectronics and also mechanics. The challenge for the 21st century was to
build structures of 1014 molecules of around one metre in length. These would have major
applications in cars to provide strong and light body structures.

He moved on to mention pyrolytic carbon nano-tubes, which could be used in fire protection,
or for example to wrap iron to prevent oxidation. Sheet materials at this scale exhibits
different behaviour, being quite flexible. Any sheet materials can be closed into a nano-tube.
Sir Harold thought that the first applications of this technology would probably be composite
rather than pure, and are unlikely to be earth shattering. His own interest though is in
exploring the nano-mechanisms to develop the understanding, rather than applications. He
emphasised that it is not possible to predict which is the right direction to explore, as each of
his own discoveries were purely accidental.

On the microscopic level he illustrated the concept of molecules not being static by means of
a dog composed of molecules, which could change shape. This concept must be used in
exploration and he gave the example of haemoglobin carrying oxygen molecules. A further
example is molybdenum disulphide, which can absorb energy like a spring, and will oscillate
afterwards. He referred to these characteristics as molecular dynamics.

Sir Harold used the term Carbon Construction Kit, saying that on a nano scale carbon does
not stay flat. Nano-tubes and nano-wires could be constructed and that, both positive and
negative curved sheets could be formed. To relate it to molecular electronics he showed a
picture of a microcircuit with a nano-wire. The nano-wire is perfectly formed, but the limited
optical resolution made it appear fuzzy. The nano-technology is a bottom up build (using
atoms), whereas the microcircuit is a top down build. He portrayed a scenario where physics,
electronics, chemistry and biology are all coming together. As an example a future possibility
would be a molecular motor.

Moving forward in this area requires much blue-sky research, as an open-minded approach
would lead to the big discoveries. There is huge potential, but also much funding is needed.
Using the racehorse model to spread bets, he suggested a three way split (not necessarily
equal though) using the following approach for selecting people. Those who did well last
time, promising young scientists, and those more average scientists who need to be peer
reviewed. Many people believe that the stereotypical white haired scientist, Albert Einstein,
was the one who discovered the Theory of Relativity. That man is an impostor. It was an
unknown seventeen year old Albert Einstein who discovered the Theory of Relativity. More
young people need to be encouraged into the sciences. From the United Kingdom perspective
teaching is a big problem, with most teachers not having a degree or A-level in the subject
they teach. He gave an example of how he had taken his scientific message to children in
Mexico and found the children very receptive.

His final and very strong message, if not a plea, was that this technology should be used for
positive sustainability.
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Sir Harold was asked about the negative publicity regarding the dangers of this new
technology. He said there had been some bad press, but that science has to be seen in the right
context. Like everything, science can be used for good or bad. He gave an example. If people
had said no to chemistry to prevent the bad things, then there would have been no thalidomide
or nerve gas, but also no penicillin. It is not possible to say there are no dangers. As with any
powerful technology, there will be some risks associated with it. However, there is also
potential for tremendous benefits. 

Conclusions and Future Directions

In today’s world there is the microelectronics industry, but the nano world encompasses both
electronics and other technologies. It is in effect a convergence of physics, electronics,
chemistry and biology. Building up from the atomic level, instead of the top down approach
used in today’s technologies, it could lead to revolutionary possibilities like molecular motors.

Nano has a huge potential and scope, but fundamental science is unpredictable in terms of
what people will find and where it will take them. This is equally true of nano science where
many discoveries have been accidental. To move forward in this area requires much blue-sky
research, as an open-minded approach leads to the big discoveries. This also, of course,
implies large funding.

European collaborative research programmes have contributed to the growing European
competence in this field. In view of the many challenges ahead, it is necessary to develop a
Strategic Research Agenda that will become the main roadmap for all involved in this
important area of technology development. As with all technologies it also carries risks, but
the technology is compelling and powerful and should be used positively in a sustainable
manner.
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Keynote Speech: Designing for Effectiveness
and Enjoyment

The keynote speaker was Professor Donald Norman, co-founder of the Nielsen Norman
Group, an executive consulting firm that helps companies produce human-centred products
and services, and Professor of Computer Science and Psychology at Northwestern University.
He is also Professor Emeritus at the University of California, San Diego, and a former Vice
President of Apple Computer Inc. He is the author of numerous books, including The Design
of Everyday Things, Things That Make Us Smart and most recently, The Invisible Computer, a
book that Business Week has called the bible of the post-Personal Computer thinking. His
newest book, Emotional Design: Why we love (or hate) everyday things, will be published in
2004.

The speech covered the nature of the creative process itself, as well as approaches to good
design and the implications for Information Technology products and suppliers. As might be
expected from one of the leading proponents of design, the presentation was highly visual.
Rather than the usual bullet points or textual aide-mémoire, Professor Norman’s 70 or so
slides were comprised predominantly of images carefully selected to illustrate his particular
point.

Main Issues Raised

“You will wonder why I am giving this talk,” began Professor Norman. “There is no
Information Technology. The point is, Information Technology is no longer a technical
community,” he continued. “It is becoming a commodity and an infrastructure, something that
is part of everyone’s lives. In the past, Information Technology products have had a strong
emphasis on technology and specifications and have been marketed on that basis. We are now
in a consumer era and products must convey performance and emotion.”

To illustrate the point, Professor Norman showed a picture of a woman holding a digital
camera. She looked puzzled, as if she does not know how to use it, but also pleased, as if she
could not wait to try it. “How to design products that make people smile?” asked Professor
Norman. It is time to make products that are attractive and that people use because they want
to, rather than because they have to.

Another case of a fun product is BMW’s Mini One. It feels as good as it looks, and while
technically it may not be as accomplished as some of its competitors, it has won widespread
acclaim from the motoring press. People want to buy it because they appreciate the designers’
sense of fun.

By contrast, examples of bad design are all too easy to come by. Many software applications
are not only difficult to use, but also ugly. Drop-down menus should be used sparingly,
Professor Norman urged, as should technologies such as flash and frames on web sites.

People used to think that emotion and cognition were unrelated. Over recent years, however,
these have come to be seen as closely coupled. Cognition is about understanding of the world,
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whereas emotion is about quick value judgements. Emotion comes first for evolutionary
(safety) reasons – people needed to know whether to flee or fight.

Two types of responses, two valences, affect peoples’ functioning at work. On the one hand,
calming environments stimulate creativity and so are good for situations such as
brainstorming or project inception. But creative people often never finish a project because
they are off pursuing another idea. Completion requires a more anxious environment, such as
that imposed by setting deadlines.

Peoples’ brains, Professor Norman contended, involve three levels of processing. Visceral
processing is biologically determined and hardwired into the brain. It covers aspects such as
language learning, musical ability, reactions to voice tones (even babies do this), fear of
heights, spiders, etc. Behavioural processing also occurs at the subconscious level and is
responsible for skills such as speech, walking and driving. Reflective processing, on the other
hand, is about self-image: peoples’ ability to examine themselves.

Design can reflect each of these aspects: visceral design is about attractiveness; behavioural
design is about usage; reflective design is about self-image. For instance, a supermarket
display for bottled water may contain a multitude of choice. All the products are essentially
the same – plain mineral water – the main difference is the packaging (the bottle). Some
bottles are visceral – so attractive that people keep them afterwards. Other bottles are
behavioural – simple functional bottles that people throw away. Still others are reflective –
designs that flaunt the brand name and all that it stands for.

Similar characteristics can be seen in other well-known items. A red E-type Jaguar, for
example, can be considered a visceral design: its key feature is its attractiveness, never mind
that mechanically it is very unreliable. A Porsche, on the other hand, is an instance of
behavioural design: it embodies the enjoyment of complete control. Holiday souvenirs – a
model of the Eiffel Tower for example – express reflective design: every time people look at
it, it reminds them where they bought it and the experience they had. Fashion is another
example of reflective design that mirrors the self-image and social values of the time. So is
buying a watch for 13,000 United States dollars.

Turning to the implications of all this for Information Technology, Professor Norman noted
that the true revolution in Information Technology was not in computers and
telecommunications, but in the capability they give people to keep in constant touch,
especially as peoples’ lives become busier and as they travel more. People need to breathe
emotion into things, such as in the digital camera example presented at the start.

A recent example of a successful Information Technology product, one that shows visceral,
behavioural and reflective qualities, is the Apple iPod. It is attractive to look at, easy to use
and, given Apple’s relatively limited market share, exclusive. Another example of good
design, albeit a very simple Information Technology product, is the DeWalt radio. The
company, whose main business is power tools, recognised that construction workers and
mechanics often need to carry their battery charger with them, so they built a radio into the
unit as well.

Google’s home page is often praised for the simplicity of its design. But look carefully and
there is also a sense of fun. If users do a search that produces 10 pages of results, for instance,
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the site presents this as 10 Os in the middle of Google. And at holiday times, the site’s logo
changes to reflect a party atmosphere.

Looking further ahead, at efforts to develop cognitive machines, Professor Norman argued
that robots, too, must have emotions. This is for the same reason people have emotions – to
guide their behaviour and to protect themselves. Such emotions must reflect the circumstances
of the robots’ use.

Although there was limited time for discussion, one questioner noted that Professor Norman
had concentrated on the design of individual products and devices. The questioner wondered
if this was contradictory to the vision of large Information Technology systems, based on
Grids etc. Professor Norman replied that this was not the case. The principles are the same. In
particular, at the system level one goal is to build systems that are able to examine their own
performance. This equates to the reflective-type issues discussed during the speech.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Professor Norman gave an interesting and stimulating overview of an approach to design,
addressing the area of Information Technology products and systems. His presentation will no
doubt lead many people to look at design in a different way in the future. The presentation
was very timely, coming at a moment when researchers in Europe are engaged upon the
challenge of turning the vision of Ambient Intelligent into a reality. Many of the ideas
covered in the speech will be presented in Professor Norman’s forthcoming book, Emotional
Design: Why we love (or hate) everyday things, to be published in 2004.
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Broadband in Action

Broadband is seen as essential to enable the next sustained surge of economic growth as it can
fuel the emergence of new markets and business opportunities. Both politicians and the
telecommunication industry are concerned over Europe’s insufficient broadband coverage,
although there are solid growth perspectives in the broadband sector.

The session presented successful approaches that leading actors are taking to make broadband
available to all citizens. Examples were given of solutions for different environments, with
different technological and regulatory difficulties, and different roles for government.
Europe’s leading countries in broadband coverage are Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, and the
Netherlands, each with about 10 percent for an European Union average of four percent while
the United States has seven percent and Korea 20 percent. Early in 2003 the European Union
took the decision that all Member States must present national broadband strategies by the
end of 2003.

Main Issues Raised

Ulf Richenberg gave a brief presentation on AB Stokab’s mission, operation and objectives.
The City of Stockholm owns this firm. It was founded to stimulate long-term growth of the
telecommunications market in the region and to become a neutral, non-discriminatory dark
fibre provider. The price-level is 30 to50 percent lower than in other European countries.
Current goals are to deliver broadband to households and businesses, to compete further up
the value chain, and to become a real estate owner to control the access-network within
buildings. To do so projects will be introduced to foster competition, to interact with local
public real estate companies and urban city networks, and to invest in neutral radio
infrastructure.

Mr. Scaglia spoke about the broadband experience in the Lombardia Region, where in 1999
eBiscom started to develop an Information Technology based wideband network. There are
360,000 fibres, which results in a fast network with video quality and unlimited capacity.
Total coverage totals three million homes in all major Italian cities. One family in five and
one business in four uses FastWeb. For Mr. Scaglia wideband means two MB/s, allowing
television quality, or four MB allowing video quality. Following this definition even Digital
Subscriber Loop can deliver wideband. Using Digital Subscriber Loop, FastWeb can now
offer 6MB/s with up-link of 500 KB/s. The Italian example has been followed by Japan and
the United States.

The Korean experience with the development of an Information Technology infrastructure
was presented by Mr. Shin from the National Computerisation Agency, established in 1986 to
develop and deploy national Information Technology policies and projects in the public
sector. With 70 percent at an average connection speed of 4 MB/s, Korea is the number one in
household broadband service. In 1995 the Korean Information Infrastructure Initiative, with
the scope to construct a nation-wide information infrastructure, was established. The project
was divided into three steps: fostering phase (1995-1997), construction phase (1998-2000)
and completion phase (2001-2005). In phase one and two a high-speed fibre optic network
was built. Phase three is aiming at providing 84 percent of all households by 2005 with
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average connection speeds of 20 MB/s and providing a wireless service of 1 MB/s for all
users. Main success factors have been the early construction of fibre networks, education on
Information Technology, the development of Internet application services, and the formation
of a competitive market for telecommunications.

Ms. Styliadou presented the findings of a study assessing four different broadband policies in
Europe. The questions put forward were, are there common themes and are there any winning
models?

Sweden did not give subsidies, but asked for the delivery of a fibre network. A national grid
connecting all principal towns in the 289 administrative areas by an optical fibre network was
created. France encouraged local authorities to invest in telecommunications infrastructure
and content delivery by providing a mandate to a state owned bank to give loans. Ireland
supported towns to deploy dark fibre. Infrastructure will be leased to operators on an open
access basis. The United Kingdom announced aggregate public demand, to create critical
mass for the deployment of broadband infrastructure by privately owned operators.

The emerging models are different concerning whether the public sector provides the passive
elements or also the active infrastructure. An optimal model could be a combination of
passive infrastructure with aggregation of public demand. Advantages are the absence of
financial risks for the public, the intervention at the lowest level of the value chain and no
need for technical expertise, but it is very complex. A significant problem is the different
financial profiles in the value chain. Passive infrastructure has a long pay back period (20
years), while high technology has a short one (five to seven years).

A question was raised if the Korean model with its big state investment could be compared to
the ones presented or could be applicable in Europe. A similar position of high government
investment seems to be unlikely within the European context. The Korean government invests
significantly in broadband rollout, distinguishing between commercial and non-commercial
areas.

The problem of global product development was addressed referring to the restricted research
opportunities when high-speed networks are not available. There are ongoing efforts to link
Europe to the other continents. There is also intense research on the development of Grids.

The strategy towards a complete coverage of Europe’s population was initiated by the
European Union’s decision to require the presentation of national strategies. In this there
should be attention for alternative solutions for Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Loop or
cable to overcome geographical particularities.

Italy is the world leader in transporting Voice over Internet Protocol. Mr. Scaglia explained
that the main strategic step in this is to deliver everything via Internet Protocol, thus being
able to benefit from one high quality infrastructure. This would result in a high increase in
operational efficiency. For the moment Voice over Internet Protocol services go best (most
cost efficient) within their own network, as termination on non-Internet Protocol networks is
still expensive. A wider use of Internet Protocol by other operators would improve this for all.

Mr. Liikanen raised the question whether Korea’s broadband penetration rates and flat fee
prices were sustainable given that public investments are quite high. Crucial elements are
what services are people are willing to pay for and how much return on investment could
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gaming bring.  He mentioned also Samsung’s business strategy to provide broadband
infrastructure in newly built houses, as a default element.

A threat to use of public funds disturbs markets. Mr. Scaglia explained that it is essential not
to disturb market competition in regions where enough opportunities for businesses are given.
In remote areas some public support is justified, since for about 50 percent of the population
the provision of broadband services would otherwise not be economically feasible. He was
aware that the financial support for a regional network in Emilia Romagna caused some
distortion of free markets, which has to be watched carefully.

Responding to a question from the audience, Mr. Liikanen said that possibly in due time the
Universal Service Obligation may be used to ensure broadband delivery to all, based on the
understanding that broadband would become the norm. However, so far Universal Service
Obligation has only been there for basic telephone services.

Conclusions and Future Directions

An active policy toward a complete broadband coverage of the population to support the
development in the regions is essential. Broadband technology is paving the way for a wide
range of interesting services in the future that will create new markets. Since the free market
will not have enough economic incentives to provide broadband access to remote areas the
main task of governments is to ensure affordable and equal access in areas that otherwise
would not get this. Here the usage of structural funds may well be useful. The eEurope 2005
Action Plan states that by the end of 2003 the Member States have to present their national
broadband plans. Based on this, early in 2004 the European Commission will propose a plan
for Europe wide roll-out. Progress should be visible at the end of 2005. Owing to the different
market structures in the Member States and given that some countries have different
geographical challenges to overcome, a number of solutions have to be established. These will
include satellite, wireless, or perhaps even powerline technologies. In the Viterbo declaration
it was stated that where otherwise no broadband infrastructure would be provided, structural
funds would be used, except for the last mile, where there should always be competition. It
will be essential to clarify what type of public intervention is most compatible with
competition rules, and guidelines regarding public private collaboration have to be
established.
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Shaping European Union Leadership in Grid
Research through the European Research Area

Grid is a powerful tool to support and accelerate the implementation of the European
Research Area. The ultimate virtualised Grid technologies will allow for new unprecedented
ways of collaboration through the next generation Internet. The advent of Grid technologies
and the shift of their use from eScience to industry are fundamental steps forward towards the
creation of the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world. This
session addressed key policy issues related to Grid and European Research Area, including
the need to develop a coherent strategy for collaboration among national and European Union
initiatives to achieve higher impact at the European and international levels. The session
provided an opportunity for a high level, open debate, led by key representatives of the
Member States and international programmes and initiatives on Grid, and from industry.

Main Issues Raised

The session chair, David Williams, made the first presentation to set the scene for the panel
discussion that was to follow the individual panel members’ talks. He said that Grids would
provide on-demand computing from a plug in the wall, and would enable communities to
share resources. They also provided a new research paradigm. But Grids were more than
shared computer clusters. There are few Production Grids, but this will change in the future,
and then there will be Grids for many different applications.

He went on to say that the challenge for the future is to make the vision work and also for
Europe to make money from the vision. There is a need to feed research results into industry
and to learn from these applications and to initiate further research and development. Europe
was slow to adopt the Word-wide Web, and the question now is will it be faster to adopt and
profit from the Grid.

European industrial involvement with the Grid is growing. There are already some early
industrial applications. The challenge now is to make Europe stronger in this field.

The second speaker, Wolfgang Boch, addressed the subject of the European Research Area
Technology Platforms for Grids. He mentioned that Grids were a main strategic objective for
boosting the emergence of the European Research Area. Developing the European Research
Area requires a focus on strategic research topics as well as improved co-ordination and co-
operation and the creation of critical mass.

He went on to explain the concept of a European Technology Platform. This involves
mobilisation of actors fostering effective public-private partnerships, involving all the
involved stakeholders, leading to development and sharing of a European longer-term vision
on high impact sectors and leading technologies. The primary output would be a European
Strategic Research Agenda and recommendations for its implementation. It would also help to
achieve better co-ordination at the European level of the many national activities. At the
moment there are many such national programmes, of various sizes, which inevitability
overlap with each other. The vision is to develop and implement common objectives and to
achieve this goal co-ordination was required. Overcoming the current fragmentation and
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dispersion across the European Union would reinforce the impact of both national and
Community funded research.

Development of the European Technology Platform is at an early stage. The first elements of
a Strategic Research Agenda are in place and a number of bilateral meetings between the
European Commission and Member States, industry and other parties have been held.

The third speaker, Joachim Schaper, gave a position statement on behalf of SAP Corporate
Research. He said that many companies were facing a decrease in their Information
Technology budgets. Enterprises needed services oriented architectures, where new processes
based on services could be delivered through open standards. SAP’s view was that there was a
need to add the next innovative best practice to a solid integration and application platform.

Philippe Bricard from IBM spoke about the business case for Grid computing. His main point
was that Grid computing helps to fulfil business needs as well as Information Technology
needs. Grid can help enterprises to quickly adapt to changing requirements. It will help to
deliver on-demand capabilities. There will be on-demand operating environment, business
transformation, and financial and delivery models all brought together by the Grid. To achieve
the operating environment, standards are mandatory. This not a question of developing
competing standards, but achieving international standards, and to achieve this end Europe
must increase its participation in the Global Grid Forum.

The fourth speaker, Volker Rieke, talked about German Grid activities. He said that there are
supercomputers connected by a German-wide high speed infrastructure. However, in response
to demands from the German research community and other groups, the German Federal
Government was developing a national Grid initiative. The main goals of this are under
discussion, but could include stronger involvement of industry and commerce, co-ordination
of activities with international bodies, and bundling of existing Grid activities to create
synergies. It is expected that in the future the proposed German initiative will make
substantial contributions towards the development of next generation Grids and take the
essential steps towards an integrated scientific working environment.

In conclusion the speaker said that the German strategy was based on a number of key areas.
Important among these was the need to avoid incompatible decisions on standards in different
geographical areas.

Research Infrastructure and Grids was the subject of Bob Hertzberger’s talk. He said that a
key point about the development of Grids was that it was a multidisciplinary activity. This
was an important point as it meant that end-user domain researchers needed to work with
computer scientists and engineers. This created a possible culture clash as each had different
perspectives and requirements. Users were interested in flexibility and the capability to
support dynamic problems, while computer professionals were interested in good engineering
practices.

He then mentioned a number of problems. One was that the method for developing Grid and
the infrastructure was not mature. He also said that it was not clear what was generic and what
was specific to applications. He also mentioned that it was necessary to make distinctions
between different stages of Grid development – prototype, experimental and production –
since each had its own special development requirements.
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The final speaker was Tony Hey, who described activities in the United Kingdom, namely the
eScience programme. He mentioned that there were over 80 companies participating and that
there were many application projects, not all of which were based on science. In addition
there was support for research workers as well as the Grid infrastructure.

He mentioned that there was a need to establish a centre to look after the data that would be
generated as a result of eScience activities and to ensure that data was still available in the
distant future when present technologies were no longer available. Best practices for looking
after and holding such data need to be developed.

In addition, middleware developed in research projects needs to be converted into production
quality software. This could take up to 10 times the effort that was expended in developing
the software in the first place. A key issue is to ensure that there is documented, maintainable
and robust Grid middleware available at the end of the United Kingdom initiative. He
suggested that there might be a need to establish an Open Middleware Infrastructure Institute
to address these types of issues.

A member of the audience asked if industry would adopt the Grid. Security was an essential
requirement and would need to be there from the beginning of any industrial use. In response
to this there was an acknowledgement that security was indeed a key issue and that industrial
take-up would not happen if security was not present.

A comment was made from the audience that Sixth Framework Projects did not appear to be
much present in the presentations. However, a key point was that these projects were only a
small part of what was happening in Europe and the creation of a European Research Area
needed to address more than just Community funded projects.

Another question concerned collaboration with the United States. A person wondered if
Americans would collaborate with Europeans. However this was not seen as an issue. People
in the United States are very receptive. The Americans and the Europeans, and other regions,
are all interested in open standards and will work together to ensure that they are developed.
Nobody wants competing standards. Furthermore, in some areas such as networks, Europe has
a lead over the Americans and consequently they want to collaborate with Europeans.

With regard to GLOBUS middleware, a member of the audience stated that the time had
come to stop talking and to start deploying. In response to this it was stated that GLOBUS
was not a standard, just one solution based on open standards. Open standards meant that
users are not tied to one solution, be it GLOBUS or something else.

A question was asked about how to strengthen synergy at the European level between the
many national Grid efforts. One thought about this was that some Member States had a more
co-ordinated view and these might set a good example to other Member States.

The issue of protecting Intellectual Property was raised and the need to avoid the types of
problem that arose with the Internet and the World-wide Web, with some companies trying to
claim patent protection and rights on such things as user interfaces. This was recognised as a
problem and there was a need to avoid such situations in relation to Grids.

Someone asked about the business case for Grids and if it was realistic to base a business on
potentially vulnerable Grids. There was a clear reply to this matter. There was a business case
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because companies were already using them for a number of applications, and these
enterprises were using them because they were obtaining business benefits from doing so.

Conclusions and Future Directions

This session examined the development of Grids in Europe and what steps were needed to
achieve leadership in Grid research and applications. Some concern was expressed at the
beginning of the session that Europe was good at turning euros into research, but not so good
at turning research into euros. However, the session demonstrated that in the area of Grids,
steps are being taken to develop an environment in Europe where there will be opportunities
to create leadership in both research and industrial applications. One key step towards this
goal will be to create some co-ordination of national activities so that duplication of effort is
avoided and synergies are developed. Another important matter will be to continue co-
operation with the United States on the development of open standards. The first steps
towards the development of a European research strategy for Grids represents a significant
move towards creating conditions favourable to achieving leadership. Finally, the session
showed that Grids were important for industry and that industry involvement would
contribute significantly towards the development of a leading position for Europe.
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Applying Micro and Nano-technologies for ICT

This session started by presenting where micro and nano-technologies were already being
used in everyday Information and Communication Technology products. The speakers
explained the opportunities arising from operating at the nano-scale. In particular, in their
respective areas, they explored which future applications were likely to be made possible by
these technologies.

The session chair, Pedro de Sampaio Nunes, made a few introductory remarks, saying that the
purpose was to show how nano-technology could be used now.

Main Issues Raised

Dr. Ulf König gave a presentation entitled, Small Technology in the Automotive Industry. The
speaker is involved in applying the technology in the automotive industry and stated that he
would cover the strategy in Germany, the implications for Europe, and the activities and
potential. Paradoxically, although cars are full of electronics there is a move to reduce the
level, except where there are customer benefits. Customers do not want the burden of learning
how to use systems and the electronics results in a heavy electrical load with implications for
efficiency.

In Germany the Lighthouse Project, a partnership between car manufacturers, suppliers,
SMEs, universities and research institutes, is addressing nano in cars. European manufacturers
take 34 percent of the world car market, thus having a huge impact on the world economy.
There are a large number of areas where nano-technology influences the quality of cars.
Examples include making engines more eco friendly, rendering the body lighter and stiffer,
enhancing the scratch resistance of chassis and windows, producing glare-free wiperless
windscreens, wear and lubricant-free power trains, and adherent tyres with high wear
resistance, to mention just a few.

Nano-technology may be required to meet future tighter emission legislation, by providing
components like, nano-jets, nano-particle additives, and so on. Beyond this there is a vision of
a hydrogen infrastructure in around 20 years time. This will work in conjunction with fuel
cells, where there is yet more potential for nano components. Solar photovoltaic cells are
already used on some cars to power fans, thus aiding efficiency. Nano dot or rod solar cells
could be used and formed into curved body sections, and nano-composite thermoelectric
converters might utilise excess heat. Thinner, lighter, metal, plastics and glass are also
possible without compromising safety. Nano-fibre and polymer composites are expected to be
50 times as strong as steel and one fifth of the weight at the same time. A multi nano-layer
glass coating is already in mass production that provides anti-reflection qualities. There are
many nano sensor applications, which can contribute to road safety.

Dr. Ayman El-Fatary talked about Micro Systems of Systems. The focus was the impact of
nano-technology on other products and services, in particular systems engineering, and the
presentation was delivered from an aerospace perspective. Systems engineering integrates the
established disciplines, and is necessary because everything is connected together. Value for
money is driving integrated support and service packages to higher levels of integration
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complexity. He illustrated integration relating to airframes and flight systems, adding that the
supply chain is also an important part of the integration.

The distinction between microelectronics (planar) and micro engineering (three-dimensional
sculpting) was described as a fine dividing line. Gyro chip component parts were described to
illustrate that both mechanical (quartz tuning fork), and microelectronic components are
integrated. Inertial measurement systems can integrate Global Positioning Satellite data to
calculate orientation and position. The scope in the automotive industry was illustrated by
indicating the different system areas that require sensors. There are already 270 sensors in
high-end cars. In the medical world there is much scope for tools and sensors in areas like,
equipment, ambulatory (internal and external), point of care diagnosis, and implants and
stimulators. Other potential areas are micro unmanned vehicles and stealth materials. The
prime issues to deal with in systems engineering are the evolving systems complexity, and the
product evolution, which is leading to shorter lifecycles. Primary systems engineering
objectives are to improve the techniques and technologies for network centric systems of
systems.

Mr. Patrik Lundström gave a presentation on Future Needs for Instrumentation. His company,
Obducat, produces micro and nano imprint machines to support manufacturing industries like
semiconductor, storage media, research and development, and bio-application. The need is for
faster patterning in production environments to produce things not available today. At this
scale the lithographic technologies of interest are electron beam (master production – down to
three nano metres) and nano imprint (mass production – down to eighth nano metres).
Application areas for electron beam and nano imprint lithography include: semiconductor,
magnetic storage media, optical electronics and storage media, polymer electronics, bio
applications, and molecular electronics. An example of patterned media, memory space was
shown, which with its 70/120 nano metre pitch was capable of storing 75 Giga bytes per
square inch, and might appear in laptops around 2005.

As an example a metal on insulator, bio-sensor design and performance was shown, but there
is a need to find new materials. The response of an optical diffraction grating device over the
wavelength 400-850 nano metres was shown to conform very closely to theoretical
predictions. Stamp fabrication was described with specific mention of the need for nickel,
with its anti sticking qualities contributing to yield.

Mr. Lundström gave an overview of the industrial production process, including the
replication path to scale-up the process. The speaker indicated what was required in terms of
new production technology. These include: mass production structures down to 25 nano
metres, alignment capability of sub 50 nano metres, stamp production structures down to 25
nano metres, large area imprints – up to 70 inches, large area stamp production – larger than
70 inches, anti stick solutions and quality assurance and inspection tools.

The final speaker, Professor Alfred Forchel addressed Applications and trends in nano-
photonics. His presentation had a telecommunications orientation. The market drivers for
optical components were: low cost to buy and own, legacy compatibility, adaptability
(wavelength agility), yield, and integration. There are a number of technological issues for
low-cost high functionality devices, like minimising the number of module components.
Nano-technologies can tailor the electronic and optical properties, by patterning of materials
on to optical wavelength/de Broglie wavelength scale. This, for instance, allows photonic
crystals to control light propagation, or offer optical tuning properties. Two-dimensional
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photonic crystals prevent propagation of light in the bandgap, and can be used as a perfect
mirror, or permit guiding of light around sharp bends with little loss.

Nano-technologies allow the tailoring of optical and electrical properties. With photonic
crystals this leads to miniaturised active and passive opto-electronic devices, and cost
effective monolithic integration. Challenges include the passive losses and output power.
Quantum dots, which extend the wavelength of gallium arsenide devices, have low chirp and
low back reflection sensitivity. Here the main challenge is above 1.3 nano metres, and low
gain. Nano-photonics is the future of telecommunications.

Questions followed the presentations and a question was directed at Mr. Lundström who was
asked to what extent the cost of ownership had been considered. He said that as solutions
were likely to be a combination of technologies, with sequential layers, the cost of ownership
was not the only thing. It is possible to get down to say 10-20 nano metres, but with polymers.
There were some fundamental issues to be resolved though.

With the life of storage media being typically five years, it was asked what the implications
for nano were. Dr. König said this would depend on the media type, for example carbon
storage, and super capacitor. Dr. El-Fatary felt it was necessary to stipulate the requirements,
for example short term or long term and volatile or non volatile. Mr. Lundström did not
consider there were problems with long-term storage. Optical media is extending to one Tera
byte, and magnetic media research is extending durability.

Conclusions and Future Directions

There is much potential for nano-technologies in the automotive industry, and in some cases
they are already being used. They are likely to play a major part in areas like emission control
and safety. Value for money is driving integrated support and service packages to higher
levels of integration complexity. The prime issues to deal with in systems engineering are the
evolving systems complexity and product evolution, which is leading to shorter lifecycles.
Micro and nano structure technology supports manufacturing industries like semiconductor,
storage media, research and development, and bio-application. What is required in terms of
new production technology is mass-produced structures down to 25 nano metres. Cost is also
driving the development of integrated monolithic nano-photonic devices for the
telecommunications industry, creating some exciting developments. Here the challenges are
to overcome some of the technical limitations.
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Natural Interaction, Design and Artistic
Creation

This multidisciplinary session addressed current and future issues in natural interaction,
design, and art from multiple perspectives. Introducing the session, Professor Cugini noted
that, “design is essential to Information and Communication Technology, but Information and
Communication Technology can also help with design.” The presentations covered aspects of
consumer behaviour as well as the role of design and fashion in the user’s interaction with and
acceptance of Information Technology. Through extensive use of multimedia, the speakers
also gave concrete examples of how state-of-the-art technological design tools and simulation
systems can be used in support of artistic and industrial design processes.

Main Issues Raised

In her presentation, entitled Interaction Design: where the virtual meets the physical, Ms.
Crampton Smith described the work of the Interaction Design Institute Ivrea. The Institute
was founded by the Olivetti Company in 1950 and was one of the very first centres to focus
exclusively on industrial design issues. “While today’s world is very different,” Ms.
Crampton Smith explained, “the challenges are the same: how to humanise the technology
that shapes our everyday lives.”

She defined interaction design as designing at the intersections where people and technology,
products and services, and technology and culture meet. “We buy things for what they are as
well as what they do,” she said. At Ivrea, students and faculty from all over the world come
together to explore issues relating to design, technology and culture. Activities include a
Masters Programme, design research and knowledge exchange and networking. In particular,
the Institute’s work focuses on connecting the physical and virtual worlds.

A series of short videos of students’ work helped illustrate this. The first, entitled
Telekatessen: Digital Delicacies, showed a service to send luxury gifts (chocolates) to a loved
one over the Internet. The sender orders on-line via a Personal Digital Assistant, which sends
the order to the confectioners. The supplier then prepares the order and sends a text message
e-mail to the recipient’s mobile device to let them know they have a gift and it is ready for
collection. The case showed a highly personalised service that combined physical and virtual
elements. A second example, entitled FluidTime, used the relay of information via mobile
devices to avoid wasted time in everyday timetable events, such as catching public transport
or booking a laundry service.

In their presentation, Ms. Flaven and Mr. Dunphy focused on key consumer insights and
trends for the technology industry. Introducing the topic, Mr. Dunphy said that industries
dealing directly with consumers, such as fashion and design, understand the need to connect
with consumers, and Information Technology firms are beginning to comprehend this
requirement. “A new understanding of innovation and consumers is essential to the future of
technology-led industries,” he asserted. The new perspectives outlined in the European
Union’s 2003 Communication on innovation suggest this is beginning to be recognised in
Europe.
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Ms. Flaven continued by describing eight key trends for global consumer moods to 2006.
They included the desires to live more balanced, less overloaded lives, but also to explore new
experiences and cross personal limits. People want their egos to shine bright. They are
becoming more demanding and expect technology and services not only to be more
personalised but also more intimate – part of their personal identity. These scenarios have
implications across the development process, from initial design to marketing of the final
product.

Mr. Lombardo’s presentation was entitled Virtual Reality Design and Simulation of
Multimodal Events. In it he described current work to simulate Le Poème Électronique, which
was one of the pavilions at the Brussels Exhibition of 1958. Such large-scale simulations
present many challenges. They require high definition of many different artefacts, as well as
sophisticated synchronisation of multimedia elements (three-dimensional audio, video, and
special effects). Designers have to create an atmosphere as well as create characters
(individuals and crowds) with intelligent behaviours. The latest generation of authoring tools
allows the fast prototyping of such multimodal environments.

The next presentation, by Mr. Barone, looked at industrial applications of natural interfaces,
specifically in relation to car design. Italdesign Giugiaro S.p.A works for a wide range of
automotive manufacturers and has pioneered the use of virtual prototyping. It is part of a
consortium involved in the SmartSketches project, which aims to develop a multimodal
approach to improve usability in the early stages of project design. SmartSketches is a tool for
use in the early styling phases of the design process that enables the designer to directly create
and then change three-dimensional models. The system comprises an environment providing
immersion capabilities, where designers are able to work in a virtual three-dimensional space
on a computer-aided design model. A series of animations and videos showed the system in
use. A commercial product based on the results is planned.

Finally, Professor Cugini took the floor to describe his work on haptic interfaces and non-
rigid material modelling. “Our perspective is that in several sectors, knowledge and skill are
based on tactile interaction,” he said. Areas where this is applicable are medicine, surgery, car
styling design, industrial design, fashion design, and many forms of craftsmanship. In such
circumstances, the usability of Information and Communication Technology applications is
based on, in addition to functionality, the users’ interaction with the system. Traditional
approaches based on Windows-Icon-Mouse-Pointer have limitations. What is needed are
more natural and novel means of interaction that do not change users’ ways of doing things.

Haptic technology, which provides a sense of touch, is a promising approach that is already in
limited use in certain applications. Professor Cugini presented results from a series of recent
and ongoing projects that offer novel approaches. These included the realistic simulation of
fabric for three-dimensional design in the textile industry, and techniques for the skilled
manipulation of flexible materials by robots.

A questioner asked Ms. Flaven about her eight key trends for global consumer moods to 2006,
and whether these trends were based on class differences. Ms. Flaven said they were not. The
point is that traditional segmentation, based on age or income or gender, or occupation, etc.
are too clean. Modern society is much more chaotic.
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Conclusions and Future Directions

The changes in consumer expectations outlined by Ms. Flaven and Mr. Dunphy have to be
recognised and acted upon by all those involved in design and technology. People no longer
behave according to the demographic and lifestyle segments defined in earlier eras. Faced
with virtually infinite choice and an overexposure to advertising, consumers refuse to act
according to their demographic segment and are beginning to lose faith in traditional branding
strategies. They act more according to their psychological profile and current position – a
phenomenon Style Vision calls mood consumption. Mood consumers want to be excited about
a product or service, and they are more demanding than ever before.

Technology is advancing quickly and, as Mr. Barone and Mr. Lombardo showed, it is
bringing benefits to artistic, creative and design-based activities. Further advances, such as
developments in haptic technology described by Professor Cugini, will open new avenues.
Professor Cugini noted that a major Sixth Framework project, entitled Touch-and-Design is in
the final stage of negotiation. It will study and develop a novel system for use by designers
based on haptic interaction and intelligent shape manipulation. It will also provide an
environment for testing haptic simulations.

Ms. Crampton Smith’s presentation showed that Information and Communication Technology
is not just about the big issues such as eHealth or eGovernment. Everyday situations, as
mundane as booking a washing machine, can also be enhanced by carefully thought through
solutions. In her words, “interfaces can reflect the richness of our lives.”
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SMEs: Growing Locally for Competing Globally

The local dimension plays a major role in fostering both innovation in, and the growth of,
SMEs. The session compared and discussed different local Information and Communication
Technology policy approaches and initiatives, which have been successfully implemented
across Europe. Issues addressed included the extent to which best practice is transferable
across Europe, how the specifics of local Information and Communication Technology
policies compare with national and European policies for SMEs, whether attitudes towards
entrepreneurs are specific to individual regions and the lessons for policy makers.

Main Issues Raised

The session chair, Salvatore Torrisi, set the scene by introducing the speakers and saying that
they would provide four contrasting examples of promoting the growth of small businesses.
These should offer some interesting ideas about what policymakers should do to meet the
challenges of their own particular regions. Common objectives might be to foster Information
and Communication Technology use, encourage SMEs and new business models, and attract
capital and firms from outside the region. It would be interesting to understand the barriers to
continued growth, the role of outsiders within a region, and the ability of regional initiatives
to retain local skills and indeed attract new people to the region.

Bill Wicksteed presented a picture of how the high technology cluster of businesses around
Cambridge operates. The cluster itself consists of a mixture of start-ups and spin-offs,
together with some larger firms and a number of incomers. It has four key elements –
intellectual capital from the university and other local research institutes, finance from banks
and venture capitalists, the local infrastructure and, of course, skilled people.

The cluster resulted from a combination of factors. The first of these was the construction of
the Cambridge Science Park by Trinity College. The second was a decision by Barclays Bank
to fund small businesses with high quality ideas. Another was a regular flow of spin-offs from
university departments or locally based consultancy groups. Since 1985 there have been over
100 spin-offs, approximately a quarter of them from the university and the remainder from
established companies. They range from biotechnology to software and are characterised by a
high level of networking.

A study comparing the networking behaviour of small business clusters in different parts of
England found that networking was a significant factor in the success of Cambridge cluster
companies. The companies themselves regard their links to the university or other local
research organisations as very valuable and individuals within the companies regard their
links to individuals in similar enterprises as equally valuable.

Mr. Wicksteed outlined some of the mechanisms created to support networking in the
Cambridge area. These range from groups that principally provide opportunities for social
contacts, via more structured industry focused initiatives, to the Cambridge Network. The
founder members of the Cambridge Network included the university, financial institutions,
Cambridge City Council and a number of major companies with a significant local presence.
The network now has over 1300 members and, as well as open meetings, café networking
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sessions and special interest groups, runs an active jobs market. He concluded by describing a
recent initiative Library House, which aims to encourage investment in innovative local
companies. It provides its members, who pay quite a lot for the service, with independent
information on potential investments in the Cambridge area through a database and regular
investor briefings.

Fabio Terragni described the work of the North Milan Development Agency to transform a
declining industrial area into a post-industrial economy. He started with a brief account of the
geography and history of the North Milan region. It has some 250,000 inhabitants and during
most of the 20th century was a heavily industrialised area. However, starting from the middle
1970s, the large industrial plants began to close, with the last of them (Falck) closing in 1996.
The loss of its industrial base presented a major challenge to the region and in 1995 the town
of Sesto San Giovanni organised an OECD socio-economic audit of the area, which helped to
analyse the situation, draft local development guidelines and transform the crisis into an
opportunity.

Following the OECD recommendations the local administration established the North Milan
Development Agency in July 1996. Central to the agency’s strategy was promoting a new
identity for Sesto as the Communications City to attract investments and enterprises into the
area.

An early initiative was the creation, in 1997, of a telecentre in a former industrial building. In
practice this did not directly create many jobs but it was very successful at training people in
new technology. More recently North Milan Development Agency has developed two
multimedia incubators: the Oficina Multimediale Concordia, which opened in 2000 on the
former Falk site, and the Laboratorio Innovazione Breda, which opened in 2003 and is already
home to 12 companies. The agency has also succeeded in attracting a number of large
companies, such as Sony, Apple and Oracle, to set up operations in the area. A further
initiative, BIC La Fucina, provides services to local SMEs and would-be entrepreneurs. It
provides advice on business start-up and development, finance, technological innovation and
internationalisation. A venture capital fund is also being promoted for supporting high
technology start-ups and a Wireless Gateway has been established to promote links between
Swedish and Italian high technology companies.

Mr. Terragni concluded by saying that the North Milan Development Agency set out to
manage the transition from an industrial to a post-industrial economy and that, to date, it has
had considerable success. After going through a peak of 10 percent in the late 1990s,
unemployment has now fallen to a more acceptable 4.3 percent. Information and
Communication Technology has been the main driver in helping the area to overcome its
crisis.

Luis Casas described the development of a Linux-based environment to support public
services and local businesses in the Extremadura region of Spain. He began with a short
profile of the Extremadura region. Close to the Portuguese border, it is a sparsely inhabited
area with a predominantly rural economy and high unemployment. A regional Information
Technology strategy was established in 1997 with the aims of making the Internet available to
all, increasing technological literacy and promoting new models of business and a new labour
culture.
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He outlined some of the actions that had been taken to implement this strategy. Central to
these is Project LinEX – the creation of a Linux-based environment for public administration,
education and businesses. The LinEX strategy involves creating services to support the
regional and local administration, individual groups within society, local enterprises and
research. These include the Education Technological Network providing teachers and students
with training in technology, the Vivernet business incubator to support innovative business
initiatives and a LineX business platform to support new methods of co-operation among
enterprises.

Jacques de Chilly presented the 40-year story of the cluster of telecommunications related
industries in Western France. It started in the 1960s with a government decision to relocate
national research and development centres in Brittany to promote the development of the
region. This stimulated a lot of start-up companies in related areas of technology and
encouraged large multinationals, such as Mitsubishi, Lucent and Siemens to establish research
and development centres, or manufacturing operations, or both, in the area. Other, smaller
organisations also set up research facilities in the region. By the late 1990s Western France
had become an internationally recognised centre of excellence in telecommunications.

However, in the last three years the Information Technology crisis, as well as the migration of
manufacturing operations to central Europe or the Far East have hit the cluster of companies.
A number of factories have closed and the region has had to refocus its strategy on start-ups
and SMEs. In 2001 West France Wireless was set up to promote co-operation between SMEs
and research and development centres, promote the region to foreign firms, support small
companies in expanding abroad, and encourage involvement in European programmes, such
as Galileo. It has also benchmarked the region against competitors, such as Finland and
Bavaria. Agreements have been signed with high technology clusters in Texas and Japan to
extend the range of possible research partnerships between SMEs and research and
development teams. In addition, regional broadband access has been introduced and a 40
million-euro regional venture capital fund established to support the growth of technology
based SMEs.

Mr. de Chilly concluded by saying that these actions by West France Wireless had helped the
region to address the challenges presented by the closure of major industrial sites and preserve
its excellence in research and development. That research was now being transferred to SMEs
and was helping them to grow.

The discussion opened with a question from the floor about the driving force behind the North
Milan success story. Mr. Terragni said that it was the local authority, which was motivated by
the challenge of industrial restructuring.

Another questioner asked about the synergy between multinationals and SMEs, and also
asked what happened when major multinationals moved out. Mr. Wicksteed said that in
Cambridge there had been two phases of multinational involvement. In the 1950s Pye/Philips
had been a major electronics manufacturer in the area. When it closed in the 1980s it left a
legacy of skilled technicians and development engineers, which was of great value to local
high technology start-up companies. More recently multinationals have started moving in
again, this time to buy up innovative companies. The challenge today is to make the start-ups
robust enough to ensure that they get a good price for their ideas. The establishment of big
research centres, such as Microsoft’s, enhances the image of the area as well as providing
business and employment opportunities. Mr. De Chilly said that, in Western France, the
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closure of the big manufacturing plants presented the challenge of keeping skilled people in
the area. Sophia Antipolis had faced a similar challenge when Digital left, but had fortunately
been able to retain people because of the attractive local environment. Mr. Terragni observed
that multinationals did not always use a territory responsibly and it was desirable to couple
them into the local environment through links to local universities and SMEs.

A further questioner asked whether the importance of local relationships varied between the
technologies. Mr. Wicksteed said that they were particularly strong in biotechnology.
However this might be because the biotechnology community was relatively small and most
of the companies in it were recent start-ups.

The final question concerned whether the speakers had seen increased amounts of research by
SMEs. Mr. Wicksteed replied that the challenge was not in doing research but in carrying it
thorough to manufacturing. Mr. de Chilly said SMEs were not only doing their own research,
but were also now acting as subcontractors to the larger players. Mr. Terragni wondered
whether research was the right word. SMEs were certainly innovative but sometimes the
innovation was a new way of applying existing technology. Mr. Casas said that the LinEX
environment was helping companies to co-operate in novel ways.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The session presented the experiences of four European regions – Cambridge, North Milan,
Extremadura and Western France – in stimulating the development of high technology small
businesses. In Cambridge and Western France, successful clusters of such businesses had
been established around centres of technological excellence. In both cases the clusters have
attracted major international organisations to locate facilities in the region. Both regions have
also had to cope with the closure of major industrial facilities. Public policy initiatives have
played a strong role in shaping and sustaining the cluster in Western France, whereas the
Cambridge cluster is characterised by a mixture of private initiatives and self-help.
The other two regions, North Milan and Extremadura, offer examples of publicly led
initiatives to use Information and Communication Technology for transforming the local
economy. In North Milan the aim was to transform a declining industrial area into a post-
industrial economy whereas, in Extramadura the aim was to transform a predominantly rural
region into a knowledge economy. North Milan has had considerable success in replacing its
manufacturing industry with high technology businesses. Extremadura, which started rather
more recently, is well on the way to establishing an infrastructure to support business
innovation. A common message is that networking is a key factor in establishing a virtuous
circle of economic growth.
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Keynote Speech: Grid – The Third Wave of the
Internet?

Grids will foster the development of the next generation Internet and the provision of
unprecedented functionality, capturing unused resource capacities dispersed around different
organisations and put them to work in a global scenario. Grids have been evolving, as the
Internet did previously, as a tool for the scientific community. Its extension to commercial
and industrial applications is just emerging. It presents a new computing and knowledge-
sharing paradigm that can extend the openness of the Internet concept beyond communication
and access to information. How will Grid technologies influence the day-to-day life of
individuals, employees in virtual organisations, industry and services at large? What are the
pre-requisites in terms of security, trust, and accountability to make Grid services an
economic success story in the knowledge-based Information Society? These are just a few
questions that were addressed by the speaker.

Main Issues Raised

Wolfgang Boch welcomed Dr. Taylor and introduced him to the audience. Dr. Taylor then
gave his presentation. He first talked about eScience and the Grid.

eScience is a new paradigm. It is scientific research based on distributed global collaborations
and involves the use of very large data collections spread across the globe, high performance
computing facilities, etc. The Grid provides the infrastructure to enable eScience and eScience
in turn is a driver for the development of the Grid, which can be viewed as the emergence of
an Information Utility.

Dr. Taylor then briefly described the United Kingdom eScience programme. This involves the
expenditure of 213 million pounds over the period 2001 to 2006. It has involved the
development of a heterogeneous Grid based upon several sites. Industry is also contributing
40 million pounds and there are many application projects. These address both scientific and
industrial areas.

The main focus of Dr. Taylor’s talk centred on the Grid as an Information Utility. He began
by quickly reviewing the development of the Internet, noting how this had led to the notion of
Grids providing shared computing power, collaboration, and access to global data resources.
He noted that the number of Internet hosts and Internet users was growing rapidly. He also
pointed out that computing power would continue to grow (Moore’s Law), delivering in the
future unprecedented computational capabilities. At the moment no-one knows how this
computational power will be utilised.

He then began to talk about these computing facilities might be distributed. Firstly there
would be computing power that lay behind a wall of Grid middleware. Users would not
experience the complexity of this, and would just tap into this power as and when they needed
it.  But he also mentioned that autonomous agent technology would also be located behind
this middleware wall. Potentially this could be a disruptive technology, providing a bridge
between people and information systems, undertaking tasks on behalf of users.
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In front of the middleware wall there would also be billions of smart devices as well as
wearable computers. These potentially could be feeding a vast amount of data into the
Information Utility.

The Information Utility could also provide support for collaboration and interaction between
individuals and groups. The speaker called this through the wall activities. The Access Grid is
an early example of this, but in the future the applications will cover not just work, but also
family relationships and entertainment. However, these interactions will need high levels of
trust, security and privacy as well as capabilities to deal with legacy data.

The evolution of the three areas – behind the wall, in front of the wall and through the wall –
would lead towards the creation of a Global Information Infrastructure. Summarising on the
matter of the Information Utility, Dr. Taylor said that eScience Grids had built on the Internet
and the World-wide Web, and these developments can be considered as a move towards a
World-wide Information Utility concept. Importantly, however, applications would quickly
move beyond science to other areas such as business and all aspects of daily life.

The speaker then discussed the applications and implications of the Information Utility. He
described applications in work environments, retailing, purchasing of good and services,
transport, healthcare, education, family, and media. A number of key issues and major
concerns emerged from consideration of these application areas.

Security was one of these major concerns. There would be information of a personal nature
that would need to be protected. Identity theft would also have much more serious
implications, especially as the speaker foresaw the Information Utility becoming an
indispensable part of daily life.  How to deal with attempts to disrupt and damage the
Information Utility was also an issue that required attention.

Trust was a key issue. One important need that would have to be addressed would be how to
deal with incorrect data. Mechanisms would be needed to allow people to correct errors in
data about themselves.

Dr. Taylor then dealt with the issue of privacy and transparency, stating that individuals,
companies and governments would have to come to terms with a major surrender of privacy.
A very wide range of activities would become visible in detail and in real-time to the rest of
the world.

In conclusion, Dr. Taylor said that Grids would prove to be very beneficial, relieving people
of many unnecessary tasks and lightening their workload. However, this would come at a
price and one of these was personal privacy.  He also said that the Grid would create
dependency and that raised the issue of how people would cope without it. His final comment
was that Grid would be much more that the third wave of the Internet – it would be the first
wave of the Information Utility.

Following the presentation members of the audience asked a number of questions. One person
expressed concern about the lost of privacy that Dr. Taylor had mentioned, stating that it
sounded too much like the Big Brother scenario from George Orwell’s book, 1984. In
response Dr. Taylor pointed out that the loss of privacy would apply to all, not just
individuals, so the activities of big companies and governments would become more open to
scrutiny.
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There was a follow-up remark about Dr. Taylor’s belief that loss of privacy was a foregone
conclusion. One person asked about privacy enhancing technologies and if they had any
future. In reply Dr. Taylor said that this was an important area of work, but that the matter
went beyond technology and required changes to regulation and laws, as well as the
development of the means of undertaking audits and policing.

A question was asked about responsibility of individuals and who would be responsible in the
world of networked collaboration. The questioner also said that access to the types and
amount of information foreseen would open up opportunities for global environmental
management.

Dr. Taylor’s response was that for individuals wishing to collaborate they would start from a
position were everything was private and secure, and there would then be a need to agree a
protected environment where trust and security were enabled by technology. However, at the
other extreme, doing something like placing web cams on every street with open access for all
would give a degree of transparency that would be difficult to deal with. With regard to
planetary environmental management, there could be a clash between these two extremes.
This is a difficult issue to resolve and cannot be done just at national level in such cases.

Wolfgang Boch concluded the session by thanking the speaker for his interesting talk, noting
that the concept of things occurring behind and in front of the middleware wall was an
excellent presentation towards realising the concept of virtualisation of resources. He noted
that the presentation made an excellent link with the notion of Ambient Intelligence and the
creation of knowledge services. Dr. Taylor had addressed more than just technology issues,
covering matters of privacy, security etc. This was very welcome and it was clear that exciting
times lay ahead.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Dr. Taylor gave a very interesting presentation, focused on describing work that has been
undertaken in the United Kingdom and describing a vision of possible future developments. It
was certainly clear that Grids have much to offer if they can indeed become the Information
Utility that Dr. Taylor described. The scope for Grid application is very large, with many
positive potential benefits for citizens, enterprises and government service. The development
of these applications will however need to take into account concerns about security and
privacy, and potentially these may be much more significant that those raised by the Internet.
The coming years will see some very interesting research and development work undertaken,
as well as many exciting applications.
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Keynote Speech: From Research to Business –
A European Success Story

This keynote speech was delivered by Dr. Chris Horn, the Chief Executive Officer and co-
founder of Iona Technologies. It described the growth of Iona Technologies from a university
start-up to a successful NASDAQ-listed company providing middleware for integrating
applications into complex computer systems to clients in over 30 countries.

Main Issues Raised

Chris Horn started with a snapshot of Iona Technologies as it is today. The company, which
has its headquarters in Dublin, employs 400 people. It has its United States headquarters in
Waltham, Massachusetts and 30 branch offices around the world. The main line of business is
providing large organisations with high performance integration solutions for their mission-
critical systems. An example of what Iona delivers is a system for tracking all the parts used
by Boeing in the assembly and subsequent maintenance of its aircraft. Apart from Boeing,
clients include major telecommunications, financial services and systems integration
companies.

To illustrate what the company does, Dr. Horn explained that most business applications are
distributed over three tiers – desktop, server and mainframe. Different applications share
different tiers and Iona helps its clients to connect the tiers. This middleware is very complex,
especially when large numbers of applications are involved. An additional problem is that
there are multiple middleware standards so that the interconnection problem is like running a
railway where each line has a different gauge. Furthermore, old software is seldom retired
because, if it is working well, it is more risky to replace it than to leave it alone. It often costs
less to develop a new application than it does to integrate it into a company’s existing
systems. Iona Technologies takes on and solves these problems.

The company’s origins were in the Trinity College Dublin’s department of computer science.
During the 1980s a group within the department was involved in an ESPRIT project
COMANDOS, investigating software architecture for the federation and collaboration of
distributed systems. The project involved major industrial partners, such as Bull, ICL,
Nixdorf, Olivetti and Siemens. The ESPRIT funding came to an end in 1991 and the
European Commission was keen to see the results exploited. However, none of the industrial
partners seemed interested so, taking advantage of the university’s campus company scheme,
the three founders of Iona set up the company in 1991, each of them contributing the
equivalent of about 1,200 euro in working capital. For some time this was all they had to work
with. Banks, venture capital firms and even the Irish development agency were simply not
interested in investing in an Irish high technology business. For the first year or so they lived
off whatever work they could get: system administration, training, consultancy – “more or
less anything that was legal.” By mid 1992 they had sufficient reserves to hire two people and
to begin the development of their first product.

The product was ready for commercial sale in mid 1993 but the team believed that, unless
they could sell it in the United States, nobody in Europe would consider buying it. As a result
the product was launched at a major trade show in San Francisco, where Iona made its first
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sale to a defence systems integrator. More significantly it also attracted the attention of Sun
Microsystems, which was investing heavily in object management technology but needed to
integrate its products with Microsoft Windows. Iona could do this and, in December 1993,
Sun bought a 25 percent stake in the company for 600,000 dollars. This encouraged the Irish
government to come up with a similar amount, and also helped Iona to land a contract with
Motorola for integrating the ground centres controlling its planned Iridium satellite system.
This contract further enhanced the company’s credibility and in 1996 Boeing became a major
customer.

1997 saw the company listed on the NASDAQ exchange in what, at the time, was the fourth
largest NASDAQ initial public offering. By 2001 Iona had grown into an organisation with
1200 staff and revenue of 180 million United States dollars. Since the end of the dot.com
bubble it has shrunk to 400 staff and revenues of 70 million United States dollars. Dr. Horn,
who had stepped down as Chief Executive Officer in 2000, returned to the post in May 2003.
He concluded his history of Iona by saying that he believes the company is now focussed and
well positioned in an exciting market.

He then asked “what are the challenges facing European SMEs in the IST sector?” He did not
think it was under investment in research and development. Although there are significant
variations from country to country, figures from Eurostat suggest that the European Union
spend, as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product, is similar to that of the United States. The
availability of venture capital did not seem to be a major issue either. Figures from the
European Venture Capital Association show that funding is still available – if the idea is good
enough. Europe also generates a lot of high technology patents, has good educational systems
and a rapidly improving telecommunications infrastructure so innovation, training and the
availability of broadband services do not seem to be major issues.

The key challenge for small businesses, he argued, was building revenue, especially revenue
from international sales. Unfortunately European Information Technology buyers are very
conservative and tend to buy only from the big names. This makes it almost impossible for
start-up companies to establish a track record. He concluded by suggesting that governments
could help SMEs by placing a significant proportion of the contracts for eGovernment with
them and generally purchasing more Information Technology from small businesses.

A member of the audience asked if the experience of Iona was unique or were there other
successful start-ups. He also asked how multinationals could help small local companies to
grow. Dr. Horn pointed out that Ireland is a very small country and so successful companies
must export. Two notable Irish success stories were Baltimore Technologies and Eurologue,
but there were also quite a number of successful companies with fewer than 50 people.
Multinationals in Ireland are mainly involved in manufacturing or localising products for the
European market. They do not develop products there and so there is very little opportunity
for selling software to them.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Chris Horn described the evolution of Iona Technologies plc from a university-based start-up
company with minimal funding to a NASDAQ listed company with over 1,000 staff and a
turnover of almost 200 million United States dollars. The company’s initial products were
based on distributed systems technology developed in the ESPRIT programme and it is now a
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leading provider of middleware for integrating applications into complex computer systems.
The most important task for any start-up company is generating revenue and, in its first year,
Iona’s founders did more or less anything that was legal to raise enough cash to develop their
first products. Although it was a small Irish company with very limited resources, the team
were convinced that they had to sell their products internationally and, in particular to clients
in the United States. This they did and gradually established a client base that included
Boeing and major telecommunications, financial services and systems integration companies.
Dr. Horn also explored the challenges facing European SMEs in the IST sector. The principal
challenge was the conservatism of European Information Technology buyers who tend to buy
only from the big names. By procuring a greater proportion of its Information Technology
from SMEs, the public sector could help them build their revenues and establish a track
record.
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Wireless Tags – A Smarter and Safer World?

Radio frequency identification tags, or smart tags, are helping to make the Ambient
Intelligence vision a reality. Tag costs have fallen to euro cent levels and will soon be found
on almost every product. This creates a wealth of business opportunities, enabling more
efficient supply chain management and remote monitoring of work processes and flows.
Examples include warehousing, inventory management, customer-supplier information
systems, product tracking, secure access control, electronic identification and electronic
billing systems. The mass roll out of smart tags entails radio spectrum usage, increasing the
need for world-wide standardisation that is currently lacking. On the other hand, smart tags
present a threat to personal privacy, since not only can the product that carries the tag be
traced, but also information about the owners can be collected and exploited. The session
gathered important speakers in the field, giving the audience a chance to note the vision of
these key players in this important area. “We have the technology,” explained the session
chair, “and the benefits are great.”

Main Issues Raised

Alexander Gauby opened the session with an outline of the application opportunities
presented by radio frequency identification tags. They create the bridge between the real
world and the digital virtual world in computers. They automate the translation between the
two, eliminating the need for human intervention in the form of data entry. They require no
line of sight between tag and reader, and make bulk sensing possible. Present day applications
are closed-loop (that is to say, serving one application in one company) with reusable tags, for
example, the tagging of library books, animals and vehicles. Open loop applications (that is to
say, serving multiple applications for different agents) will be feasible from 2007.

The use of disposable tags will support applications such as baggage handling. However,
ongoing development faces a critical volume barrier. More applications would follow from
cheaper technology, and cheapness from rapid take-up. He listed the active and relevant
research areas: they include semiconductors, materials research, smart sensors and embedded
computing. Noting that although the technology was here now, he concluded that plenty of
development is needed to reap its full potential.

Lorenzo Castelli gave a lot of detailed technical information about radio frequencies,
suppliers, materials, production methods and the quality control necessary to ensure 100
percent working tags. He closed with an intriguing vision of intelligent paper, a futuristic way
of packaging tags.

Lutz Heuser explored in some depth the impact of radio frequency identification tag
technology on business processes. “By connecting the corporate world to digitally enabled
objects that represent their goods, services and assets, businesses can inexpensively capture
detailed information that enables a corporation to better adapt to the changing flow of its
products and customer needs,” he explained. Examples of support to supply chain
management and supply chain event management include inventory management, shipment
tracking and work-in-progress visibility.
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Advice of delivery was a very valuable quality advantage for enterprises to offer to its
customers. A typical future retail store might use smart tagging for tagged pallets, backroom
search of cases, distribution centre processes, track-and-trace, and the employees’ information
portal to access data about inventory, counting, technical evaluation and exception alarm
reporting. He outlined schematic processes for packing and goods release, and for goods
inward receipt. Drawing attention to the potential cost savings, he closed by noting that he
expected retailers in the United States to demand product tagging from all suppliers within the
next few years.

Katherine Albrecht issued a strong challenge to smart tag technology on the grounds that it is
chipping away at personal privacy. She noted that while some of the world’s largest
corporations have been developing this technology behind closed doors since 1999, a counter-
balancing consumer thrust has only existed for about six months. “Plans are underway,” she
warned, “to tag every consumer product in the world, and radio frequency identification tags
have already been hidden in products sold to consumers.”   

Very soon, there would be an electronic product code, the smart tag equivalent of today’s
universal product codes, and businesses are being placed under pressure to implement
tagging. Smart tags, which are very small, are a form of silent commerce. They can be read
without the knowledge of a person, who may not even be aware that they are carrying or
wearing one. The threat to privacy only begins with this, however, since if a tag contained a
unique number, it could be used to identify the individual, then link that person with bank
account, credit and other data.

Retailers want this capability to target customers, and even track them the moment they enter
a store. Radio frequency identification tag enabled shelves have been placed on trial, using a
concealed camera to photograph purchasers. Gillette, she noted, had ordered 500 million tags
for a project it had described as a trial. Digital videodiscs sold in the United Kingdom and
United States contain radio frequency identification tags. Europe, Japan and the United States
have considered or are actively considering placing them in banknotes, so removing the
anonymity of cash. The Verichip, a tag the size of a grain of rice, which can be implanted
beneath the skin, provides the ultimate tool to track individuals. “The message is simple,” she
concluded: “Now is the time to discuss the societal implications of radio frequency
identification tags.”

Jacques Hulshof’s closing presentation provided a great deal of information about global
standardisation work for radio frequency identification tags and the involved organisations.
Besides radio frequencies, standards are necessary for electrical safety, human exposure to
radiation, electromagnetic compatibility and interaction with medical implants. While there is
plenty of activity in the main regions of the world, progress is disparate. Much more ongoing
work is needed in the areas of global spectrum harmonisation, and of interference with
medical implant devices. It is quite possible for radio frequency identification tags to
influence medical implants even when compliant with one of the various standards.

A lively discussion centred, unsurprisingly, on the privacy issue. The first question, however,
established the motivation for the 2,500-person Verichip trial in the United States, which had
been to enhance personal safety by giving a rapid linkage to medical records in the event of an
accident.
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Most participants in the discussion were supportive of the thrust of Katherine Albrecht’s
warnings. The right of individuals to control for themselves the degree of self-disclosure
resonates with the European citizen’s right to be able to switch off localisation capability in
mobile handsets. Another added, though, that peoples’ right to make themselves invisible
when they wished should be subject to an override giving society the right to capture deviant
behaviours.

The discussion made clear that the issues at stake are not simple ones. Specific applications
will involve a reasoned trade-off, as in the example of tagging drugs, and so being able to
trace them from factory batch to the patient’s bedside. The complexities of vertical chain
management are very high, and pilot trials must be undertaken to identify and determine the
balances between safety, efficiency and personal privacy, so finding best practice.

One participant questioned whether the privacy furore was misplaced, given that tagging
supplied only product and not personal identity. Would not privacy invasion depend on
database integration of dubious feasibility? Katherine Albrecht remarked that even product
identity alone had its problems, since identifying a bag containing one or two particular
products could quite feasibly be used to track an individual, at least for a short time.
Regarding integration, she reminded the audience that government authorities in the United
Kingdom and United States were already seeking powers to have official access to all
commercial data resources. The current debate is therefore critical for looking ahead to what
could happen.

Conclusions and Future Directions

This was an extremely interesting and potentially worrying session. On the one hand, smart
tag technology offers society significant benefits, yet there is the possibility of serious misuse
that could harm individuals and society. There are actors who, as some would see it, are
actively seeking to promote that misuse, while public debate on the ethical dimension has yet
to be properly launched. There was a special danger that the aftermath of September 11th

might unnecessarily suppress the asking of fair and right questions.

The benefits of the technology for safety, security, crime prevention, efficiency and cost
savings are clear. The technology is here now, although further research must continue to
refine it and make it robust and affordable enough for open-loop deployment with disposable
tags.

The privacy issue is not a technology matter but a trust concern. A most important debate is
needed within and between countries. Like other aspects of privacy, there is a need for the
protection of a regulated policy. An effective response might then be to add privacy and
security to the list of standardisation issues that have to be tackled.
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Research Infrastructures and Grid Deployment

In the context of the European Union’s Sixth Framework Programme (2002-2006), one of the
main goals is to create, on top of the pan-European network for research GÉANT, a pan-
European infrastructure that is based on Grid-architectures. While GÉANT’s main objective
is to support connectivity (throughput, geographical coverage, quality of service, etc.), the
Grid infrastructure will focus on processing of information (computing, data and service
Grids). These two aspects will constitute an integral eInfrastructure with qualitatively new
functionality and capabilities. A major priority is to build a pan-European Grid-empowered
eInfrastructure of production quality that will serve the concrete and actual needs of all
researchers. This will create the conditions to undertake research and development in Europe
in a qualitatively different way and will support the implementation of the political and social
objectives of the European Research Area.

Main Issues Raised

Dai Davis, who talked about the pan-European network for research, GÉANT, and the future
challenges facing this network, gave the first session presentation. A number of issues needed
to be addressed in the future. First there was the matter of divergence of costs. Seven years
ago this was not an issue as costs across Europe were very similar. Now there are some wide
differences and in effect there is some cross subsidisation taking place. New usage patterns
were also emerging, which for example, involved predictable data flows at known times, so
the question arose of whether Internet Protocol based networks were suited to future use.
Mixed networks involving packet and circuit switching may be better. Also, with large
amounts of data coming from single applications there was a need to enhance network
security.

The second speaker, Charlie Catlett, spoke about the TeraGrid project in the United States.
This uses high bandwidth networks, but is not a network. The TeraGrid is a national
eInfrastructure. It has many nodes as well as common storage. A major lesson learnt from the
TeraGrid project is that building a production Grid is hard because Grid technology only
enables procedures and operations. An enormous amount of architecture, design and process
management is required to convert Grid technology into a solution for users. A TeraGrid
hosting environment needs certified software, a unified operations centre and user help
contacts. It also needs special capabilities for specialised users.

Karl Solchenbach then talked about the EURGRID project. This addresses High Performance
Computing and the setting up of test beds providing seamless access to High Performance
Computing resources. It also involves developing a number of interfaces for important
applications. The speaker described a number of applications addressed by the project,
including Molecular Dynamics and weather prediction on-demand.

The results of the EURGRID project, in addition to setting up the High Performance
Computing Grid, include new technology for UNICORE middleware, such as fast file
transfer, resources brokerage, billing, interactive access, and application coupling. In addition,
the project has resulted in the Grid enabling of many applications via plug-in interfaces, and
industrial use of the Grid with a number of companies.
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Fabrizio Gagliardi spoke about the EGEE Grid project. This deals with enabling Grids for
eScience in Europe. The goal is to create a production quality Grid, leveraging current and
planned regional and national Grid projects. Major issues to be addressed include security,
robust middleware, user interfaces, education and training. The benefit of the project will be
that it will support new ways of undertaking scientific research in Europe. In addition the
project will also address industrial needs. In conclusion the speaker said the project would
help to maintain European momentum and Europe’s lead in production Grids.

Peter Kacsuk described the Hungarian ClusterGrid initiative. The Hungarian Government has
provided funding to buy 99 clusters, each with 20 Personal Computers and a server. The goal
is to connect these 99 new clusters of the Hungarian higher education institutions into a
production Grid. During the daytime the Personal Computers are used for education, at night
however, the clusters are connected to the Hungarian Grid. The basic concept has been to
keep the system as simple as possible and to use existing and production quality network and
Grid middleware components. There are also only a few entry points to guarantee security.
Development work has been limited to those components that were not available off-the-shelf.
Up to October 2003, 12 institutes had been connected to the Grid and 15,000 jobs had been
executed. Planned developments for 2004-2005 are high level user-friendly interfaces, a Grid
application monitoring infrastructure, and connection to other Grid systems.

In concluding, the speaker said that the Hungarian approach had provided a relatively
inexpensive way of creating a large size Grid based on existing clusters, and that the system
was already working as a production quality Grid.

Mirco Mazzucato spoke about Grid activities in Italy and their integration with European
Union activities. He briefly described the Italian Grid strategy which aims to provide Grid
infrastructure for both science and industry, building on work that started back in 1999. Italy
intends to promote international collaborations, especially in the area of open standards and
the development of middleware. In addition, work that will not be covered by European
Union projects will also be supported. He then outlined the evolution of a number of Italian
Grid projects: INFN Grid, FIRB Grid.it and PON S-PACI.

The speaker described a number of challenges concerning European Union eInfrastructure.
Important among these were delivering a robust and reliable service, development of user
communities, co-ordination structures, and policies for sharing national resources.

The final speaker, Tony Hey, addressed the issue of a creating an Open Middleware
Infrastructure Institute. One of the main challenges was to ensure that prototype middleware
developed in research projects was transformed into production quality middleware. This
would require considerable effort, and development of an organisational structure to
undertake the work and to support the middleware in future applications. He also said that
there was a need to create synergies with efforts undertaken to develop web services, where
issues relevant to Grids, for example security, were being addressed. The speaker mentioned
that in the United Kingdom, the eScience programme would be devoting a lot of effort to
develop production quality middleware.

A question was raised about the United Kingdom’s software development efforts and if these
were independent of work in the United States. In reply it was stated that no country could
work alone. Common standards for middleware are what are needed. It was also mentioned
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that the EGEE Grid project would invest in middleware, but that the project would also use
what was available and only develop the missing parts.

The next question addressed the issue of convergence of Grid infrastructures and the issue of
application domains. It was felt that key issues here were next generation web services, which
could bring useful results to Grid computing services. A large amount of effort is needed, but
it was felt that Grid technology would become compatible with web services.

Someone expressed a view that there was no room for local standards. The Global Grid
Forum has adopted the web services approach. Grid services will be placed on top of web
services. It was stated that while the Global Grid Forum is important, it represents a high level
view and that there should be a bottom-up approach to assess if the Global Grid Forum
approach is practical.

A question was asked about emergency response teams used when networks are subject to
attack and if Grids needed the same. In reply it was stated that these teams are only put
together on an ad-hoc basis after an attack has occurred. A better way to deal with the
problem would be to have defence against attack and to locate the source of the attack. The
proposed shift away from Internet Protocol based networks should help in this respect, since it
would then be possible to have more control over resources.

Conclusions and Future Directions

This session demonstrated that much effort needed to be expended on developing a Grid
infrastructure of production quality. Efforts would have to be focused on developing the
communication networks, providing quality middleware and developing international
standards. The matter of how to provide adequate security would also have to be resolved.

The speakers identified in their closing remarks a number of matters that they felt needed to
be addressed to ensure the creation of a Grid research infrastructure for the European
Research Area. Important among these were steps to reduce the fragmentation of activities
within Europe. Also it was necessary to find solutions to the problems associated with use of
national resources by people from outside national boundaries. More effort also needs to be
devoted to creating Grid middleware products. Fixed and stable software was also needed. A
European Grid middleware centre might also be useful to achieve some of these requirements.
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Long-term Opportunities for Nano Related ICT

Nano-technology is expected to greatly influence traditional Information and Communication
Technology industries, but more importantly its big impact will arise from novel products,
which will reshape these industries and create new ones. This session gave an overview of
state-of-the-art science and then presented current Information and Communication
Technology research directions.

The session chair introduced the topic by saying that Ambient Intelligence was only the tip of
the iceberg with all its technology in the background. Eventually everything would be
connected and all objects would have sensors attached to them – although there were still
unsolved research issues such as how they get their power supply. These sensors would be
extremely small devices with large memories and by the year 2010 computers would be on
the molecular scale with high degrees of miniaturisation employing molecular materials.
Europe already has some specific actions to support this evolution including the third call in
the Sixth Framework Programme that includes global and molecular computing activities.

Main Issues Raised

The first speaker was Mr. Piero Perlo of Fiat Richerche. He described automotive concept
platforms that integrated micro-technology with nano-technology and how these would be
major enabling technologies for the next steps in automobile evolution. Microelectronics has
now penetrated throughout automotive systems and has already reached 15 percent of the total
vehicle cost. The automobile industry will soon consume hundreds of millions of micro
electro-mechanical systems per year, in the form of accelerometers, gyroscopes and
magnetometers and the impact of nano-technology will be unbelievable. These and other
nano-technology devices are the key enablers for concept systems such as FIAT’s micro air
vehicle – the Flying Intelligent Autonomous Transporter.

The boom in Information Technology in transportation has emerged just when it is becoming
increasingly difficult to sustain the current rate of growth of transportation and several
problems including congestion, pollution and safety have become paramount. However, these
problems present opportunities for nano-technology and wireless communications. Some of
these are being addressed in research projects like Multipleye and Funlight in IST, which deal
with multi-sensing navigation platforms, the disappearing cockpit, active materials, high-
power systems and the virtual sky three-dimensional location system. These projects resulted
in the development of light emitting and apparently transparent glass to form interactive
navigation eyeglasses that display navigation information superimposed on the scene seen by
the viewer or driver.

A complementary system uses gyroscopes and accelerometers supported by Global
Positioning System, all in a 22-gram platform for determining a vehicle’s three-dimensional
position and motion sensing. Said to be unique within Europe, it is envisaged this will be
engineered into a system that is only 20 millimetres cubed. Other important research
developments include micro-combustors that will reduce energy consumption and pollution.
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These and other technologies are enabling new kinds of vehicle platforms such as those
proposed by the IST projects Marvel and FIAT. FIAT is a flying vehicle the size of a car that
was shown in a movie flying above Fiat’s research buildings. More of these vehicles are
planned and they will be demonstrated at the 2006 Turin Olympics. It will be necessary for
Europe to co-ordinate its activities both internally and internationally if it is to develop next-
generation vehicles that can solve traffic saturation problems. Micro and nano-technology will
make key technical contributions.

The next speaker was Andre Dittmar of CNRS Lyon France. Mr. Dittmar presented a thought-
provoking comparison of human inventions with naturally occurring phenomena in the
animal, insect and plant worlds such as a lizard’s ability to cling to walls using weak forces
and the natural equivalents of Velcro, fluidic machines and the zip fastener. Considering that
a human hand has the equivalent of 100,000 sensors this alone is constantly producing a large
quantity of data that first requires signal processing then data processing. Following nature’s
lead it makes most sense to develop technological systems that have numerous sensors
thereby increasing the amount of information gathered that could ease the tasks of signal and
data processing.

Mr. Dittmar went on to describe how sensor technology was already developed for
applications in catheters and surgical tools and how other technological advances were used in
the development of artificial retina. Close examination of natural mechanisms could reveal
useful strategies for sensors, structures, actuators and intelligence. Other examples were
discussed such as how the feedback of stress encourages bones to grow denser and stronger
where it is most required. Other bio-inspired technological developments were described such
as an artificial insect that walked on water at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
electrostatic cleaning, motion created by millions of small hairs and micro-reactors for rapid
heating. In concluding he noted that nature does not provide design drawings that can be
copied so to determine these useful techniques it is necessary to further increase knowledge of
living systems.

Next, Dr. Bourgoin talked about the future for self-assembly in Information Technology and
started with a contrast between a super-computer and the human brain with some numerical
comparison of power consumption and dissipation. The human brain is self-assembled and the
question is if this type of concept can be applied in the coming decades for Information
Technology.

Starting with building blocks, Dr. Bourgoin described his wide definition of self-assembly
and the results of research at CEA’s LETI laboratory into quantum dots preparation. This
latter work is applied in blue Light Emitting Diodes and flash memories, where by using only
tiny amounts of charge there is a large improvement in data retention time at reduced power.
Products using these techniques may soon be available on the market.

Other self-assembled nano-electronics include the nano-wires grown at Hewlett Packard
Laboratories. However, super-molecular chemistry is more complex, for example organising
and building organic magnets using the spins of copper and cobalt. Other examples are self-
assembled surface monolayers with high insulation and low wear. IBM has developed a
sensor that detects DNA by bending. Researchers have also demonstrated a method for nano-
tube assembly that could be used to build non-volatile Random Access Memories. Biological
methods can also be applied by using viral or bacterial actions towards assembly and a
selectively metalised DNA enzyme used as a mask.
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Dr. Bourgoin concluded that many of the scientific building blocks for nano-technology exist
and he proposed a roadmap for developing a toolbox of these methods. Self-assembly can
provide a new architecture for computing that may be non-binary. Other techniques are
demonstrated in some IST projects such as Nanomol. Self-assembly opens new perspectives
and has potentially low cost, as it does not require expensive lithography to produce huge
numbers of components at sub-atomic precision.

Finally, Professor Bill Milne from the University of Cambridge discussed the potential
applications of carbon nano-tubes. These were first discovered in Japan in 1991 and have
been the subject of a lot of media attention but they have characteristics that could make them
very important such as their high strength, not having dangling bonds at the edges and their
capability to be semiconductors.

Carbon nano-tubes can be manufactured in three ways; electric arc discharge between
graphite electrodes; laser ablation; or by catalytic Chemical Vapour Deposition. The
Chemical Vapour Deposition technique uses heated nickel as a catalyst in the presence of
electric field to align the tubes. There is a figure of merit for the nano-tube shape and they
offer a number of attractive characteristics including: their low resistance, which means they
can carry high current densities; their lack of electro-migration in the presence of high fields;
and their robustness at high temperatures.

Near term applications are mostly concerned with field emission such as lamps and x-ray
sources. Samsung has developed a Carbon nano-tube diode for field emission displays up to
30 inches and anticipates even larger displays that involve assembling nano-tubes in a
polymer for screen-printing. Oxford Instruments is applying them in a x-ray spectrometer.

Different types of tubes are available for different applications and three European-funded
projects are researching applications in flat panel displays, e-beams controlled by high
frequencies and high-power microwave sources at high current density. Longer-term
applications for carbon nano-tubes are expected in micro electro-mechanical systems, solar
cells, energy storage, semiconductors, solar calls and resonators for oscillators. Carbon nano-
tubes are extremely hydrophobic and are thus highly suitable for biological and medical
sensor applications. Single wall nano-tubes can be fabricated extremely precisely and can be
used to build logic gates.

There was some discussion between the speakers and the audience regarding the capacity of
super-computers verses the human brain in which it was noted that much of the brain’s
capacity was devoted to low-level functions and did not remain free for knowledge-centred
activities. Another questioner asked if carbon nano-tubes could be assembled in bundles, and
what bending forces they could withstand. It seems there is research in this area but no clear
answers as yet.

Conclusions and Future Directions

It was noted that there were many scientific areas that had surpassed natural inventions and
that things like lasers and superconductors did not exist naturally. Therefore research must
continue to look in all directions and not be restricted to that which appears in the natural
world. Most of the developments in nano-technology have occurred over the last 10 years.
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Recently there had been a lot of progress and many aspects of nano-technology are now
understood and ready for development. Other more exotic discoveries may be 15 years or
more away. Nevertheless, the session showed that nano-technologies are already impacting
the development of Information and Communication Technologies, and that impact can only
grow as the more is learnt about nano- technologies.
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Multimodal Interfaces for Workplace Design

The session addressed the state-of-the-art in multimodal interfaces in workplace design and
explored the current trends and research directions in the field. Progress in multimodal and
multisensorial interfaces is transforming workplace design. These interfaces enable further
personalisation of working tools, easier access to and sharing of knowledge, as well as more
effective and efficient collaborations within and between organisations. The move towards an
Ambient Intelligence environment in the office and the workplace brings additional
opportunities to improve working conditions and productivity.

Main Issues Raised

Professor Fernando’s presentation focused on multimodal interfaces for future collaborative
engineering workspaces. Globalisation has forced many engineering companies to work in a
different way, as distributed virtual enterprises, to reduce cost, time and to improve the quality
of their products. These distributed virtual enterprises need better product simulation
environments, as well as innovative collaborative workspaces to support team working. For
the latter, team needs change throughout the product lifecycle (from production, to marketing,
to customer support, for example) and hence parallel activities have to be supported.

Based on analyses in various industrial sectors, the IST project Future Workspaces developed
a series of generic workspace scenarios for collaborative engineering. These included
workspaces for: distributed design, brainstorming and co-design within teams, remote project
management, and interaction between customers and design and support teams (customer
eSupport). Other aspects are workspaces for mobile workers and for training.

Future workspaces will be characterised by a number of key features. Physically, they will be
highly flexible and will integrate various networking infrastructures. They will provide
transparent access to computing and other resources, for example, through the Grid. They will
also make use of intuitive interfaces based on multimodal technologies such as tracking,
visual displays, three-dimensional spatial sound, and touch-based sensing and feedback
(haptics). Mixed reality environments will remove barriers between physical and virtual
worlds, while context-aware agents will support information on-demand. Middleware will be
key for supporting distributed collaboration within both fixed and mobile contexts. Such
developments will lead to virtual communities that are distributed.

The challenge in developing multimodal interfaces for workspaces is to build systems that
understand relevant human communication, through sensors, as expressed through the
person’s body language and explicit spoken language. The resulting output should also be
naturally understandable. This requires integration of interfacing technology at multiple
levels, such as speech and sound recognition and generation, computer vision, visualisation,
language understanding, haptics, learning, user modelling, and dialogue management.

The speaker concluded by showing a short video to illustrate one possible workspace scenario
of a collaborative activity in automotive design.
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Dr. Davide’s presentation addressed interfacing issues for context-aware services in the
workplace of the future. Current guidelines for working environments are derived from basic
principles of human-computer interaction. These principles are important when the work
involves repetitive manual activity, or specialised technical activities, for example design or
technical work, or relatively simple decision-making, for example, data processing. Modern
working environments have to be designed for work that is much more complex, and so
require a more advanced service approach.

The workplace of the future will require a new generation of services that are aware of the
context. Context can be defined in many different ways, one being any information that can
be used to characterise the position of an entity – a person, place or object. The key idea is
relevance to the user’s interaction with the system. Context services are information and
services that can be presented to users according to their current situation. Some services may
be executed automatically, such as when a user enters a room, or volume changes depending
on noise level. Information can be tagged according to context for retrieval and use later on.

The speaker proposed an architecture for interfacing context-aware services based on three
layers. At the most basic level was a context-sensing layer comprised of physical sensors and
digital processing. Above this sits a context aware infrastructure comprising networking and
middleware. At the highest level are context-aware applications that provide the user with
maximum flexibility in choosing modes of input and output, and which are highly aware of
variable contexts and environments. To realise such an architecture it is necessary to
overcome key challenges in terms of technical interoperability and semantic mediation, this
meaning the way in which different systems handle and communicate contextual information.
Noting that many obstacles can be removed, Dr. Davide concluded that the future
developments were an open field.

Professor Bagnara proposed that the workplace should be viewed as a knowledge cell. Current
approaches view human workers as physiological machines: the workplace is designed to
facilitate their interaction with the work environment (office furniture, appliances, equipment
etc.), but takes no account of cognitive transactions, that is to say, how workers use
knowledge to interact.

Psychology reveals that subconsciously people perceive four cultural borders around the
human body. These are referred to as intimate, personal, social and public spaces, and each is
defined by different means of communication. For example, at the intimate level smell and
touch are the main communication modes, whereas visual and acoustic signals dominate.
Psychologists call the study of these psychological and cultural interfaces, proxemics.
Effective virtual workspaces need to reflect these subtleties.

In current virtual reality environments the human body disappears and the traditional cultural
borders are replaced by interfaces between minds. The knowledge cell takes this a stage
further, creating a space where all different types of distributed knowledge – mind, body,
community, artefacts, context – are brought together and integrated. This, in turn, calls for
new proxemics, cognitive proxemics, which takes account of the relationships and constraints
between the different elements. In other words, the challenge is to bring body and cultural
issues into virtual worlds.
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Conclusions and Future Directions

The session showed that multimodal approaches will be key to the design of future
workspaces. The user interface is an important aspect, and here a framework is emerging
based on the integration of multimodal technologies, sensors and mixed reality environments.
This implies an ability to personalise the interfaces and for seamless migration between
various ambient environments, in terms of both process and context.

Many technical challenges in relation to multimodal technologies remain. In tracking
technologies, for instance, one challenge is to allow users to move around a workspace and
have the system monitor position, eye gaze, posture and gestures. For display technologies,
further efforts are needed to make it possible to view data in a natural manner and to reduce
space requirements, including three-dimensional displays closely integrated into peoples’
surroundings. For sound and speech, there are various issues related to free voice
communication. And in haptics, there is a need for smaller and lighter devices and for more
flexible devices with greater degrees of freedom. In mixed reality, developments are aiming
towards systems that allow physical and virtual resources to be combined seamlessly.

All three presentations emphasised the importance of context. Context awareness could be an
intermediate step on the way to Ambient Intelligence. To achieve this will require new
services to manage, correlate, represent, organise and interpret information and knowledge. It
also calls for a modular, scalable architecture to guarantee the industrial feasibility of context-
aware services. Natural models of interaction will support physical, cognitive and social
interaction. Semantic interfaces should support high level interactions between different
layers of applications.

While important, the technology problems represent only one aspect however. As Professor
Bagnara emphasised, realistic virtual workspaces require more than simply advances in
sensors and display technologies. Means are needed to translate the subtleties of body and
cultural issues into virtual worlds. Disciplines such as psychology and behavioural sciences
have much to contribute here.
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Access to Finance I: First Steps

This session was organised by the European Investment Forum in association with the IST
Programme. Part I of the two-part session provided an overview of some of the principal
sources of financing for early-stage plans, as well as some real-life examples of
entrepreneurial companies that have successfully built a commercial market for their
technologies. It covered the main areas that an entrepreneur needs to address before
approaching an investor or a funding organisation. These include the development of business
plans, and an understanding of the venture capital community and investors. The session
explored the journey towards the commercialisation of a business idea.

Main Issues Raised

The session chair Mr. Sean Burke welcomed the participants and explained the purpose of the
European Investment Forum. He observed that business plans submitted by IST projects
consistently focused on the technology and much less on the markets. He then introduced the
panel and started his presentation by posing the main question that an entrepreneur needs to
answer before he can approach a potential investor: where are we now and where do we want
to go? This can only be answered if people know who they are and what they are seeking to
achieve. Entrepreneurs also have to ask themselves, if they want to start a business, what is
the current position, what commercialisation channel is being considered, and what help is
needed. If an entrepreneur does want to start a business, then it is necessary to ask what
business, and if venture capital is relevant to the business. Once the entrepreneur can answer
these questions, he is ready to develop a business plan.

Mr. Burke then asked Dr. Ingo Hussla to give his presentation, which was entitled Business
Plan – Why do you need one? Dr. Hussla started by describing his organisation, which is
located in a science park near Hamburg. He then defined a business plan as a written
document that summarises a business opportunity and defines and articulates how the
management team expects to seize and execute the opportunity identified. He then quoted
W.J. Reddin – an objective without a plan is a dream.

A successful business plan should identify and quantify the profit, benefit and return-on-
investment from the perspectives of the entrepreneur, customer and the investor. Writing a
business plan is very important as it structures and clarifies the different perspectives. He
pointed out that 30 percent of business failure results from a lack of planning and that 11
percent of failed investment negotiations result from unrealistic business plans. The business
plan should address the market very carefully and show how to satisfy the different type of
customers.

One of the most challenging tasks in writing a business plan is to remain focused on the
strengths of the company owning the plan. He then offered a table of contents for a business
plan: executive summary, management, market, marketing plan, manufacturing and
operations, company structure, company projections, risks and assumptions, and financing. In
the uncertain areas of a business plan, such as financial projections, scenarios might need to
be developed. Investors want to invest in people. All business plans must catch the interest of
the investor right away. Marketing and sales should be given as much consideration as
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technology, and he strongly advised entrepreneurs to match every euro invested in technology
with the same amount for marketing and sales.

He identified the cash flow statement as the most important part of the financial section of the
plan. He then introduced the services offered by the IST project TRAIN-IT, which focuses on
market research, marketing and sales, and financial aspects of the business plan. The project
has trained more than 156 participants, of which 21 percent were women, and developed 133
business cases. He then identified the different financing options. These are own resources,
parent company or institution, business angels, government or European Union funding,
venture capital, and banks. He concluded his talk by saying that training people creates jobs.

The next speaker was Mr. Jean Schmitt, who gave a presentation entitled About Venture:
Relevant for you? He started by advising entrepreneurs to learn more about the venture capital
business before approaching it for funding. Venture capital companies raise money from rich
individuals or organisations that want to invest in companies that will offer a high return on
investment. They are looking for companies that have the potential for high growth. Venture
capital was one part of the finance sector, which was affected by the downturn in investment
on the stock market. Venture capital investment averaged 15 percent return on investment last
year compared to a loss in the previous year. It is still difficult to raise funds in the current
weak market, but the general trend is looking more positive.

Mr. Schmitt’s partnership received around 3,300 business plans in 2002. Advisers who know
the venture capital community very well recommended these. The first thing that they look for
is a highly competitive business proposition. He advised entrepreneurs to consider whether
venture capital is suitable for them. Once a venture capital company gets involved, the
entrepreneur will lose control of the company board and the workforce. He will be judged on
performance as an employee rather than as an owner, and he might see the company develop
without him at the helm.

The venture capitalist will be looking for the 10x (ten x), where the candidate has to be 10
times better than the competitors. The strategy must be executable and visionary but practical.
The entrepreneur must have a great team or demonstrate that he can build one. The best
market to chose is a fragmented market with the potential for very high growth. The
entrepreneur should prepare two presentations, one very technical and the other very simple
because some venture capitalists are very knowledgeable about technology and others are less
so. He should also target the right type of venture capital company and one that is generally
prepared to invest about three percent of its fund in a company. Lower levels of investment
are unattractive as they do not make the money work, and higher levels are more risky.

It is better to build an international syndicate of investors with a national champion rather than
rely on a single investor. The entrepreneur should have a good working relationship with the
venture capital manager and the directors that will be brought into the company, and should
always try to recruit an excellent and loyal workforce. He concluded by reminding
entrepreneurs that the entrepreneur has the choice.

After the presentations a number of questions from the audience were directed at the expert
panel. It was asked how hard was to find venture capital? The reply was that it is hard to find
the first injection of venture capital, but after that it should become easier. Someone asked
what IST could bring to a start-up. The IST programme will not fund any start-up, but it could
help in finding strategic technical partners from across Europe. Dr. Hussla commented that, in
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general, the business plan should have a technical annex, which can be easily extracted from
the project proposal and the deliverables of an IST project. However, Intellectual Property
Rights and patent ownership have to be clear.

Mr. Burke added that the European Investment Fund and the IST project Gate2Growth could
also help in finding a suitable investor. His general advice was to be focused and not to go
after money just for the sake of money. Dr. Nobels said that, in the past, his organisation had
advised against participation in European research programmes, unless the company had a
very good management, as IST projects can be very demanding on management resources.

Entrepreneurs should remember that venture capital companies are always overwhelmed with
business plans, so they should understand the environment of the investment market and
approach only the most suitable companies. Business proposals will only attract venture
capital if they have very large impact on the target market and change the rules of the game in
the industry. He observed that a large number of IST projects focus on moderate
improvements to current products and platforms. From the perspective of venture capital, this
is a weakness. A venture capital company will check a business plan against a list of 50
criteria, so an entrepreneur should be prepared to ask for external help in evaluating a
business plan before submitting it.

Mr. Burke added that the Venture Academy and Gate-2-Growth can provide such valuable
feedback, and then concluded the session by thanking all the participants.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Entrepreneurs with visionary technology should only start looking for funding once they are
sure that they want to run a business and have a clear vision of what they want that business to
achieve. If they want funding from a venture capital organisation, they should understand that
such organisations only invest in companies with high growth potential and expect to see an
innovative business proposition that will have a major impact on the target market. The most
important document that an entrepreneur needs to write is the business plan, which will be
looked at by external investors and potential partners. The entrepreneur needs to understand
the finance market and target suitable investors, such as venture capital companies. These
organisations receive large numbers of business plans every year, so it is important that the
plan catches the interest of the investor right away. It is therefore worth obtaining professional
advice on how to structure and present a business plan. Entrepreneurs should also realise that
it takes considerable time and effort to conclude the deal with an investor. However, it is
worth it if the application is successful.
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Access to Finance II: Coaching from the
Experts

Part II of this session provided opportunities to present plans, ask questions and obtain
feedback from an expert coaching panel consisting of successful entrepreneurs, venture
capital investors, corporate players, business advisors and intermediaries. The panel included
coaches from the European Venture Academy, and the Executive Entrepreneur Coaching
Programme linked to the European Investment Forum.

Main Issues Raised

The session chair Mr. Sean Burke, Europe Unlimited, Belgium, welcomed the participants
and invited Mr. Vincent Puig to present his business proposition, which was based on a
successful IST project. The project had developed several products, but the most promising
one was Music Summary Generation, which is based on the Microsoft Windows Media
Player. The software displays the different phrases of a song and can mix them to give a17
second summary of a normal song. Mr. Puig then gave a quick demonstration of the product.

The main potential users are software and database developers, and the music authoring
market. This market is very large and it includes listeners, shops, portals, web-radios, music
labels, music distribution and the audio player market. Competing products already exist on
the market. The distribution channel is a Windows application where the product is simply a
Windows plug-in. The time-to market is less than six months. The number of potential buyers
is 10 million per year. The price per user is five euro. The licensing fee could be around
500,000 euro and the number of expected licences is fifty per year. Mr. Puig then invited the
panel for their expert opinions on the potential of funding this business offering.

Mr. Burke made a suggestion that the market requirements needed to be defined more
carefully. Mr. Puig said that the preferred route to exploitation is either through licensing or
developing a plug-in. However, no business plan has yet been developed. Mr. Burke
recommended seeking external advice on developing a business plan. He said that Mr. Puig
should be prepared for disruption of normal work because of the due diligence examination of
the business by the investor.

Dr. Bundgaard-Jorgensen said that he understood the product because it does what his son is
trying to do, but does it more easily. However, most venture capitalists would not be in this
position and would not understand the purpose of the product. He agreed that the best route to
market would be through licensing. Investors need a mission statement that defines the
business. The target market was not clear, and the price should be better researched. The
business plan has to address all these issues. Mr. Puig should also check that there are no
Intellectual Property Rights obstacles.

Dr. Bundgaard-Jorgensen also emphasised that the marketing cost is very important, and it
will be very high for such a product. The position might change if micro-payment systems are
developed. This would enable distribution and payment over the Internet. He observed that it
takes about eight months from a finding a suitable investor to finalising the deal. It normally
takes about two to three man-months to close a deal. It is also expensive as lawyers and
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accountants need to be involved. It should never be assumed that the money is there unless it
is in the bank.

Dr. Hussla suggested several options. If Mr. Puig were part of a larger research institute, then
this product might be offered as part of a wider portfolio in a similar area. He might need to
set up a department for exploitation and licensing. It is difficult to build an international
distribution network for such a small market.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The session provided an opportunity for one successful IST project to present a business
proposition and for the panel members to provide excellent feedback on the proposal. The
comments from the panel illustrated the point made in first part of the session, that a proper
business plan is essential before approaching investors, and that a simple explanation of the
technology is needed so that potential investors can understand what is on offer.
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Towards a European Research Area in ICT

A panel of high level representatives from the Member States, industry, EUREKA and the
European Commission offered a series of perspectives on implementing the European
Research Area in the IST domain. Issues covered included the possible impact for the
research community of the European Research Area in IST; European Research Area
initiatives in the Sixth Framework Programme, national programmes and in EUREKA; and
achieving better coherence across the European Research Area instruments. Simplifying the
support processes for the research community and leveraging industrial investments in IST
research were also considered.

Main Issues Raised

The session chair, Pedro Miguel De Sampaio Nunes, introduced the speakers, saying that they
represented a good range of perspectives on the European Research Area. The session would
highlight the importance of the European Research Area, provide a snapshot of what had been
achieved so far, and explore what else needed to be done to realise it.

Adriano de Maio presented a national perspective on the European Research Area. He started
by saying that the two main challenges for the European Research Area were how to increase
the total amount of resources and how to distribute those resources. This would involve
integrating national and international initiatives in both the public and private sectors. There
was also a need to increase the general awareness of innovation as a competitive factor and
start regarding research and development as an investment rather than a cost. Some fiscal
intervention to support companies and individuals would also be desirable.

He identified three distinct types of research. The first, curiosity research, had no defined
target. The second, bottom-up research, needed clear objectives, evidence of feasibility and a
competent organisation. The third type, top-down research, had a clearly defined target.
Different approaches were needed when evaluating proposals for these three types of
research. Curiosity research should be evaluated according to academic criteria and peer-
review was the correct approach. Bottom-up research needed to be evaluated by advisory
committees against a set of defined scientific and economic parameters, together with the
suitability of the partners. Top-down research was the hardest to evaluate because there
needed to be a vision of what it was supposed to achieve and a feedback loop continuously
evaluating progress and, where appropriate, refining the vision.

Mr. de Maio concluded by identifying some problem areas. It was important to concentrate
resources and achieve a critical mass of effort. That concentration could take the form of a
large-scale facility focused on a European vision. Alternatively scientific or technological
platforms could be created to facilitate more effective use of resources. Finally resources
could be focused on a theme, such as cultural heritage or public administration. Whichever
approach was adopted, it was important that it should be interdisciplinary, involve alliances
between players, and that there should be an effective evaluation scheme.

Alain Brenac described the creation of a Franco-Finnish joint research programme. He opened
by outlining the national research landscape in France, listing the major Information and
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Communication Technology programmes and the ministries responsible for funding them.
Although these represented a substantial level of effort, he believed that France would benefit
from the European Research Area in a number of ways. In some strategic topics the European
Research Area could offer a critical mass of effort that could not be achieved on a national
scale. Another benefit would be the exchange of good practice and indeed research workers.
The result should be a better-structured approach to Information and Communication
Technology research throughout Europe.

Mr. Brenac then described a recent Franco-Finnish joint research programme PROACT-RNTL
on proactive computing, that is to say, systems that anticipate the users’ needs and adapt
accordingly. The programme was designed to support research consortia involving players
from both countries, although each country would fund its own partners. A joint call took
place in June 2003 and was aligned with calls for related national programmes.

Not surprisingly, there were some problems. The timescales were very tight and it took longer
than expected to agree the basic Memorandum of Understanding. Agreeing eligibility criteria,
evaluation procedures and the need to present applications in English were among the issues
that had to be resolved. Nevertheless the call was successfully completed and the programme
is under way. It has already resulted in the reinforcement of existing collaborations and the
creation of new trans-border contacts, which will facilitate future co-operation.

He concluded by drawing some lessons for the European Research Area process. It was
important to pursue both bottom-up initiatives, such as involvement in COST and EUREKA,
and top-down initiatives to encourage interactions between national programmes. These will
support the European Research Area objective of increasing the impact of Europe’s research
and technology development efforts and improving its competitiveness.

Jean-Paul Jacamon explored the role of the EUREKA programme in the European Research
Area. Since 1985, EUREKA had been a catalyst for partnerships between industry and
research. It operated on the bottom-up principle of progressing ideas submitted by
participants. It encouraged rapid reaction to the market and had a variable geometry approach.
Projects had different mixes of public and private funding, large and small companies, and
research institutes and industry. A total of 33 countries were now involved in EUREKA and
the current portfolio of projects amounted to five billion euro.

Information and Communication Technology represents about 70 percent of this portfolio and
there are five IST clusters within the programme. These cover microelectronics, software
intensive systems, packaging and interconnections, micro-systems, and recycling electronic
components. EUREKA complemented the Framework Programmes and COST activities,
because projects were closer to the market and were more concerned with innovation than
research.

He concluded by saying that EUREKA had much to offer the European Research Area.
Implementing co-ordination mechanisms, developing European Research Area projects and
producing a common IST-EUREKA report could enhance co-operation.

Paul Mehring offered a view from the EUREKA IST clusters. At its June 2001 ministerial
conference in Madrid, EUREKA had recommended the creation of an Advisory Council for
Information and Communication Technology research and development. Involving all the
relevant stakeholders, this council would define a longer-range strategic agenda, common
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targets and a competitive level of investment for Information and Communication Technology
research and development.

He presented some statistics about the EUREKA cluster on software intensive systems, saying
that, by keeping the strategic focus at project level, it was possible to get the right mix of large
companies and SMEs needed to create momentum and achieve results. Some EUREKA
projects were similar in size to Integrated Projects and, within its five strategic domains,
EUREKA had developed ways of working with national authorities to integrate European
Union and national funding. These, he suggested, might offer a model for managing a wider
range of European Research Area initiatives.

Daniel McCaughan described the activities of FISTERA (Foresight on Information Societies
Technologies in the European Research Area). The European Research Area, he argued,
needed to use foresight principles to distribute its resources effectively. These principles had
been used successfully by many individual organisations and countries to look at their
possible futures and identify strategies for addressing them. However, there had not yet been
any co-ordination between these studies to allow comparisons and develop a European focus.

The aim of FISTERA was to provide a common forum for discussing such studies and
building a consensus on future visions for IST. This would contribute to constructing the
European Research Area by providing a dynamic pan-European platform for foresight on IST.
The first phase of activity had compared studies from eight countries and, although these
studies varied in scope, some common trends had already emerged. These included a trend
towards application orientation, worries about the loss of qualified experts, the need for better
ways to pick winners and encourage stakeholder participation, and evidence that major IST
application areas were usually high on the political agenda.

He concluded by saying that FISTERA was already beginning to deliver results and could
play an important role in the development of the European Research Area.

Gérard Comyn offered a European Commission perspective on the European Research Area.
Pointing out that Europe spends less than its competitors on Information and Communication
Technology research and technology development and that the spending is fragmented, he
started by listing the key objectives of the European Research Area. These are the
development of a European policy for research, the restructuring of the European research
fabric and the creation of an internal market for research.

He then outlined the evolution of European Union policy on the development of the European
Research Area. A key factor in the success of the European Research Area would be the
commitment of the Member States, for example, in opening up their national programmes and
participating in joint initiatives, such as COST. The Sixth Framework Programme was an
important instrument in the implementation of the European Research Area, partly through
new instruments such as Integrated Projects and Networks of Excellence, but also through
traditional instruments such as co-ordination actions and specific support actions.

The Sixth Framework Programme had been launched and had already established stronger
links with the Member States in its Integrated Projects and Networks of Excellence. In fact,
stronger collaborations could be seen between all the key players. A European Research Area
Working Group had been established and this, along with Information Society Technologies
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Advisory Group, would provide reflections and suggestions for the future direction of Europe-
wide Information and Communication Technology research.

Mr. Comyn then introduced the concept of Technology Platforms. Involving all the key
stakeholders, these would foster effective public-private partnerships between the research
community, industry and policymakers to mobilise research and innovation towards common
goals. They would operate at the strategic level, rather than being associated with specific
programmes, and be responsible for developing long term visions, strategies for achieving
them, and structured action plans for implementing the strategies. The long-term benefits
should be increased research and technology development investment, improved
competitiveness and greater public understanding and acceptance of new technologies.
He concluded by saying that, in the run-up to the Seventh Framework Programme, the policy
level dialogue needed to be intensified and that efforts should be made to build on the
Member States’ activities in the Sixth Framework Programme.

In opening the discussion the session chair said that, “from next year, the European Union
would have 455 million citizens and would significantly outnumber its competitors. The
European Research Area could help Europe exploit this numerical advantage, if Member
States were more willing to open their national borders and help create the critical mass
needed.” Mr. Mehring said that, over the years, EUREKA had achieved a significant amount
of commitment from Member States on individual actions and that its experience should be of
wider value in the European Research Area. Technology platforms are a valuable tool for
bringing together high level players and encouraging collaboration. There was still much to
do in co-ordinating national and international programmes. There is also a need to integrate
the EUREKA, Framework Programmes and national programmes more coherently and this
may be one of the most urgent tasks at present.

A member of the audience asked about the position of Article 169B in the European Research
Area. Mr. Comyn replied that the procedure is cumbersome and is used infrequently. It offers
a way of initiating projects that interest subsets of Member States, but only if the project can
wait two or three years for the process to be completed.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The session highlighted the key objectives of the European Research Area, namely the
development of a European policy for research, the restructuring of the European research
fabric and the creation of an internal market for research. It explored the various different
types of research that needed to be carried out and the actions that individual players or
groups of players needed to take to integrate their individual contributions into a coherent
whole. Some examples were given of what had been achieved so far. These included the
creation of a Franco-Finnish research programme on pervasive computing, the clarification of
the role of EUREKA activities within the European Research Area and the launch of the Sixth
Framework Programme, with its new instruments designed to strengthen and deepen
European collaboration on research. A foresight project had also been set up, to compare
foresight studies by individual countries and organisations and build a European consensus on
future visions for IST. Technology platforms were being created to develop long-term visions,
strategies for achieving them, and structured action plans for implementing the strategies.
Most of the relevant players had already shown a significant level of commitment to the
European Research Area, but much remained to be done to achieve its full objectives.
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Disaster Relief: Wireless to the Rescue

Managing an emergency requires communication tools that can be made available anytime,
anywhere and anyhow. Existing infrastructure may be overloaded or damaged, whereas
rapidly deployable wireless communications tools offer mobility, robustness, location
services, high quality transmission, high information capacity and cost effectiveness.
However, there are significant challenges of system integration and interoperability and some
key regulatory issues. Clearly, systems for disaster relief must work together and do so
quickly. Five speakers set the scene for future applications and services, ranging from
terrestrial wireless communications to satellites and high altitude platforms.

Main Issues Raised

The session chair set the scene by describing a social context where citizens have increasing
awareness of the risks of life, and reducing tolerance of rescue efforts hampered by lack of
technology. Drawing attention to a Council Decision for a European Community mechanism
to enforce co-operation between agencies and countries, he observed that the political context
often sheltered confusion, duplication and lack of efficiency. Rapid telecommunications
deployment was the primary requirement in a disaster scenario.

Guy Meguer gave a presentation of the principal requirements for disaster relief systems.
These are to support rescue forces, improve their security, optimise responsiveness and
efficiency, and assist risk management in dangerous environments like chemical plants.
Effective co-ordination of multiple agencies is paramount and often not well achieved.

A key issue is to provide rapid deployment of radio communications. Mr. Meguer noted, “a
major incident may occur in an area not covered by the radio network: in this case it should be
useful to bring communication resources to the spot.” The required applications include voice,
data, personnel location tracking, data encryption, graphical displays, Geographical
Information Systems and still and moving video communications at distributed terminals.
These call for narrowband cells, wireless wideband cells, and satellite communication for
linkage with authorities and crisis management centres.

A forward command car is a useful co-ordinating centre, supporting local dispatching and
inter-working between forces. Data fusion of medical resource data for example, is an
ongoing and difficult problem, requiring tools for database access and computer-aided
decision making.

After briefly referring to the pilot trials in France and the Czech Republic undertaken by IST
project EGERIS, Mr. Meguer concluded that while the required technologies were available, a
strong integration effort was needed, and a political decision to create a co-ordination policy
between agencies was mandatory.

Welter Legrand, tackling the subject of broadband communications for public protection and
disaster relief, described in detail some technical and application definition work. This is
being conducted by IST project MESA in co-operation between the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute and the Telecommunications Industry Association in
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North America. It involves participants from users, companies, research institutes and
universities in Europe and the United States. There was a need, he said, for broadband hot
spot cells supported by back-haul to other networks. Applications for broadband
communications, which he defined as the guaranteed availability of at least two megabits per
second, include telemedicine, urban video surveillance, robotics, command, control and
communication, three-dimensional maps and location and multimedia reports.

Gianni Redaelli surveyed in some detail the wireless technologies, available both now and
expected in the future, for long and short-range communication. He described various
categories of disaster scenario, classifying them along three dimensions: coverage (spot to
wide area); environment (indoor, urban or rural); and finally situation (everyday, emergency
and catastrophe). He then mapped appropriate technologies to different scenarios, identifying
the key challenges in the short, medium and long terms. After exploring implementation
matters such as congestion control, multi-hop routing, seamless hand over, self-organising
networks and service quality, he showed a handful of network architectures for four different
disaster scenarios. Obviously, systems interoperability was paramount.

The next two speakers addressed innovative technological approaches. The first of these,
Dave Harmer, explored ultra wideband radio. This is defined as a radio signal with a
bandwidth greater than 20 percent of the carrier frequency or any signal with an absolute
bandwidth above 500 megahertz. Ultra wideband radio can be achieved by transmitting very
short pulses or a sequence of pulses randomly distributed about a nominal repetition rate.
Because very short pulses define their instant in time very precisely, ultra wideband
techniques have certain critical capabilities for the disaster environment. These include
positioning, movement and heartbeat detection, and moreover they may operate robustly in
radio hostile environments such as inside buildings and in dense urban situations. Mr. Harmer
outlined a practical deployment example at a hypothetical event, the collapse of a building.
Ultra wideband radio has the potential to interfere heavily with other radio uses, so must
operate at very low power. Of course there are regulatory aspects, and the technology is
currently legal only in the United States.

The final talk by Tim Tozer introduced the concept of high altitude platforms: airships or
manned or unmanned aircraft deployed semi-statically at an altitude of 17 to 22 kilometres.
Such a platform can be deployed within hours, providing much greater cellular or wide area
radio coverage and capacity than could be achieved with a satellite. It can also support high-
resolution sensing, surveillance and positioning services. He described a number of United
States, Japanese and European research activities, and explained some of the problems. These
included the power issue, that is to say, power storage for the night-time operation of solar-
powered devices, and finding and agreeing suitable radio frequencies. Given the attractions of
high altitude platform technology as an element in disaster scenarios, Mr. Tozer urged the
importance of a coherent strategy and the key role of IST support.

The discussion reflected the high interest generated by this session. The first question
concerned ensuring that the best of state-of-the-art technology was being used in this area. It
was always possible that academia might have something better. There were two responses.
On the one hand, a panel member argued that the current research community was not an
exclusive club, but rather a group of people who networked and would welcome new input.
On the other hand, there are risks in using custom technology, so a proven solution might be
best even if something theoretically better were in the background.
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Observing that there were some very innovative projects around, a questioner wondered
whether there was awareness of all the environmental information sources that existed. The
panel candidly replied that there was probably not full awareness. This area is not
commercially strong enough to find the best solutions by pure competition. The best approach
is to standardise the application platform, while at the same time encouraging actors to store
and pool data.

Someone asked why there had been no mention in the presentations of the exciting new
generation of smart handsets. Some of these handsets support multimedia and video, for
example. The answer was that while emergency applications certainly needed versatile
interoperable terminals, the research had so far concentrated on system architecture aspects.
Of course terminals are very important, and as standards converged the emergency area would
take elements from available products.

Another question sought a progress update on European co-operation and databases for
answering emergency calls. The chairperson reported that this was a broad topic, including
both the basic 112 service and the enhanced 112 allied with positioning technology. Co-
ordination and a number of actions were going on, and an early target was to have emergency
calls answered in the caller’s language. Of course this work relied on Member State
consensus, since the European Commission was unable to act directly.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Disaster relief has been recognised as an important area within the IST programme. Work has
started, and needs to continue, to establish network architectures, build a standardised open
platform and sort out regulatory barriers to rapidly deployable field communications
infrastructures. Action in the European Council is addressing the problem of co-operation,
both between rescue agencies within Member States and across boundaries. A decision to
enforce this co-ordination is regarded as essential. Particular actions identified by the session
chair included databases of expertise sources, training programmes, monitoring and
information centres, medical resource databases, emergency communications and information
systems. To protect its citizens, the European Union needs a capability to address disasters
both within and outside its boundaries.

Of all the technical problems identified, one emerged as paramount – interoperability. When
equipment, platforms and applications are brought together in a rapid response situation, then
there is not the time to address inter-working problems. The research programme needs to
address architectures and standards, validating its findings by means of trials.
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Equal Right Access: The Power of Wireless
Communications

Secure broadband access is emerging as a key enabling technology, with a high potential to
shift an ever-growing proportion of the economy on-line, creating new markets and business
opportunities. It is a top priority of the eEurope Action Plan, and all Member States are
committed to presenting national broadband policy plans by the end of 2003. Availability of
broadband access is considered to be an essential contribution to economic growth and
development. Remote, low-density regions are however, at a disadvantage, as deployment of
access infrastructures may represent a high infrastructure cost, and may not be offered to
markets with low potential return on investment. This session addressed the potential of
wireless technologies to provide users of more isolated regions with an affordable broadband
access. It aimed at identifying the characteristics and benefits of wireless technologies,
presenting different experiences. Key issues discussed in this context were cost (both
infrastructure and of licenses), consumer premises equipment cost, service continuity (where
Information Technology is not at the same level as telecommunications), lack of standards,
and planning effort that are subject to significant uncertainty.

Main Issues Raised

Gerry Chan gave a presentation on Canada’s experience with wireless broadband access.
Canada is third in the world in terms of high-speed connectivity. Owing to the geographical
challenges and the vast space with a low population density for Canada the connectivity of
urban and rural areas is essential. In 1999 the National Broadband Task Force was established
with the scope to provide equitable and affordable access to all Canadians and to ensure a
balanced public and private partnership.

As private companies concentrate their efforts on urban areas the government started a pilot
program targeting communities that have no broadband infrastructure so far. Canadian
provinces and territories are also taking action in this direction. Within the Rural and Remote
Broadband Access research program, established in 2002, the focus is set on the assessment
of the most promising technologies to bring broadband access to the whole population.
Currently, a set of initiatives has been selected.

The minimum sustainable business has been defined as consisting of subscriptions of 40
residences and four businesses. This has helped in decision making on the best technology for
the zone (terrestrial coverage, satellite coverage). As a next step the right technology for the
zone has been identified ranging from optical fibre, cable and Digital Subscriber Loop to
terrestrial wireless and satellite. Fixed Wireless Access is considered as the main technology
within the five to 40 kilometre ranges. There are numerous projects ongoing aiming to
achieve the scope of a complete broadband coverage. Major issues for the future will also be
to bring the signal back and to transfer the technologies to the private sector.

Reinhard Mjaatvedt talked on fix wireless broadband access – broadband radio access in
emerging markets like the Czech Republic, Denmark, Slovakia and Russia. Some advantages
of fix wireless access alternatives that the speaker mentioned were independent of incumbent
operators, fast and scalable to deploy, and easily movable.
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The service offered by his company was faced with an initial reluctance to employ owing to a
lack of experience and a general sceptical perception of the use of radio technology after
having experienced a lot of interference owing to uncoordinated provision of services on the
same frequency. Limited market knowledge also poses a big challenge for capacity planning.
Problematic issues are the strong competition on the price of services, and customers’ and
decision makers’ scepticism towards this technology. It has also to be kept in mind that the
purchasing power is much lower in this region.

Francois Magne stressed that to keep people locally and develop local economy it is essential
to provide Information and Communication Technology services to all. It is necessary to
focus on services and clients, since an increase in provided services will trigger subscriptions
and result in boosting revenues. This will make higher investments possible. In presenting the
example of the very heterogeneous region of Savoie, the speaker explained that network
architecture has to be shaped to provide efficient and affordable coverage. Each cluster has to
be studied and assessed regarding the potential for subscriptions. The infrastructure and
maintenance costs per household have a strong link to the population density, therefore in low
density areas these costs per household are much higher. With a penetration of 20 percent,
customer premises equipment under 400 euro and relative low infrastructure costs, operators
initial financial outlay can be recovered within two years. The right approach is to offer
maximum services and maximise the subscriptions.

One of the key points is to have mutual equipment in an efficient networking chain. As the
assessment of different scenarios has shown, some subsidies can contribute to boosting this
development since sensitivity in wireless area is very strong. It is also indicated that Digital
Subscriber Loop solutions, when available, are always cheaper than wireless solutions.

David Mcgovern agreed that the scope is to make broadband available anywhere. For dense
areas Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Loop is economically favourable, while the coverage
of rural areas can be assured by satellite. Here regional development funding can help. In
addition, a small premium for areas with lower density might be acceptable. Nowadays the
Ku-band coverage is continent-wide and nearly 100 percent of the population is reached.
Regarding Internet and multimedia the 10 largest sites cover 25 percent of the traffic. This
traffic has high commercial value.

Large files should be transported by broadcast channels, small or delay sensitive material via
terrestrial ones. There are two kinds of satellite broadband: the already available Satellite Fast
Internet that provides a point-to-point connectivity, with peak rates like Asynchronous Digital
Subscriber Loop and the Broadcast-Based Broadband where large streams are broadcast while
interactive traffic is still provided point-to-point via line. Broadcast-Based Broadband requires
content preparation. There are three content types: interactive content that is generally low-
volume and secured (for example browsing, gaming, buying); streaming (for example video,
traffic cams); and offline (for example file transfer) that are medium-high volume and require
open multicast security to protect the value.

The central requirement for receiving the information, which has been encrypted by the
content providers before sending it via virtual circuits or core Internet to broadcasting hubs, is
the user box. This box is not only a standard digital receiver but has also a high-capacity
storage and file decryption. Interactive traffic is still performed by narrowband service.
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The content providers can be anywhere and will generate their own content and manage their
security. Content providers and users need an open security standard. Digital Rights
Management solutions that are being developed typically using a three-part approach
(encrypting content, managing subscribers’ access rights, licence procedure to deliver and
enforce access rights). To entrust electronic content to mass-distribution a more developed
solution will be needed. The three phases of service evolutions are the Satellite Fast Internet
approach, the access to ad-hoc broadcast services, and the Broadcast-Based Broadband.

Mr. Granelli stated at the end of the session that the strategy to first provide infrastructure
with the underlying hypothesis that application will follow the supply of infrastructure is
risky. Furthermore, low cost is not the only trigger to increase the usage of services, users also
need to trust in the reliability of the service. Structural funds should be used where market
forces are failing.

Responding to the question how Europe supports the development towards a complete
penetration of the population with broadband access, Mr. Da Silva from the European
Commission referred to the guidelines established by the European Union in July 2003. He
explained that the structural funds are intended to support the rollout of broadband in regions
where the private sector cannot provide coverage. Regarding the current activities in Europe,
Mr. Granelli gave the example of Italy where a big effort is made to increase the penetration
of broadband infrastructure, but application is more or less not addressed. He also mentioned
an ongoing project to bring television from satellite to terrestrial and use the interaction
possibilities (digital terrestrial television).

Mr. Da Silva asked what would be a solution if there were no possibility to use terminals?
Regarding the United Kingdom, it was stated that most systems are telephone based. Canada
will within the next year have a system with cost comparable to terrestrial (few hundred
dollars in terms of equipment). In general the speakers expressed their opinion that there
would be other solutions.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The session demonstrated that there was agreement on the need to have broadband available
for all, as soon as possible. To establish which technology is feasible and effective to achieve
this objective within different geographic and economic contexts more research is being
undertaken. The main challenge is the provision of affordable broadband access to remote and
low-density regions. While industry focuses on areas like metropolitan districts where the
population density assures good business returns, to offer services to remote areas is
financially much less attractive. Therefore governments may need to intervene to ensure that
affordable broadband access will be provided in less densely populated areas. Following
recent guidelines presented by the European Commission, structural funds can now be used to
invest in broadband access in areas where otherwise no broadband would be provided. The
future will bring further developments in deploying wireless-based systems including satellite
or terrestrial wireless technologies. Next to the provision of the infrastructure, there needs to
be applications making use of it. As a step towards a complete broadband coverage of the
European Union it is intended that, by the end of 2003, Member States should present their
national broadband strategies, which will be subject to subsequent assessment.
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Towards an ICT Policy that Includes Micro,
Nano and Biotechnology

Many countries have a long-standing research and development tradition in micro, nano and
biotechnologies for Information and Communication Technology applications. Consequently,
European Union Member States have each put in place national programmes and research and
development initiatives in response to the emerging research challenges. This session was
devoted to the experiences in different countries and the lessons that can be learned.

The session chair, Dr. Rosalie Zobel, welcomed everyone to the session. She explained the
session objectives were to discuss research programmes, review trends and examine how IST
can work with national programmes.

Main Issues Raised

The first speaker was Professor Roberto Cingolani who described the research and innovation
position in Italy. Italy has a three-year research plan that uses the Sixth Framework
Programme as its template, combined with regional plans that respond to local conditions and
encourage innovation. A nano-technology district has been established in one part of Italy,
biotechnology is in another and manufacturing technology in a third. There are several
research institutes that are becoming more unified, especially Italy’s four national laboratories
with staff from industry co-located in them. Italy has approximately 300 researchers working
on nano-technology, however not enough of the work has a long-term outlook beyond three
years.

Professor Cingolani suggested that many universities lack critical mass in their nano-
technology research and do not possess enough of the high-cost equipment required for them
to work at the European level. He described this as part of a four- i problem set –
infrastructure, interface to market, interdisciplinary education, and international
competitiveness.

In terms of infrastructure there is nothing to compete with research laboratories like those at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone or the University of
California. The market interface is lacking because very few companies want to be involved
in long-term, high-risk research projects. Technology transfer is also difficult and it
sometimes appears there is more technology on offer than there is demand for. However, in
the United States it seems commercial take-up of research is higher and business activities
complement the advancement of knowledge.

Opportunities for nano-technology research and development were discussed and some
specific examples of results such as infra-red lasers, plastic lasers, single photon emitters,
hybrid field-effect transistors with aligned DNA strands acting as a bio-sensors, self-assembly
and arrays combining silicon with biological neurones were described. Nano-technology can
use soft lithography that is biologically friendly. In conclusion, Europe needs to continue
developing its research infrastructure if it is to be competitive world-wide.
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The second speaker, Mr. Bernard Barbier, contrasted the top-down approach used for
shrinking microelectronics with the bottom-up approach used in nano-technology and the
need to set up new research schemes involving central government, industry, national
research centres and universities. Trends show that industry does not provide a good model
for research. Research institutions with strategic investment, which are multidisciplinary and
able to address new domains such as nano-technology, do the best research in new sectors.

Mr. Barbier then presented information about the new LETI-MINATEC Innovation Centre in
Grenoble. This is a large Government funded research and education centre with industrial
links. With over 4,000 staff it will achieve the necessary critical mass to become a significant
scientific hub in a network of top-class European laboratories. The new centre’s activities
include research and development in silicon microelectronics, micro electro-mechanical
systems and nano-technology. Work is also focussed on following the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors. The centre represents a 140 million-euro
investment programme and strong collaboration with industry, including start-ups, is foreseen.

Finally, Dr. Stefan Mengel presented a German perspective on funding for nano-technology
and nano-electronics research. He noted that the process starts with a primordial soup of basic
scientific research. This then triggers ideas for applications and he cited as an example the
discovery of Giant Magneto-Resistive nano-technology that took seven years to produce a
commercial sensor. However, fifteen years on, this technology is applied throughout the hard
disk drive industry in read heads and will be used in alternative forms of magnetic memory.

Dr. Mengel described the process by which scientific discoveries mature and diversify into
applied technologies and he said that one purpose of research funding was to accelerate the
maturing of research into products and processes. This is happening now in nano-technology,
although some things develop faster than others do, for example Giant Magneto-Resistive
nano-technology and carbon nano-tubes.

The German national funding programme was structured to support basic scientific research
at the primordial soup level fifteen years ago. Infrastructure is a necessary component of
research, with networks of competence involving universities, large corporations, SMEs,
research institutes and venture capitalists. This type of research strategy must be constantly
reviewed for its effectiveness as an innovation path and balance is required between blue sky,
primordial soup and development of existing technological fields. This is usually managed by
restructuring the research-funding scheme that must be multidisciplinary and include
dissemination.

At present, nano-technology has created an attitude of expectation and its all-inclusive
research programme is split into mature parts that are also clustered; these are nano-
electronics; nano-materials; nano-optics; and nano-biotechnology. There are many examples
where these clusters cross each other, for example magnetoelectronics in both semiconductor
memories and basic research. Another example occurs in lithography where 157 nano metre
EUV is used for semiconductors but also appears in basic research into nano-imprinting and
self-assembly. The funding structure comprises four Federal Ministry of Education and
Research programmes, each of which combines mainstream research with the semiconductor
industry. Typically this programme has 50 percent funding from Government and 50 percent
from industry with average sized projects of 70 million euro. Problems remain about how to
bridge the gap between basic primordial soup research and these four programme lines.
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Dr. Zobel asked the speakers what they felt were the three main challenges for micro, nano
and biotechnology in Europe and how these could be addressed at European level.

Mr. Barbier’s response concerned the research food chain. To succeed the European players
must share their research infrastructure following the example of projects between
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft , Centre Suisse d'Electronique et de Microtechnique and le
Commissariat à l'Énergie Atomique. The important message was that these and other major
infrastructure laboratories must be supported. Professor Cingolani said the main challenge
was to raise the knowledge base and overcome the diffused European culture that did not
support scientific education as well as other regions – Japan for example. He proposed more
support for scientific education infrastructure through a European science foundation, as was
done in the United States. Dr. Mengel noted that costs of research were escalating and so
resources needed to be concentrated with alliances between the research partners. Research
should be distributed and managed in such a way that employs all the expertise Europe has to
offer.

Dr. Zobel agreed that strong research centres were required and they had to be linked together
to create a European knowledge base and education infrastructure. A European science
foundation had been formed.

There were some questions from the audience. One triggered discussion about ethical issues
raised by the impact of nano-technology. It was noted that the European Commission did
review ethical issues and was engaged in world-wide discussion, as this was also a matter of
concern in the United States. Doomsday scenarios painted by science fiction authors and
others increased public concern. Referring to remarks by Sir Harold Kroto in his nano-
technology keynote speech, progress could not be stopped and there was an element of risk in
any technology that could be applied by terrorists and the like.

Another questioner stated he had been working for twenty years on many topics that were
today called nano-technology but were actually new names for old ideas. The speakers
conceded that this was sometimes the case when scientists gathered various ideas into a
common set of semantics, but that most nano-technology work was done in the last decade.
The speakers also agreed that programmes were required for the development of instruments
to support nano-technology, for example special purpose lasers and measurement systems.

There was some discussion regarding the take-up of European Intellectual Property within the
United States and whether Europeans were doing enough to protect their ideas or at risk of
becoming a feed for research into the United States where its economy and businesses would
be the main beneficiaries. It was agreed that European policies on Intellectual Property were
too fragmented. University policies varied widely and although Research Institutes were
stronger, they too could improve. However there were some good examples of best practise
such as those between STMicroelectronics and its research partners. It was agreed that the IST
research programme should concern itself with Intellectual Property and regulatory issues.

The last remarks concerned identification of potential industrial partners. In Germany all
programmes have industrial partners, who define the research priorities. It follows that
industry take-up is very high and start-ups are included in this. The conclusion was that
Europe’s major semiconductor companies like STMicroelectronics, Philips and Infineon
should be supported in nano-technology research programmes and in future other companies
would be become active, for example in the pharmaceuticals sector.
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Conclusions and Future Directions

Dr. Zobel drew some conclusions by contrasting these nano-technology research efforts
where Italy has the four-i problem areas, but France is making a major effort – possibly the
biggest in Europe. However, even an effort on the scale of the French laboratory still
emphasised the importance of partnering and technology transfer. Activities in Germany go
someway towards transferring basic research to applications. Dr. Zobel described the
European Commission’s proposals for technology platforms. These proposals would build
critical mass with a forum for industry and the main academic players to create a strategic
research area in Europe for nano-technology. The first and second calls in IST were already
co-ordinating this area with European Commission departments that operated the IST research
framework and there was co-operation with Member States and elsewhere at international
level.
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When Technology Disappears and Interaction
Becomes Natural

This session presented recent advances in emerging technologies that disappear in the
background, while functionality and services offered are ubiquitously available to users. The
aim was to present a fresh perspective on the interaction of people with technology artefacts
that are embedded in their everyday environment and are infused and augmented with
sensing, computing and communication capabilities. These artefacts form new people-friendly
environments in which the computer, as it is known, has no role. New functionality and use
can then emerge from collections of interacting artefacts. The focus was on intuitive and
natural interfaces based on a human-centred design approach requiring advances in Ambient
Intelligence and in pervasive computing and networking. The invited speakers also discuss the
impact of these new interaction paradigms on peoples’ lives (private, social, cultural) and
highlighted emerging application opportunities.

The Disappearing Computer initiative began in the Fifth Framework Programme of the IST
Programme, under the Future and Emerging Technologies activity. A call for proposals was
published early 2000, and 17 projects were selected and launched in January 2001. The
presentations were based on the results of these projects, which can be found on the
Disappearing Computer web site (http//:www.disappearing-computer.net).

The goal of the Disappearing Computer initiative is to reach the scenario where the
technology has become part of everyday life and integrated into everything people do.
Specific objectives include: developing new tools and methods for embedding computation in
everyday objects to create artefacts; research on how new functionality can emerge from
collections of interacting artefacts; and ensuring that peoples’ experience of these
environments is engaging. The Disappearing Computer network promotes cross project
collaboration via workshops on selected themes, joint activities, travel grants, and rapid
response teams to resolve unexpected problems.

Main Issues Raised

Spyros Lalis gave a presentation on Wearing the Disappearing Computer. Digital technology
is already pervasive and ubiquitous in peoples’ lives, even if they do not realise it (in cars,
homes, work etc.). People are challenged through both physical and mental (technology)
disappearance. The issue is then the user interface. Wearable technology has the advantage of
user control as well as direct availability and linking to a central infrastructure.

The 2WEAR project focuses on Wireless Wearable technologies. A vision for the future is the
following: what people used to refer as the Personal Computer becomes now a collection of
devices that co-operate with each other without relying on external infrastructure or any pre-
arranged set-up. Various functions and applications are flexibly distributed on different
heterogeneous devices. The user will be able to build the desired functionality by dynamic
combination of these devices in an ad-hoc and intuitive fashion. While each device may be
self-sufficient, the result in a system may be greater than the sum of its parts.
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The 2WEAR project’s objectives include designing an open and interoperable architecture,
implementing services and functions with dynamic adaptation and flexible storage
management, and developing scenarios to demonstrate the concepts. The key principle is
proximity, replicating the physical proximity in which people interact. Devices form a
composite system when they are brought close together and they communicate with each
other using a Bluetooth short-range radio. To avoid unwanted devices that may come within
range, preferences may be set at different levels to control communication. In this highly
dynamic environment the applications must be able to adapt to the varying resource
availability. Adaptation is introduced at the application and runtime system function levels.
The user interface of applications also needs to be automatically migrated between different
configurations. Each device offering services and resources to the system, implements the so-
called home service and offers similar functionality to other service discovery protocols.
Device and service discovery is implemented on top of the radio technology.

Yngve Sundblad talked about Design with users of Disappearing Computer technology for
societal benefit. The speaker had previous Information and Communication Technology
experience, gained with end users in the design and development phases of technology, and
from the Disappearing Computer initiative. According to his experience, users can and should
be involved in contributing and co-operating in all phases of development and use of
Information Technology. He gave examples of spectacular developments with users:
spreadsheet (VisiCalc) ~1978, KidiPix  ~ 1988, Photoshop ~1990, the Utopia project (1981-
86) for inventing co-operative design for a newspaper production. A further example was the
European Union funded project on co-operative design for and with children (1998-2001),
which was part of the European Union initiative on Experimental School Environments
supported by the Future and Emerging Technologies activity of the IST Programme.

InterLiving is one of the Disappearing Computer projects started in 2001. It focuses on
developing and designing new technologies for communications between generations, and is
therefore family centric. The approach was to liase closely with the families, and used a
mixture of methods to collect data. The research was multidisciplinary and worked with
families in the greater Stockholm area. Techniques employed included: cultural probes
(diaries), shared surfaces (mobile phones when not in use), technology probes (message and
video), shared white board, prototyping InkPad (ink can appear and disappear according to
properties given).

Tom Rodden gave a presentation on The decline of the Human Computer Interface, on behalf
of Dr. Norbert Streitz, who was unable to be present. For many years the Personal Computer,
keyboard and mouse have dominated peoples’ thoughts. Now, it is possible to begin to build
the technology seamlessly into the world, and instead get up and meet people. But, what is
this world that people want to build? The Equator project identifies the need to link user
experiences with basic technological developments. Creating a virtual on-line environment on
top of a physical space allows sight what happens with these technologies. A video clip of real
and on-line players (with technology hidden) on the streets of Sheffield, United Kingdom,
illustrated how the game was being played. Eventually players were exploiting Global
Positioning Satellite errors caused by shadowing, and tactics between real and on-line players
were playing a major role.

In the Wiring the Woods example set in Devon, United Kingdom, children probed the
physical world, getting instant feedback and worked together testing and hypothesising. The
response of the pervasive technology installed was dependent on the children’s movements.
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Sound (like caterpillars) and images representing processes in the woods appeared via
speakers and video displays as the children walked past hidden pingers. Exploring surfaces
Mr. Rodden illustrated data collection via floor sensor and also introduced the concept of the
weight table. It works by the same principle as the laptop computer mouse, to compute weight
and location. A further variant in prototype form was the table map, whose image would
scroll according to the position and the weight applied to the table.

During questions, one member of the audience said that they liked the idea of proximity, but
were concerned about eavesdropping at the access point. Mr. Lalis said there was a personal
identification associated with the system and the security concept was identification plus
device. Many aspects were public though and security is an important issue.

Someone else was concerned about automation and proximity, fearing that for instance, a
business card could be given unintentionally. Mr. Lalis said that this was driven through the
user interface, and that users would have a profile for allowed exchanges.

Mr. Sundblad was asked how the communication between users and technology developers
worked. He said that the interLiving project contained one important aspect, which was
working in homes, adding that researchers then know exactly what is required.

Mr. Rodden was asked that, if people were ignorant of the user involvement, then could this
approach arrive at web technology? He said that in use it becomes alive. The web is useful
because of team interaction. He added that Disappearing Computer used a patented location
method.

Conclusions and Future Directions

There are still several technical challenges to overcome in the area of pervasive and
ubiquitous computing. Knowing what to develop is important, not just the how. Successful
interdisciplinary projects are prominent in several initiatives of the IST Programme of the
European Union. European research and practise play a leading role in the area. As more
complex environments are built there is a need to increase involvement of users as a resource
in shaping the technology. Teams should be strongly interdisciplinary and research should be
in the wild, focused not just on technical matters, but also understanding users needs as well.
The means is as important as work itself.
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Opportunities for SMEs

There are several European Union programmes in the area of Information and
Communication Technology that are open to small businesses. These range from technology
audits to training, and from research and development to technology take-up. The session
presented the opportunities available to SMEs in the IST priority of the Sixth Framework
Programme and explored some of the challenges facing SMEs wishing to participate in this or
similar European Union collaborative programmes.

Main Issues Raised

The session chair, Angelo Airaghi, introduced the speakers and observed that the session title
should have included the words such as problems or challenges, as well as opportunities.

Martin Møller started by explaining the process used to select projects from proposals
submitted to the Sixth Framework Programme call and to negotiate contracts with the
successful proposals. The process takes about six or seven months from the submission of a
proposal to the signing of a contract. IST calls tend to be heavily oversubscribed (by a factor
of seven in the first Sixth Framework Programme call) so the evaluation process is rather
harsh. Calls are usually announced between three and four months before the deadline for
submitting proposals so it takes about a year to get a project from the concept stage to
funding.

There is a target of 15 percent SME involvement in Sixth Framework Programme and a figure
of 25 percent had been achieved in the Fifth Framework Programme. Proposers are
encouraged to consider including SMEs when developing their proposals but there are other
ways that SMEs can become involved in the programme. Technology take-up measures are a
good way of presenting research results to SMEs and encouraging the transfer of those results
to the marketplace. There are also opportunities for SMEs to join existing projects through
competitive calls, and areas of particular relevance to SMEs may be included in future calls.

Looking at the results of the IST first call Mr. Møller said that SMEs were strongly
represented in Specific Targeted Research Projects and Specific Support Actions (25 percent
and 38 percent respectively). However, they only had a small-scale presence in the new
instruments (seven percent in the case of Networks of Excellence). This may reflect sensible
choices by SMEs concerning the type of instrument that will offer them the most benefit.

He concluded by describing the benefits SMEs gained from taking part in the programme.
The most obvious was money, ranging from 35 percent funding for demonstration activities to
100 percent for support activities. Other benefits included Intellectual Property Rights
generated within collaborative projects, contacts with larger companies and academia, and
networking within the Europe-wide IST community.

Paul Drath opened his presentation with some comments from SMEs about the benefits of
taking part in European Union funded collaborative projects. Cambridge Display
Technologies, a Cambridge University spin-off company, said that it had helped build
relations with key players in their industry. Lumino, an Ulster University spin-off on data
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mining, felt that it had raised the profile of the team’s work and OptionExist, a Cambridge
based company developing hand held fax terminals, said that it had allowed them to engage in
relationships that would otherwise not have been possible.

He then presented some results from surveys examining the experiences of SME in
participating in European Union projects. When asked about how they found partners, almost
half said they approached organisations with which they had been involved in previous
collaborations. However, around a quarter of partners came via contacts from other members
of the consortium. Most companies started discussions about a project three or more months
ahead of submitting a proposal. This means that discussions had begun well before a call was
announced and suggests that perhaps calls should be announced earlier. Another question
asked how long it took to achieve a tangible return from a European Union supported project.
Almost all companies said less than five years and about three-quarters of them said less than
three. This suggests that Integrated Projects, with longer-term goals, may not be suitable for
SMEs. A final question concerned co-ordination of projects. In spite of the administrative
skills and effort needed to co-ordinate a collaborative project, approximately a third of SMEs
said that they would prefer to do the job themselves. This, he suggested was hard work and
SMEs should strongly consider letting a larger and more experienced partner do it.

Mr. Drath ended with some words of advice about taking part in collaborative European
Union projects. Invest – put time and effort into identifying and becoming involved with a
suitable project. Target – consider carefully where ideas best fit into one of the European
Union programmes. Sell – actively promote ideas and skills to potential partners. Respond –
answer an expression of interest in the ideas as quickly as a sales enquiry. Finally, patience –
expect to wait for up to two years for the first injection of European Union cash.

Jean Delahousse offered a SME perspective on taking part in European Union collaborative
projects. His company, MONDECA, is a small start-up founded in 1999, which focuses on
semantic web technology. It has been involved in three projects so far. The first, in 2001, was
a CRAFT project called KePT. A second CRAFT project Hi-Touch followed in 2002, along
with a much larger collaborative project MOSES involving several large industrial partners.
In the case of KePT, the company had worked with a consulting firm to develop the project.
Hi-Touch, on the other hand, had been developed using the company’s own network of
contacts. Involvement in the third project had followed an approach from one of the industrial
partners. Working with a consulting firm is effective and fast but may result in a weak
consortium. Building the consortium using own contacts and resources is more expensive and
time consuming. Accepting an invitation to join a proposal involves no initial investment but
there is a need to make sure that the project will benefit the company.

Mr. Delahousse then looked at the various aspects of being involved in a collaborative
project. Building the proposal is a very good test of consortium quality. If some of the
partners do not actively contribute to the proposal, they may contribute little to the project
itself. Proposals not only need to demonstrate the quality of the proposed work, they must also
explain why it deserves European Union funding. Partners should also agree how to manage
Intellectual Property Rights and how to exploit the results of the project before they start
working on it. Project administration is good test of a company’s professionalism. If done
badly, it can kill a project. Finally, project reports and deliverables are an excellent way of
formalising collaborative work and obtaining an idea of the project’s success.
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He then turned to problems created by the funding rules for European Union projects. An
SME could work for two years on a project before it received any money, because small
companies with weak finances do not qualify for advance payments. He suggested there
should be a guarantee fund to help such organisations.

He concluded by saying that, at a time when funding for research and development is hard to
find, IST is a good opportunity for SMEs. However the processes are complex and there is a
danger that they favour professional proposal writers rather than SMEs with high quality
ideas.

Opening the discussion session, the session chair picked up the point about a guarantee fund
to help financially weak SMEs take part in collaborative projects. This was probably
impossible at European Union level but might be appropriate on a national or local basis. A
member of the audience raised the question of advance information about the content of
future calls. Mr. Drath replied that mature drafts of workplans were usually publicly available
well ahead of the announcement of a call. Unofficial drafts were often available even earlier
as part of the European Commission’s process of socialising ideas for future work. Mr. Møller
said that the European Commission had to strike a balance in deciding when to publish
workplans. If they were too late, proposers did not have enough time to respond; if they were
too early the topics might be out of date by the time the call closed.

Mr. Møller was asked why projects sometimes fail to get funding even though they pass the
evaluation thresholds. He replied that there was a fixed budget for each call and, unless the
projects scoring above threshold added up to exactly that amount, some of the lower scoring
projects could not be funded. He was also asked what would happen to SMEs if, as had been
suggested, the traditional types of project were phased out. He replied that SME involvement
was being monitored and would be a factor in any decision about the balance between funding
for traditional and new instruments.

A member of the audience wondered whether SMEs had been forgotten in the Sixth
Framework Programme, with its emphasis on big Integrated Projects and Networks of
Excellence. He also asked if SMEs could take part in projects without having to become
involved in discussions six months ahead of the call deadline. Mr. Drath replied that about a
third of partners only became involved in the final couple of months of preparing a proposal.
Mr. Møller added that there are even opportunities for small players to join existing projects.

In response to another question, Mr. Møller said that the European Commission wanted to
encourage SME involvement in the Sixth Framework Programme. It was monitoring the
results of the first calls and would consider corrective calls if SME participation fell
significantly below the target level.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Taking part in European Union collaborative research programmes, such as IST, can offer
significant benefits to SMEs. The most obvious is funding but others include Intellectual
Property Rights, contacts with larger companies and academia, and networking within the
Europe-wide IST community. The European Commission actively encourages SMEs to take
part in its programmes and has set a target of 15 percent for SME involvement in the Sixth
Framework Programme. Small businesses interested in taking part in IST projects should
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realise that calls are heavily oversubscribed and that it takes about a year to get a project from
the concept stage to funding. It is therefore important that they invest time and effort on
finding the right partners and understanding where the proposed work will fit into the
programme. Helping to develop and run a successful collaborative project is a good test of a
company’s professional competence and many SMEs have reported positive experiences of
taking part in such projects. The funding rules for collaborative projects do not allow advance
payments to companies with a weak financial position. As a result they are not paid until the
end of the project and this may discourage some small but innovative companies from taking
part in European Union programmes.
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Mobility @ Work – Supporting Professionals on
the Move

Increased diffusion of mobile communication devices and instruments is opening up new
functionality and potential for new forms of working practices. This session examined
emerging mobile and location independent work practices. Particular focus was directed to
assess new technological drivers enabling novel co-operative working practices, as well
potential barriers such as security and privacy concerns and socio-economic implications.

Main Issues Raised

Marco Boero from Softeco Sismat opened the session with some remarks emphasising the
growing socio-economic and managerial implications of mobile communications and
instruments. These should not be just considered as communication instruments, but as an
integral part of organisations’ Information Technology infrastructure. The combination of
these two factors, however, has not yet become the topic of multidisciplinary research
examining the socio-economic dimensions of mobile communication and work practices.
Nevertheless, these need to be tackled since they may act as bottlenecks for the full
exploitation of the functionality of these mobile communications and services.

The first speaker was Veli-Pekka Niitamo, Director of Mobile Work Research in Nokia
Corporation. He opened his remarks by stating that mobile work does not mean the mobile
office. It is instead, a combination of management and Information Technology solutions and
infrastructure that allow workers to work efficiently while on the move. To achieve this, it is
necessary to undertake a comprehensive approach that takes into consideration not only
communication interconnections among people and technology, but also issues like facilities
management and security and privacy concerns. NOKIA is presently examining these issues
through internal projects aimed at examining how mobile technologies can enhance the
activities of its workers.

The first stage of this project involved the development of a matrix for the classification of
workers according to their mobile needs – mobile, campus mobile and not mobile.
Differentiation among the three categories was based on the amount of mobility of a specific
worker and travel and meeting commitments. Based on these categories, NOKIA researchers
developed detailed business cases to support their argument for specific investment on
collaborative mobile communication infrastructure. In undertaking this task, it became clear
that the mobility needs differed substantially among the three groups.

Following this analysis, it was decided that what was needed was a mobile infrastructure that
considered general work practises with tailoring to specific needs. Nevertheless, it also
became clear that particular attention needed to be directed at more comprehensive issues
such as confidentially, integrity and availability of data, as well as privacy needs of individual
workers. The presentation continued with a description of full mobile professional
environment in one of NOKIA’s facilities, where all these concerns were taken into
consideration.
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The second speaker of the session was Professor Bengt-Olof Elfstrom, Research Director for
VOLVO AERO. His main argument was that mobile technologies were not just a
communication tool, but an integral part of the interactive development of any new products
and services in today’s global environment. This aspect of collaboration is extremely
important at VOLVO owing to the company’s global presence and the sensitivity of some of
its military projects.

Professor Elfstrom continued his remarks by stating that in the near future, product offerings
are set to evolve. More emphasis will need to be directed at soft products that involve both
hardware and software. These soft products, which are part of product development and
process implementation, are to be developed through virtual distributed models, something
that it is quite complex from a management and technological perspective.

The VIVACE (Value Improvement Through Virtual Aeronautical Collaborative Enterprise)
project is looking at these issues and hopes to provide valid and effective responses by using
as a test case the development of the new VOLVO AVIO aviation engine. In this project,
VOLVO is focusing on the interaction between customer and business, based on a virtual
enterprise collaboration hub. Here, particular attention is directed to the development and
testing of new collaboration tools such as broadband conferencing, application sharing and
document servers. It is important, nevertheless, that the objective should be to increase
efficiency by becoming free from office and desktop computers while developing mobile
support.

Dr. Martin Elixamann, Philips Research Laboratories, provided a different perspective from
the previous speaker going into detail in one example area, the eProfessional. He examined
the operation and technological concerns and intricacies associated with the development of
wearable systems interfaced for medical professionals. In his opening remarks, Dr. Elixamann
stated that the work context of medical professionals is rapidly changing with the continuous
integration of new data-rich instruments and solutions. Consequently, there are a set of new
challenges that need to be addressed in terms of complexity of system interaction, new
protocols and workflows. In this context, particular attention needs to be directed to new
JustWeare&Care wearable technologies.

Mobile technologies can significantly impact medical activities in terms of speed-up of data
input, reduction of errors and information availability. This is particularly evident in the case
of the use of Personal Digital Assistants that are now widely distributed among doctors and
other medical professionals. Still, doctors are confronted with managing information among
several medical devices with different parameters and increasingly complex procedures.
Wearable computing and devices can address this matter for doctors or clinician by providing
more information without undermining their physical activities.

Philips has tested the impact that wearable computing can have on the way doctors deal with
strokes, as part of the STROKE ANGEL project. This architecture allows for faster response
times in addressing the medical needs of an individual suffering from a stroke. Since time is
critical for the safety and recovery of the patient, the STROKE ANGEL is able to integrate
emergency call centre, paramedic and hospital emergency rooms. All these actors will have
access to critical medical data stored on an emergency server, to enable fast and timely
medical response. To implement this architecture, several technological challenges need to be
considered in terms of peer-to-peer connectivity, middleware, wireless and wearable
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computing platforms, to create a seamless medical network to address the medical emergency
needs of the patient.

The requirement to develop mobile infrastructures to support professionals on the move was
the starting point of the next presentation by Jose Manuel Gil, Chief Executive Officer of
MOVIQUITY. Following a brief presentation of the company, Mr. Gil provided an overview
of the needs of the 21st century workers, who want tools to do their job from anywhere and
anytime while gaining highest quality of life and work. These are not easy objectives in light
of the many cultural, corporate, legal and economic barriers that undermine the full
exploitation of these new mobile technologies and services by both individuals and
organisations. Nevertheless, if these barriers are tackled, the benefits can be extremely
tangible from both an economic and commercial perspective, as demonstrated in a project
undertaken by MOVIQUITY in conjunction with GRUPO TRASEGA.

GRUPO TRASEGA provides services for the Spanish public administration related to animal
health, food safety and food quality. The use of mobile communications and technologies is
making the monitoring of animal health more efficient by allowing veterinarians to rapidly
exchange information and data about the health of almost 200,000 cows in Spain. The sharing
and mining of this data with both regional and central administrations can provide an
excellent early warning system, both to spot health hazards among the animals and to monitor
the health of these animals on behalf of the citizens. At the core of this project, there is a
Personal Digital Assistant through which the veterinarians collect and send data as they visit
an animal without the need of additional reporting and bureaucratic steps, which may lead to
mistakes in data entry and management if conducted through paper forms.

Fabrizio Cardinali, Chief Executive Officer of GIUNTI LABs, a global leader in new content
management solutions based in Italy concluded the session with a presentation. His talk
addressed areas that were relatively neglected in the previous presentations – content
provision and management in mobile or multimodal environments. Over the recent years,
there has been a big step forward in the way content has been created, managed and
distributed. New markets and potentials are arising. Notwithstanding these developments, the
growing success of new content management tools and solutions can be undermined by the
lack of international compatibility, interoperability and even standards.

Dr. Cardinali concluded his presentation introducing a list of future research challenges for
the provision of new commercial and eLearning services through mobile tools. Particular
attention was directed at issues associated with wireless, broadband, Ambient Intelligence and
location base services and augmented reality for industrial maintenance.

Lively questions and answers followed the presentations. Both the speakers and the audience
raised concerns about the lack of understanding of the socio-economic implications of mobile
communications, in particular the need to be constantly available. Although NOKIA has
started to closely examining these issues, the panel agreed that there is a requirement for more
research activities in this domain.

The audience was interested in the future directions for mobile entertainment. Although the
question was primarily directed to the representative from NOKIA, the panel provided
extensive responses by emphasising that this is also an area that requires additional socio-
economic research. These questions led to additional discussion on the management of
multiple linguistic content. There are some interesting solutions available to customise
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content according to linguistic needs. Nevertheless, more research needs to undertaken in this
domain since automatic translation services and technologies do not seem to provide effective
solutions.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The session provided an overview of some emerging work practices enabled by mobile
communications technologies. Both the presentation and the discussions revealed the need for
further research work both technical and socio-economic. It was particularly acknowledged
that there is a lack of understanding of the socio-economic implications of mobile
communications, in particular the need to be constantly available. Mobile entertainment is
also an area that requires additional socio-economic research. The question of the
management of multiple linguistic content was addressed in the session. While there are some
interesting solutions available to customise content according to linguistic needs, more
research needs to undertaken in this domain since automatic translation services and
technologies do not seem to provide effective solutions.
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Delivering the Grid to Industry

Recent spectacular advances in networking and computing technology are enabling the
emergence of a new computing paradigm – the Grid. While the scientific community has
driven the early thrust of Grid development, the relevance of the Grid for business is
inescapable. Grids are now in transformation from an enabler of eScience to a new business
tool with the power to revolutionise business processes across Europe. Business involvement
in early Grid projects is driving its acceptance in this domain and this session sought to
present examples from early adopters, and benefits they and their customers are seeing from
this important technology. The involvement of hardware and software vendors in the Global
Grid Forum and other standards bodies is continuing to grow. Through this involvement the
emergence of standards and policies is evidenced with a focus on tackling business challenges
and improving European competitiveness. The panel discussion following the presentations
focused on the transformation necessary to make the Grid a key business tool over the next
three years.

Main Issues Raised

The session chair made a brief presentation to set the scene for the following four speakers.
He briefly described the GRIDSTART project and its role in providing an inventory of other
Grid projects in Europe, and also its role in creating a Grid roadmap of trends and future
developments. He briefly described the industrial potential for Grids in industrial sectors such
as automotive, aerospace, finance, insurance and retail.

Michel Teyssedre spoke about eBusiness on-demand and delivering the Grid to industry. He
said that IBM were delivering both technology and business process transformation to help
enterprises create on-demand businesses that could be reconfigured to meet changing needs.

His key message was that Grids are being used by industry with help from companies like
IBM. He said that there were many applications where the Grid approach could help
companies to save money or to become more competitive. He described several examples:
derivatives analysis in the sector of financial services; process simulation in manufacturing;
seismic analysis in the energy sector; and so on. He said that industry needed to start using
Grids and not to wait until further research had been undertaken to produce better systems.
The key to success was to find one application where Grids could deliver significant business
benefits to prove the Grid concept, and after that to move forward looking for other beneficial
applications.

He acknowledged that there were a number of challenges that needed to be addressed. These
included security, billing, managing heterogeneous complexity, and policy issues concerning
use of resources, adapting existing software licensing practice, etc. However, he believed that
all these matters would in time be resolved and they did not represent good reasons for
industry to hold back from using Grids.

Joan Masso continued on the same theme as the previous speaker saying that his company
was also working with industry on Grid projects. He said that there were many benefits for
industry. For example, Grids provided increased access to resources, data and could improve
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collaboration. In addition, Grids could speed up processes, increase productivity, and leverage
existing capital investments. He briefly described a number of examples of the work his firm
had undertaken. These involved using Grids to undertake financial risk analysis, detection of
fraud in telecommunications systems, and optimisation of aircraft wing design.

In conclusion, Mr. Masso stated that Grids were more than just a technology, they also
enabled business transformation. However, like the first speaker he acknowledged that there
were a number of challenges to address. One of these was the question of business models and
the associated issues of software licensing agreements, billing, quality of service, etc. He also
said that the barriers to use of Grids were largely non-technical, being mostly cultural,
political and sociological.

Alfred Geiger gave a presentation on Customer Service Grids and how to deliver Information
and Communication Technology services to engineering and industry. He described Grid
technology in T-Systems and the motivation for using Grids. The main issue is to offer
solutions to improve customers’ productivity.

For T-systems, use of Grid provides the opportunity to create greater value since Grid
Services are based on the delivery both Information Technology services and
telecommunications services. He said that Grids offered customers such benefits as optimal
use of resources, which can lead to economic efficiency. Grids can deal with load
management as well as increase the scope of resources available. Grids provide seamless
access to computer and data resources.

Mr. Geiger also agreed with other speakers, saying that there were still many issues to
address, quoting billing as one example faced by his own company.

Derek Sweeny gave a small company perspective on the industrial use of Grids, his own
company consisting of just three people. The main focus of his company was the delivery of
simulation services over the Internet. He described the use of these services by designers of
stents. These are small surgical implants placed inside arteries to support the vessel wall.

He said that his company was interested in Grids as that they could provide a means of
gaining access to more hardware resources as well as providing easier means of pay-per-use
of their simulation software. However, there were many issues that needed to be resolved,
including security, how to create parallelised software, etc.

The session chair then suggested a number of issues that the audience might wish to discuss
with the speakers. These topics included the current status of Grids in industry, the shift from
compute Grids to the knowledge Grid, the major challenges for industry, the status and role of
standards, and the timescales for industrial take-up.

One person asked why eLearning was not on the list of application areas addressed by IBM.
The reply was that IBM had not yet found an opportunity of developing experiences in this
area.

Another question was directed at the issue of use of Grid for simulation and other applications
requiring much computational effort. It was asked why Grids were not used for things such as
data management. The response was that computer intensive application are often a good
starting point, but that there were other types of applications such as monitoring resources,
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supporting collaboration, etc. Also, simulation is an area where real-time operation is usually
not required and real-time operation is one topic that requires further development efforts.
However, the position described in the presentations just reflects the applications where
companies have been able to identify a good return on investment.

The panel was asked to consider the important things that need to be done to deliver the Grid
as a form of utility. Key issues include dealing with peak demands, ensuring privacy, and
defining business models.

Conclusions and Future Directions

A key conclusions emerging from the session was that Grid is not just another technology
facilitating supercomputing, but a technology that will change the way industry collaborates
and undertakes business.

Grids would result in the virtualisation of computing, information and knowledge and would
eventually lead to changes in the way business is undertaken. However, while Grid products
are available there is still much work to be done to create and deliver a seamless pool of
managed and brokered resources to industry, science and the citizen. In particular, while
Grids can now be used in industrial application, there are a number of challenges that needed
to be addressed. These included security, billing, managing heterogeneous complexity, and
policy issues concerning use of resources, adapting existing software licensing practice, etc.
With time many of these matters would be resolved and they do not represent good reasons
for industry to hold back from using Grids.

The key message was the Grids are now available for industrial use and industry should now
take the initiative and apply them in suitable areas that will deliver business benefits.
However, the vision for the future lies beyond computing, data and information Grids. The
future challenge is to develop the knowledge Grid.
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International Co-operation in IST

Given the increasingly global nature of Information and Communication Technologies,
international co-operation is an important part of European Union policies that address global
issues such as the digital divide. There are also significant benefits to be gained through
international co-operation in IST-related Research and Technology Development activities.
Collaboration with researchers from outside the European Union can help achieve global
consensus on interoperability and standards. International co-operation also promotes the
world-wide exchange of scientific information and technological know-how and can
strengthen the European presence in fast-growing global markets. It also helps accelerate the
take-up of innovative IST in Europe and strengthens industrial co-operation, in particular with
neighbouring regions. If such globalisation benefits the economy it should also serve people
world-wide. This session covered various facets of the international dimension of the
Information Society.

Main Issues Raised

The chair, Dr. Pedro de Sampaio Nunes, opened the session by emphasising the importance of
international co-operation for the IST programme and the need to co-operate at different
levels. Particular attention is being paid to the Accession Countries and emerging economy
countries on issues, such as the digital divide.

International co-operation within the IST programme is directly related to the general policy
of the European Union. However, the number of non-European Union participants in the first
IST call was less than desired. This was mainly as a result of changes in the rules for
participation. This will be addressed in future calls. He emphasised that collaboration between
European Union and non-European Union research teams is essential for the global
exploitation of the benefits of their research. International co-operation is also important for
building interoperable technology solutions, such as GSM and Digital Video Broadcasting,
which address global markets and ensure the competitiveness of European industry. It is also
necessary to help overcome the digital divide.

The European Union’s Sixth Framework Programme foresees international co-operation in all
areas, and the European Union contribution is funded mainly from the horizontal International
Co-operation programme (INCO). There are currently 32 countries taking part in the Sixth
Framework Programme: the 15 Member States, plus Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Israel,
and Turkey, as well as the 12 Accession Countries. The INCO programme specifically targets
developing countries, Mediterranean countries, the Western Balkans, Russia and the Newly
Independent States.

All projects must conform to the European Union rules for participation. They should benefit
the European participants, have substantial added value for implementing European Union
science policies, and satisfy the rules for the minimum number of legal entities from the
Member States and Associated States. The programme encourages human resource
development and mobility by funding fellowships to and from the European Union. The next
IST calls aim to increase participation from the target countries and have support actions to
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encourage this. The budget for calls in 2004 will be around 90 million euros. Dr. Nunes
concluded by inviting people to visit the IST web site (http://www.cordis.lu/ist).

Dr. Gerry Turcotte spoke about scientific and technological co-operation between Canada and
Europe. The Canadian government has a strong policy for supporting Science and
Technology. International collaboration is playing an increasingly important role in many of
the country’s policies. Canada’s Science and Technology policy is based on three
fundamental objectives: advance knowledge; create wealth through jobs and growth; and
enhance quality-of-life. The main goals are market-driven innovation, connectivity across all
Canada, and broadband connections to all communities by 2005. Initiatives in support of these
objectives include doubling the budget for research and development, establishing
internationally recognised technology clusters, increasing the number of students, increasing
venture capital investment, maintaining competitive business taxation, simplifying regulation,
and increasing global collaboration.

The government has allocated more than eight billion Canadian dollars for innovation, new
professorships at universities, and high speed research networks (CANARIE’s CA*Net4).
Canada signed a science and technology collaboration agreement with the European Union in
1996, and is actively involved the international connection of Research Networks and Grid
test beds. This includes 10 Giga bit server-to-server experiments and exchanging results of
experiments to understand the structure of the atomic nuclei. Canada and the European Union
are also collaborating in the fields of eLearning, eBusiness, eWork and eContent. Canada had
the second highest of non-European Union participation in IST projects. It is also involved in
several bilateral science and technology initiatives with the individual Member States.

Canada offers numerous funding opportunities for international collaboration with large
companies and SMEs. He identified synchronisation of calls for proposals, and peer-review of
outcome as the two main issues that need to be addressed to improve collaboration between
Canada and the European Union. He concluded by encouraging the participants to visit the
Communications Research Centre web site (http://www.crc.ca).

Magnus Madfors started by explaining the research chain leading from basic studies to new
systems. Examples were the development of the GSM and third-generation systems and
standards, which resulted from basic studies on Wide Code Division Multiple Access in the
late 1980s. Over the years the mode of operation has changed from basic research conducted
by universities and farmed out to industry for development, to basic research and product
development conducted jointly by academia and industry. The research and development on
GSM in the 1980s made Europe a global leader in mobile telephony in the 1990s. This shows
that collaboration during the early phases of research is an excellent way of developing
common views on how the market, technologies and standards should evolve over the next
decade.

The Sixth Framework Programme should be used to define the technologies and services for
mobile networks beyond the third-generation, covering new services, availability of more
spectrum, lower cost, and global coverage. He estimated that around two gigahertz of
spectrum would be needed in the future to deliver ultra high-speed multimedia content, two-
way multimedia, high-speed multimedia, circuit switched data, short messaging, and voice.
This will involve international collaboration between industrial players and governments and
it requires co-ordination at all levels from policy to technology and standards. He concluded
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by stating his belief that collaborative research within the international framework
programmes should harmonise the views on how today becomes tomorrow.

Luciano Belochi gave an overview of the INCO programme’s current activities in non-
European Union countries. He pointed out that the European Union has different strategies for
different groups of countries. The main objective of collaboration with the Newly
Independent States and Russia is to encourage the exchange of scientist and technologists.
Russia is particularly important for the Sixth Framework Programme because it has excellent
skills in scientific research and technology. He also mentioned the success of the INCO
programme in developing the European Union’s relationship with the Mediterranean
countries. The benefits of this programme by far outweigh the budget of 20 million euro.
INCO’s objective in the Mediterranean countries is mainly to exploit the results of the
technological research of the IST programme.

The first question in the discussion session concerned how to co-ordinate efforts at all levels
internationally. Dr. Madfors expressed a view that there needs to be co-ordination at many
levels: ministerial, companies, etc. Companies normally achieve agreement through industrial
forums. An advantage of the IST, and other publicly funded programmes, is that they also
involve academia. Dr. Turcotte added that Canada has a decentralised system, which makes it
difficult to co-ordinate all activities. However, this might change in the future.

The second question concerned how to measure the success of an international co-operation.
The panel replied that one measure is the number of participants from other countries. The
IST programme needs more efforts to promote its activities and to encourage the participation
of non-European Union countries.

A question directed to Dr. Turcotte asked about how to manage the relationship between
defence and civilian research, especially research in security and dual-purpose technologies.
He replied that one way is to concentrate on network security. His programme is involved in
defence research, but there is no conflict as both draw on the same skill resources. They are
developing a co-ordinated programme, and they ensure that there is no conflict between
participating in IST and defence programmes.

The next question dealt with criteria for funding companies registered in non-European Union
countries, such as South Africa. The panel made it clear that funding is not automatic.
Companies have to satisfy the rules for participation in the INCO programme. However, if the
research project supports the European Union policy, the companies might be funded.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The Information Society is global by nature and its development and exploitation require
international collaboration and co-ordination at all levels. International co-operation is of
strategic importance to European Union policies. The IST programme supports and funds
several activities in different regions where there is mutual benefit and added value to all
participants. The Sixth Framework Programme can play an important role in defining and
harmonising views on future generations of systems and standards and their evolution over
the next decade. There are several opportunities that, if realised, will make the world a better
place where information and knowledge is easily accessible from anywhere in the world.
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Important issues, such as sustainable development and the digital divide, need to be
addressed.
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Interfaces for Accessibility and Integration

This session focused on the challenges of eAccessibility and eInclusion. The presentations
covered a wide range of work going on in this field and in particular highlighted the key role
of interfaces in enabling accessibility and participation for all in the Information Society.

Opening the session, Mr. Cattani said that he appreciated the title of the spotlight theme –
When interaction with technology becomes natural. People with disabilities and older persons
experience difficulties when interacting with new technologies. Often products are not
designed with accessibility in mind. These problems can generally be overcome by designing
products and services for use by people with the widest possible range of abilities – the so-
called design-for-all approach. In certain cases assistive devices may also be necessary.
Designing appropriate interfacing between assistive and mainstream technologies is a critical
element in ensuring future accessibility for all citizens in the Information Society.

Main Issues Raised

Professor Nicotra’s presentation concerned interfaces for access to music and mathematics by
blind persons. While access to text documents on Personal Computers still presents obstacles
for blind users, the issue of musical scores and mathematical texts is a lot more complicated.
The European IST projects PLAY2 and LAMBDA address the problem of Personal Computer
access to musical and mathematical non-textual electronic documents for blind people. The
objective is to allow them to have access to the same documents as the sighted, as already
happens for written texts, and to be able to make musical scores or mathematical and
scientific texts accessible to all through the monitor or conventional printing.

The strategies used are very diverse, but in both cases the problems are to write a well defined
and shareable code of linear abstraction and to design an editor to offer users a fast and
efficient tool in a fully independent, stable and manageable environment. The speaker
described the results achieved in the PLAY2 project, concluded in 2003, and the services
being designed by LAMBDA. PLAY2 produced the Braille Music Editor, a tool that enables
non-sighted musicians to write music in Braille directly on a Personal Computer using a
normal keyboard. LAMBDA is aiming to produce an efficient system for non-sighted school
and university students to manage mathematical documents.

Professor Johnson focused on optimising disabled persons use of assistive technology.
Rehabilitation robots can be designed to perform a wide range of everyday tasks. However,
their usefulness is dependent on the ease of control by the user. How does the user
communicate with them? How can they best use their available upper limb skills to control
such devices? The challenge is to use state-of-the-art technology to measure user skills and
then use this information to select the optimum interface device, for example switch, or
joystick, or mouse etc.

This problem is being addressed in a new IST project called I-MATCH. The research team is
aiming to understand user needs and to develop robust techniques for measuring user skills.
The key characteristics of interface devices are being defined and put into an Internet
database. These two elements will then form the basis for virtual reality simulations of
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assistive technologies that will be used to test the controllability of real device interfaces. The
work addresses the whole assistive technology community, covering manufacturers and
technology providers as well as users.

The challenges in mainstreaming design-for-all were addressed by Mr. Millar, with particular
reference to the work of the IST project DASDA. “Firstly, it is useful to consider who are the
all,” he began. Studies show that around 16 percent of the European population have some
difficulty typing on a keyboard, 36 percent have difficulty using touch screens and around 40
percent have difficulty reading small print. Over 20 million people in the European Union
have restricted mobility and around 15 million have at least a moderate hearing impairment.
“These are markets that industry should respond to,” Mr. Millar said. Past experience shows
otherwise, however. “Why and what is to be done about it?” he asked.

Studies undertaken by the DASDA project suggest that industry is deterred rather than
unsympathetic. Companies fear that addressing design-for-all issues will cause delay and so
increase their time-to-market. They also fear it will lead to unrecoverable cost increases. In
many cases they lack a basic understanding of user needs, and are confused about guidelines
and standards. “Ultimately, it just is not a priority,” Mr. Millar claimed.

The DASDA project’s response is to provide answers to the deterring factors and help for
sympathisers (champions) to sell the concept internally. The project is engaged in a wide
range of dissemination activities and works closely with key intermediaries and multipliers,
such as industry trade associations, disabled organisations and the media.

Mr. Stegemann and Mr. Mohamad described their work to develop a new intelligent
interaction mechanism that will enable people with severe motor and speech disabilities to
control standard, and especially web-based, applications. Developed under the IPCA project
(www.ipca.info), the system is based on a flexible combination of existing non-invasive
sensors and encoders able to control different physiological parameters, and a set of software
tools that allow the user to interact with existing computer applications. The speakers
demonstrated a Smart Web Browser that facilitates user interaction with Internet applications
and services.

The session concluded with three short, 10 minute, presentations providing snapshots on
further European Union initiatives.

Professor Stephanidis described the work of EDeAN, the European Design-for-All
eAccessibility Network. The Network was set up by the European Commission and the
Member States in July 2002 to raise the profile of design-for-all and to emphasise its
importance in achieving greater accessibility for all in the Information Society. Operating
through 15 national contact centres, EDeAN runs a resource centre and an extensive web site
(www.edean.org), and operates a series of special interest groups that contribute to advancing
knowledge on a range of design-for-all issues. The organisation is also working with
educational channels to incorporate design-for-all in new curricula.

CONFIDENT, an information environment to support independent living by people with
severe disabilities was presented by Professor Arredondo. The system provides people, and
their assistants, as well as related organisations, with access to a number of personal, social
and supporting services. Based on General Packet Radio Service and Universal Mobile
Telecommunications Systems technologies, this information environment integrates all three
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groups of users within an operational network that supports independent living. The speaker
showed a video of three pilot implementations that are currently underway.

A project to develop awareness of voice-to-text recognition capabilities was introduced by Dr.
Pirelli. The VOICE project (http://voice.jrc.it) is investigating the use of speech recognition
systems in conversation, conferences, television broadcasts and telephone calls. Prototypes of
user-friendly interfaces are being developed to allow an easier use of commercial products in
translating the spoken voice into Personal Computer screen messages and subtitles. This is a
powerful help for people with hearing impairment, reducing the gap between them and the
hearing world. The presentation concluded with a demonstration of the voice prototype in
generating subtitles for television broadcasts and presentations.

Mr. Millar, having mentioned the United States Section 508 rules in his presentation, was
asked whether this was a possible approach for the European Union? The reply was that there
is a case to mandate government and public bodies to produce only accessible solutions.
Legislation is only part of the answer, but it can create a framework by which to bring about
change.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The session served to highlight the wide range of work underway in relation to eAccessibility.
The PLAY2/LAMBDA, IPCA, I-MATCH and VOICE examples show that assistive
technologies can play an important role and are bringing practical benefits for people with
disabilities. Professor Johnson foresaw rapid development of new interfaces driven by the
games industry. Force feedback controls will become commonplace, and the approach
followed in the I-MATCH project will allow these new devices to be easily integrated into its
portfolio of tests.

Regarding design-for-all, the key issue was mainstreaming. As Mr. Millar noted, it is
necessary to move towards a position where usability for all becomes a natural part of the
development process. Potential actions to achieve this goal include: increasing awareness
throughout the developer community, in conjunction with major players such as Microsoft;
inclusion of usability in project management methodologies and standards; and new software
development tools. Another aspect was maintenance and change control. In Mr. Millar’s
words: “accessibility creeping away through upgrades needs to be avoided.”

The important of education for design-for-all was highlighted by both the DASDA project and
EDeAN. The current reluctant to embrace design-for-all is partly due to engineers’ poor
understanding of the issue. Addressing the next generation of engineers through education
will help correct this.
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Software Technologies: Paradigm Shifts

The development of software and services is a subject of continuing discussion. Issues of
security, open-source software, the software production gap and outsourcing of development
work to Asia and South America are in the news almost daily. While these topics will remain
current for a while, a new phenomenon is emerging: software as a service, or under other
names, software on-demand or eBusiness on-demand. These refer to the use of software as a
utility provided by, for example, Application Service Providers. It is based on web services.

Is provision of software applications as a service the new paradigm in the software and
service market or is it just a new hype? Speakers included experts exploring the new paradigm
in their daily work as well as representatives from classical Information Technology
consultancy firms and from the open-source community. The session gave an up-to-date view
of the state of affairs in software use.

Main Issues Raised

Eric Newcomer addressed web services. The web community says that all is well, but special
interfaces prevent scalability. The distributed environment typified by Common Object
Request Broker Architecture is more powerful, but lacks the power of web abstraction,
flexibility, etc., while Extensible Mark-up Language has the ability to emulate these
distributed environments.

He started by posing the question, what are web services? He noted that after 18 months of
standardisation process there is still no common definition. They are supported by one-way
asynchronous messages and n-tier interfaces to executable agents, typically using Extensible
Mark-up Language and Hypertext Transfer Protocol, but not exclusively. Both interfaces and
agents have web addresses, that is to say, Uniform Resource Locators. The services accept
and may return an Extensible Mark-up Language document. Web services are fundamentally
about Extensible Mark-up Language exchange. Instances of Service Oriented Architecture are
typically Simple Object Access Protocol, Web Service Definition Language, Universal
Description, Discovery and Integration, and are data, rather than object, oriented. They are
suitable for software as a service, but it has to be the right type of service, like asynchronous
data exchange. There is in general a conflict between the web (Extensible Mark-up Language
and Hypertext Transfer Protocol) and distributed environment approach. The issue is to use
technology for what it is good at.

Amazon.com was given as an example of web services publishing, which allows any
bookshop to sell its own books via the virtual store. Amazon supports both plain Extensible
Mark-up Language (80 percent of users) and Simple Object Access Protocol or Web Service
Definition Language (20 percent of users). Services can be standard or packaged, and virtual
store owners build new applications using them, creating revenue for both (the web site owner
gets a percentage of stock sold though Amazon.com).

Mr. Newcomer said that web services were not always so good for on-line sales. He presented
a deployment container idea, in which there was a web services container consisting of
program name and the ability to move data in and out. A services layer in a Java 2
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environment would more easily deploy other requirements like security, process flow registry,
document conversion, etc. A management and configuration layer deals with administration,
trading agreements, quality of service, etc. Concluding, he asked why people should care
about web services. His view was that it held the promise to finally standardise the software
industry, in spite of previous false starts.

Jeanette Horan presented IBM’s eBusiness on-demand, which she regarded as a new
paradigm. The term agile enterprise is also used to describe this merging of business
processes and Information Technology. Businesses and government face constant change,
which is sometimes of a significant magnitude, especially with regard to technology and
business processes. A new approach is therefore required to cope with this effectively.

The key is to tie the Information Technology closer to the business processes, and to improve
the efficiency and cost benefit of applications. What is needed to make this happen, is, in the
case of business transformation, new applications and business models. In the case of the
operating environment, it is necessary to remove the Information Technology complexities.
This approach offers simplified acquisition and deployment and meets the need for a faster
time to market.

On-demand makes businesses more competitive, enhancing the effectiveness in the following
typical areas: continuous change, competition, financial pressure, and unpredictable threats.
On-demand business also requires an operating environment that is also on-demand, where
the cornerstones are: automation, integration, and virtualisation. In addition to the
transformations already mentioned, this environment will reduce cost, improve asset
utilisation, and address new opportunities. The virtualisation runs across multiple
applications, but hardware and middleware for this are required. The aim is to align
Information Technology with business processes, and integrate beyond the immediate area.

An independent survey of how customers rate operating environment capability importance,
across these cornerstones revealed that protecting information assets, data, infrastructure
reliability and availability, were the most important. Least important was the simplification of
monitoring and management of Information Technology infrastructure. The foundation
principles of this operating environment includes open standards, web services, Java 2
Enterprise Edition, Linux, industry standards and Open Grid Services Architecture. The
service-oriented architecture allows re-use for services and applications. Ms. Horan illustrated
the middleware platform componentisation and integration showing how it related to the
processes, applications and systems environment. This open architecture shares re-useable
components. Finally she gave some examples of early adopters and their prime drivers.

Jose Maria Cavanillas gave a presentation on The future of the Information Technology
Services Industry. The Information Technology industry has been run in a simple way, with
the customer writing specifications, calling for tenders, appointing a winner, and for one year
being married to a software development firm. Choice has been between the large companies
with more stability and higher prices, or the SMEs with more flexibility and lower prices. The
existing software supplier always has a head start at contract renewal.

In future the tender will be focussed on services and will stipulate requirements like services
description and semantics, and price per service usage. There will be no winner, just
appointment of agents, and dynamic selection of agents complying with the service depending
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on quality of service. The future Information Technology industry will therefore have to fight
each day for business, which should mean lower cost.

For web service the source is no longer important, just service performance. Information
Technology companies will be able to use legacy objects for the agents, perhaps for a long
time. Codes will remain the same, but costs will go down dramatically. It means the large
Information Technology companies will reduce in volume and that consulting (how to do it
services description and semantics) and outsourcing will increase. Web servicing will be from
anybody anywhere. This would be a good point for the European companies, and give SMEs
an equal opportunity. With one Internet and ubiquitous web services, globalisation, if not
already here, is coming.

Juergen Geck talked about open-source software in a changing world. He portrayed a typical
scenario in which the Information Technology stack locks a customer into one vendor. His
company is positioned at the top of the hardware stack. They do not own the code and the
philosophy is openness and open code. He explained how Linux sits between the hardware
and the middleware, which supports the applications.

Conventional Information Technology projects could typically be broken down into service,
support and development. With open-source Information Technology projects the difference
is in the development area only. For example, considering software development, then this
breaks down into fixes and patches (for maintenance) and open-source software code (for
development). An openly transparent standard is required to support the customer.

Mr. Geck’s company utilises software packages from the open-source community and
Information Technology industry (often adding to them), converting them into source code for
use by partners and customers. This manual pre-process allows auto compilation. Currently
3,500 packages on supported hardware are available. The solutions stack on hardware is
available in many languages.

Mr. Geck reviewed the existing virtualisation layers in Information Technology solution
stacks. Starting at the top there are applications, then middleware, then open systems, then
hardware and finally the chip. The open systems perform the function of hiding the hardware,
but the issue is where to go from here. The future challenges are seen as trusted computing,
Linux virtual machines, and systems management.

Oliver Sims summarised saying that more self-automation, stability, etc. was required. He
identified that the software service is an important part of the emerging new paradigm. A
huge change could be expected over the next five years in the nature of application software
development, and productivity. He also pointed out the related areas and emphasised that it
could evolve into a two-step development process: design the business and then test. He then
asked for questions.

Jacques Bus from the European Commission said that in listening to the presentations he had
formed the following views. Web services were moving towards standardisation of software,
while creation of business software by Information Technology consultancy firms was
moving towards commodity items. He invited discussion and comment on this dichotomy.

Jeanette Horan said that the customer drives migration up the stack. She added that when
problems occur there is a need for standardisation. Information Technology consultants
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should be asking, what are the business problems? Eric Newcomer said that there is always
the issue of standards versus bespoke, but with standards there is also the question of how
good are they? There is a risk of moving up the proprietary stack, but this should be by an
open standard. Oliver Sims suggested an enterprise system model.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Web services, and software as service, hold the promise to finally standardise the software
industry, in spite of previous false starts. There is a need for an easy to use, standardised,
probably modular approach, within a mass production industry. On-demand business requires
an operating environment that is also on-demand, where the cornerstones are: automation,
integration, and virtualisation. The aim is to support business processes based on a
standardised service platform, and integrate beyond the immediate area. The software services
and Information Technology consultancy firms will begin to move up the business process
layer. This move away from Information Technology to a services focus will change the
customer supplier relationship. Instead of a winner there will be appointment of agents. The
future Information Technology industry will therefore have to fight each day for business,
which should mean lower cost. Open-source software is able to prevent the customer being
locked into one Information Technology supplier if an openly transparent standard is
available. Use of pre-processed open-software packages and automatic compilers then allow
rapid implementation.
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Power to the People – An Electrifying Issue

Powerline Communications, that is to say, communications over the electricity distribution
network, has recently become a hot topic. If it can be made to work, the technology could
radically reshape the communications landscape and create a world where virtually unlimited
bandwidth is as close as the nearest electric power socket. The session reviewed the current
status of the technology and its commercial implementation, and explored the regulatory
implications of powerline services.

Main Issues Raised

The session chair, Joao Da Silva, introduced the speakers and said that, “in spite of concerns
about radio interference, Powerline Communications offered a new access solution and had
the potential to transform the communications landscape in Europe.”

Sergio Rogai offered a snapshot of the current state of Powerline Communications. He
opened his presentation by describing the Powerline Communications Forum, of which he is
chairman. The forum is a Brussels-based, non-profit organisation, founded in 2000. Its
objective is to promote Powerline Communications for both access and home networks. There
are working groups addressing marketing, and technology and regulation, along with a special
interest group dealing with home networks.

He then traced the history of Powerline Communications from research in the late 1990s, via
field trials at the turn of the century, to the launch of commercial services from 2001 onwards.
Turning to the benefits of the technology, he pointed out that it makes use of existing
infrastructure, which reaches almost every room in every house. The power companies
owning that infrastructure have an established customer base, to which they can market the
services, and could afford the investment because they are generally in a stronger financial
position than telecommunications companies. Powerline Communications is capable of
delivering a broadband connection to anyone with a power supply. No additional wiring is
needed and, because of the reach and structure of the electricity distribution network, it has
the potential to bridge the digital divide by providing services to remote and socially
disadvantaged areas.

Mr. Rogai then outlined the architecture of Powerline Communications systems,
concentrating on last-mile solutions over the low voltage (210-240V) cables from the home to
the local electricity substation, and last-inch solutions over the electrical wiring in the
customer’s home. Last-mile solutions currently offer 2-20 Mbps over 200-500 metres and
last-inch solutions offer 1-10 Mbps over distances of up to 100 metres. Technology under
development would increase the data rates to between 50 and 100 Mbps. Over the last few
years, commercial services have been launched in a number of German cities and there were
small-scale commercial operations or market trials in a dozen or so other European countries.
The principal barrier to more widespread commercial rollout is the regulatory situation.
Powerline Communications systems generate radio interference and there are currently no
internationally agreed standards for acceptable interference levels. The evidence from
Germany was encouraging. Measurements suggested that the radio emissions from Powerline
Communications systems were no worse than those arising from Asynchronous Digital
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Subscriber Loop or Ethernet cables, and, although almost 100,000 homes were within the
coverage area of Powerline Communications systems, there had not yet been any complaints.
The Powerline Communications Forum wanted to see standards for the maximum acceptable
levels of radio emission established as soon as possible. He hoped that the Sixth Framework
Programme Integrated Project OPERA would help to do this as part of its programme of
developing and validating the technology. Powerline Communications was now a proven
alternative technology for delivering broadband.

Mr. Rogai concluded by saying that widespread commercial deployment now depended on
the development of a clear regulatory framework and robust business models.

Keith Maclean picked up the idea of using Powerline Communications to provide broadband
services to rural and socially disadvantaged areas. The problems were clear. Potential
revenues from such areas are too low to justify the cost of digging up the ground to lay new
cables or installing the base stations for a wireless service. In many cases even the cost of
activating a telephone exchange for Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Loop would never be
recovered. Powerline Communications, he argued, offered a solution. It uses the existing
electricity supply infrastructure and has low incremental costs. These are a few hundred euro
per cell, plus the cost of a modem in each customer’s home.

The Scottish and Southern Energy Group has been pioneering Powerline Communications in
the United Kingdom and Mr. Maclean described a pilot project in Campbeltown on the Mull
of Kintyre. This, he said, is one of the most isolated towns in the country and was an excellent
site for testing the delivery of broadband to remote areas.

The system used had three tiers. The first tier used broadband Powerline Communications
links over the 400 metres or so of low voltage cable from the customer’s home to the local
electricity sub-station. The second tier involved links of up to three kilometres from the
substation to a local point of presence. These were either Powerline Communications links
over the medium voltage (11,000V) section of the electricity network or Symmetrical Digital
Subscriber Loop links. The third tier, back-haul from the point of presence to the core
network, was provided in two distinct ways. Satellite back-haul, with low capital cost but
relatively high running costs could provide a commercially viable service for cells with as few
as 50 customers. Fibre or wireless back-haul, with higher capital cost but lower running costs,
was viable for cells with between 100 and 200 customers. The cost model assumed each
customer was paying approximately 45 euro per month for a symmetrical broadband service.
Sales to the public sector, for example local schools, could reduce the break-even point.

Mr. Maclean concluded by saying that the pilot had shown that both the technology and
business model were sound. Uptake rates were between five and 10 percent of homes, and no
radio interference problems had been encountered so far. He believed that Powerline
Communications systems were a realistic, and perhaps the only, way of delivering broadband
to remote and rural areas.

Andrew Oliphant considered the implications of Powerline Communications for broadcasters.
He started by emphasising that broadcasters, such as the BBC, were enthusiastic supporters of
both digital and broadband services. He listed the BBC’s pioneering work on digital radio and
television, and pointed out that the organisation maintained the largest content web site in
Europe, offering over six million hours of streaming audio and video per month. The BBC, he
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said, agreed with European Union Commissioner Erkki Liikanen that “there is no single
technology able to ensure complete coverage throughout the European Union.”

Nevertheless the BBC had genuine concerns about technologies that, intentionally or
unintentionally, generated interference on frequencies licensed for broadcasting. It was
particularly concerned about the radio spectrum below 30 megahertz. This, he explained, is a
unique resource for long-distance broadcasting. It is extremely valuable for international
services and, in some developing countries, is still the only cost-effective solution for
domestic services.

He emphasised that Powerline Communications can, and does, interfere with short-wave radio
broadcasts and went on to describe some tests, which the BBC had carried out, with the help
of the Scottish and Southern Energy Group, to determine the actual level of that interference.
The tests took place in Crieff, Scotland during November 2002, and he played some
recordings, which showed that normally acceptable short-wave reception became
unintelligible when the Powerline Communications modem was switched on. The interference
did not just affect receivers in the customer’s home; those in neighbouring houses were also
affected.

Both the International Telecommunications Union radio regulations and the European Union
directive on electromagnetic compatibility require that electrical equipment should not
interfere with the operation of radio or telecommunications services. If Powerline
Communication is to co-exist with such services, it is essential to define acceptable levels of
interference and come up with practical ways of measuring it. None of the current proposals
are acceptable to both broadcasters and Powerline Communications operators. Until a solution
is found, neither industry can confidently invest in new services. Powerline Communications
operators may also run the risk of legal action. It is therefore important that the two industries
work together to develop Powerline Communications solutions that are compatible with
existing uses of the radio spectrum.

He summarised his position by saying that broadcasters support broadband rollout and accept
that it will involve a range of technologies. However, emissions from Powerline
Communications systems can cause interference to short-wave radio broadcasts, and it is in
the interests of both the broadcasting and Powerline Communications industries to work
together and come up with a solution.

Jorge Blasco spoke about some of the latest developments in Powerline Communications
technology. He started by introducing his company, DS2, a fabless silicon design house
founded in 1998. One of its shareholders is the Spanish utility ENDESA and the company’s
aim is to provide chipset designs for Powerline Communications.

Powerlines were designed for transmitting electricity at 50 hertz and are therefore a hostile
environment for broadband communications at frequencies in the megahertz range. These
signals are strongly affected by interference that varies from frequency to frequency and from
second to second. Advanced digital signal processing techniques are needed to deliver robust
broadband communications systems capable of operating over powerlines. Like
Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Loop, such systems use Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing to divide the broadband signal into a number of narrowband signals, each of
which is then used to modulate a sub-carrier. The system dynamically optimises transmission
over every sub-carrier to deliver a broadband connection of consistent quality. It can also
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minimise noise at selected frequencies and this may help to resolve the radio interference
issue.

Mr. Blasco then presented the architecture for access and metropolitan area Powerline
Communications solutions. He noted that the challenge was no longer using Powerline
Communications for bridging the last mile from the transformer to the customer, but
providing cost-effective links from the transformer to the network point-of-presence in low
density areas or areas with low service penetration.

Turning to home applications, he presented a scenario, in which several members of the
household were simultaneously using bandwidth hungry applications such as conferencing,
video streaming and networked games. Powerline Communications could offer low-cost
coverage of the whole house at up to 200 Mbps and fully support applications with stringent
quality of service requirements. Summing up, Mr. Blasco said that the technology could make
an important contribution to achieving the strategic objective of broadband for all.

A question from the floor concerned the nature of the Powerline Communications systems in
Crieff, where the BBC had made its measurements of interference. Mr. Oliphant and Mr.
Maclean confirmed that these were similar to the ones in Campbeltown. The important
message from the tests was that Powerline Communications could cause interference and that
the broadcasting and Powerline Communications industries needed to work together on a
solution. Tests are being carried out on a number of other Powerline Communications systems
and some appear to be less troublesome than others are. Results from some of the latest
designs offered encouragement that a solution could be found. It was pointed out that no
actual complaints about radio interference had yet been received by any of the commercial
Powerline Communications operators in Spain.

A member of the audience drew attention to the technology demonstrations carried out by the
IST project 6POWER of Internet Protocol Version Six over powerlines. This, he suggested,
was further evidence of the potential of Powerline Communications for bridging the digital
divide. A further question concerned the security of Powerline Communications systems. Mr.
Blasco said that Powerline Communications chipsets included encryption to guard against
eavesdropping.  A final questioner asked about the costs of implementing Loop Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing in Powerline Communications equipment. Mr. Blasco
replied that the same issue had been raised in the early days of Asynchronous Digital
Subscriber Loop, but low-cost equipment was now widely available. He was confident that it
would be the same with Powerline Communications.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Research into providing broadband access over the electricity supply network started in the
middle to late 1990s. Trials of Powerline Communications systems took place at the turn of
the century and, over the last two years, commercial services and market trials have been
launched in over a dozen European countries. Current systems offer symmetrical services at a
few Mbps for both access and home networks, but technology under development offers the
prospect of speeds up to 100Mbps. Because Powerline Communications makes use of the
existing power cables, it offers a low-cost solution and recent trials suggest that it may be the
way to provide broadband access to remote and socially disadvantaged areas. The principal
barrier to more widespread deployment of Powerline Communications is regulatory
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uncertainty. Powerline Communications systems emit radio signals, which can interfere with
short-wave radio reception, but there are currently no agreed rules about acceptable levels of
emissions. There is therefore an urgent need for the Powerline Communications and
broadcasting industries to work together to find a solution. If this issue can be resolved,
Powerline Communications could transform the communications landscape and make an
important contribution to achieving the objective of broadband for all.
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Grid Economy and Business Models

Grid technologies offer the promise of new productivity gains in the future knowledge-based
economy. Grids will foster new business value chains and boost innovation capabilities by
supporting the creation of collaborative working environments across multidisciplinary
scientific, engineering and industrial communities. This session addressed cross-domain
issues related to the creation and management of Grid-enabled virtual enterprises, business
models for Grid services, Grid economies and market mechanisms for eBusiness co-
operation.

The session chair welcomed the audience to this discussion on the Grid economy and business
models. Grid computing offers advanced capability for enhanced access to vast amounts of
computing power and data and the session reviewed progress from the present state-of-the-art
in academic and industry to the formation of a Grid economy, that is to say, a set of
marketplaces comprising buyers, sellers and services. The first two speakers discussed
technical matters and the second two discussed developments leading to vital business
models. The presentations covered the identification of potential users outside academics,
major industries and governments, and examined if SMEs or regional hubs could use Grids.
The session was directed at raising a whole set of issues in the hope of generating food for
thought and new ideas and opportunities.

Main Issues Raised

Dr. Rajkumar Buyya spoke first about how the Grid would be delivered and what challenges
must be overcome. Some design parameters that must be considered for the Grid economy are
its heterogeneous and distributed nature and the wide range of interest groups. Mechanisms
are required for value expression, translation and enforcement such as how to price services.
Dr. Buyya then proposed a reference architecture incorporating open-source software
technologies (from the Gridbus project), a Grid architecture stack for running a Grid
economic model, Grid workflow, a Grid resource broker and a Grid portal.

Drawing from a case study of drug discovery using Grid resources to screen millions of
compounds to identify drug candidates, Dr. Buyya mentioned the experiment set-up of 165
jobs each consuming five minutes of Central Processing Unit time. This system selected
resources from a global pool at a negotiated cost per Central Processing Unit second, thus
keeping the budget in control. In summary there are open research opportunities and
challenging issues like dynamic pricing and protocols for service negotiation to be determined
before a Grid marketplace could be built.

Dr. Steven Newhouse presented work from the London e-Science centre that aims to build a
production Grid for United Kingdom science and business with funding from the United
Kingdom Government. Dr. Newhouse observed that a lot of Grid activity was uncoordinated
at a technical level thus making it hard for business to get involved. A big effort on
standardisation is required and this is the barrier to building Grid economies and systems and
making the Grid work. The Global Grid forum has been established to progress these issues in
a format similar to the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The forum is developing Grid
implementation standards, some of which leverage the Internet, and these will offer the Grid
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community the common nomenclature and semantics required to form an interoperable open
Grid services architecture with a defined core infrastructure that services can plug into. This
will enable truly virtualised resources to interoperate using service discovery, job execution,
pricing and brokering.

The United Kingdom Grid Marketplace project is focussed on business applications of Grids
in partnership with some major corporations and Information Technology suppliers. It has
been running for six months and is presently working to understand business requirements
such as trust, reputation and reliability for service discrimination. The project has already
demonstrated a basic implantation and contributed to standards work. One major challenge is
to replicate price discrimination after the model of the real economy on such issues as how
good a service is and what interests users have to use it. This requires some form of brokerage
as part of the service presentation that can represent many different access models including
fixed pricing, academic discount and other open market mechanisms. The service’s internal
accounting needs to use existing mechanisms such as credit cards, and in future eCash. When
standards are established a large number of small-scale services will emerge and a mechanism
will be needed to locate services from around the globe. The Grid will provide many
opportunities that companies can exploit as content providers, service providers and
intermediaries.

Dr. Andrea Nicolai gave a presentation of digital ecosystems and new software service
paradigms with a vision from the business side drawing from the waves of Internet growth
with many types of networks, services, protocols and standards. Like the Internet, the Grid
system will be a wealth generator and to succeed it must offer an open infrastructure that can
cope with heterogeneous, unreliable and insecure networks, variable latency and bandwidth,
evolving topology and multiple administration domains. Successful business applications
using Grid computing will expect an environment that is open, reconfigurable, lightweight,
semi-transparent, user friendly and reliable. Also, there needs to be a service-to-service model
whereby clients can reach each other without intermediate servers. These Grid services must
be direct, immediate and offer high efficiency, be more performant, and be driven by
economic considerations.

Successful Grid computing has the potential to simplify Information Technology services in
large corporations by turning Information Technology into a variable cost where customers
pay only for what they use. This can significantly reduce operating costs. For this selective
outsourcing to work some critical conditions must be fulfilled such as open access, open-
source and open standards that are royalty free, working seamlessly within a regulatory
framework with mutual trust. Dr. Nicolai believed the Grid’s weakest links are presently
language and definitions. To move forward from the business perspective there has to be a
symbiotic architecture and language so that self organising enterprises can make a digital
representation of their needs to translate them into self co-ordinating service components
embedding business logics in a digital ecosystem. Research activities in this Digital Business
Ecosystem should facilitate wider adoption of Information and Communication Technologies
and support SME activities to cross the digital divide by placing dynamic services on top of
open-source infrastructure or commons. However, this work must always keep in mind that
the network will tend to be un-controllable because architecture is often driven from the edge
once it places more power in user hands, leading to the creation of so-called digital
Darwinism – a service that is able to evolve as users need it to.
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Finally Dr. Marko Seppä gave a presentation of future Grid-oriented activities in the Tampere
region of Finland and the e-Tampere programme. Tampere is becoming a high-technology
region where Grids will be used by academics, businesses and government. Dr. Seppä
discussed how Grid technology would contribute to major societal change in which capitalists
could be replaced by knowledgists as the key enablers of the economy. There was evidence of
this big change taking place that was termed knowledgisation, that is to say, the application of
human capital. One way to achieve this is to foster the Grid economy and there was fresh
evidence from the IST 2003 event that value networks may replace the traditional firm. Dr.
Seppä went on to describe the major industries in Tampere area and its economic
development as traditional industry has evolved to high technology, including the impact of
Nokia, and further efforts to boost Information and Communication Technology development.
Tampere is operating a local pilot of e-Europe that makes up e-Tampere and there is a new
technology company incubator called the e-Accelerator. On-line services for citizens are
available through the InfoCity service and there are emerging signs of success and wealth
creation. More experience of Grids was required in businesses, universities and government
but there are already early successes paving the way to the digital economy.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Discussion between the audience and the speakers opened with a question regarding where
the line was between open-source and business model applications that can drive industry and
performance and whether any consensus was emerging. The speakers confirmed their
opinions that the Grid’s enabling infrastructure must be open and, like the Internet, based on
open/free software such as Linux, the Apache web server, various web browsers and Java
clients. Probably the lower levels will be open-source but at the high level there will be more
closed source code, which remains standards compliant.

The session chair asked whom the first Grid traders might be with early adopters and
customers who will buy services. Dr. Newhouse’s opinion was this could start quite soon in
the United Kingdom academic community and it would be interesting to see how introducing
an economic layer would change the way it was used. He expected to see Grid powerhouses
that sold computing and storage to grant holders that were funded by the research councils. It
would take investment to encourage the business community to share standards and semantics
and it was imperative that standards were created for the future thus avoiding barriers. There
is a lot of work on the right track and standardisation is biggest issue.

Another question resulted in discussion about the importance of the ability to negotiate and
make trade agreements and how to advance existing standards through making a smooth
evolution in addition to vision. Engagement in the open standards process at business forums
was seen as important and a first step is for businesses to pool knowledge about each other’s
activities and requirements. There is a series of meetings in the United Kingdom defining a
new protocol and framework for providers and consumers to exchange information on their
needs, negotiate and reach agreement. All business partners and standards setters are engaged
and it is hoped that these standards will converge towards something everyone can live with.

The session chairman concluded there are viable proposals for architectures that would
generate Grid economies of which some were already implemented and used in pilot projects
to see how the Grid may operate. There were many potential players in the Grid field with
sufficient long-term vision from business about how to energise and participate in these new
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opportunities. Lots of open questions remain regarding how business will take up Grid
technology created by computer scientists, but the session had delivered an encouraging
message.
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Key Challenges for eGovernment Research and
Development

The session focused on identifying and discussing major research challenges for eGovernment
with a medium to long term time horizon. Research aspects addressed included identity
management, advanced public eServices, innovative technologies and organisations for
dynamic and personalised services, and new ways of delivering services to citizens and
business, while coping with diversity throughout the European Union. Public security over
digital networks, multiplatform services, delivery technology for accountable procedures, and
Ambient Intelligence for public services were also addressed. At a time when the eEurope
2005 Action Plan contributes to a wide adoption of eGovernment in the European Union, the
session aimed to extend the eGovernment horizons as a means of making the best use of
eEurope's contribution.

Paul Timmers, Head of the eGovernment research unit, chaired the session and opened with
the remarks that some important aspects like multiplatform, multimodal access, economics of
eGovernment, and open-source software are not addressed by the session, but will be
followed up as well. He explained that in the area of work, Information and Communication
Technologies, organisation and skills, and a policy purpose come together, which makes
eGovernment research inherently multidisciplinary in nature. He distinguished three main
areas of relevant research: (1) research into applying results developed elsewhere; (2) research
that could actually happening in other parts of IST, but is stimulated by government
expenditure; and (3) research specific to the public sector.

Main Issues Raised

The breadth of the subject was clearly described by the first speaker, Jean Claude Burgelman
from the Institute for Prospective Technological Studies, who has been involved in
development of the concept of Ambient Intelligence. This is the logical next phase after the
concept of Ubiquitous Computing. Mr. Burgelman approached Ambient Intelligence from the
eGovernment perspective, and highlighted that already in December 2001 the critical issues
were identified, such as front-office and back-office, interoperability, data protection etc.
However, governments need to respond to new needs and demands of an enlarged and highly
diverse Europe, which implies a need to go beyond eGovernance as only a policy for
complementing or substituting deficiencies in present day governance.

Ambient Intelligence may help deal with pressures on governance systems and the
understanding that it all needs to be done in a cheaper and more efficient way. This is so
because Ambient Intelligence offers the potential for location-based and social or culturally
specific solutions for the extreme mobile and diversified society that the European Union will
be in 2010. However, in developing this, it should be clear that Ambient Intelligence also has
the potential to create problems, such as the surveillance society, flawed notions of identity,
new boundaries between public and private, etc. The challenge for research is to find ways to
take away this fear, but to address the dangers. As he argued, his personal preference was not
to have a system to handle personal identity, which would have far reaching consequences for
the potential future contribution of eGovernment.
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Today the issues are grounded on industrial era type problems, where people look to mass
customised government, and a multiplatform, multimedia, multichannel approach. For the
future knowledge becomes the key and the challenges are to be able to create knowledge
based governance and mobile access. In terms of research this would mean vision building,
determining the services that are demanded and needed, establishing the technologies that are
required, exploring possible business models, and consensus building. A network for a
collaborative effort pursuing these challenges may be useful: at the moment this does not
exist.

The next speaker, Ms. Lia Borthwick from British Telecom identified the strategic drivers for
eGovernment. These were: open and transparent government – accountable, accessible and
democratic; inclusive and user-centric services – added value through personalisation and
relevancy, focussing on what citizens want; and maximising value for money – avoiding large
investments in eGovernment with little visible return or benefit.

As with other developments typical for the Information Society the networking effect weights
heavily on the positive effect of eGovernment. As the usage of eGovernment services is now
still very low, the positive effects remain minimal. In the United Kingdom only five percent
of the population use eGovernment services on-line, whereas many more buy on-line.
Furthermore a large number of citizens consider the Internet as insecure for public services.
These concerns are seen in the United Kingdom as the prime hold-back, with 57 percent of
senior civil servants saying that security concerns are impeding the public take-up of
electronic services.

British Telecom believes that Identity Management is the key to removing the barriers for
identity management. The need to identify the person someone is dealing with is very
important for most processes. In cyberspace the identity is entirely electronic, which brings
the danger of identity theft and all the problems that potentially brings. In Europe there is a
need to be able to protect privacy, as this is deeply rooted in culture. Ingredients for success
include the need for all players to work together, and making sure the services are user-
centric, clearly identifying their needs, and fears. Emphasis for research would be on
innovation through novel application, learning from other sectors and helping to avoid making
the same mistakes.

The main research challenges for eGovernment are the need to learn from current practice in
other sectors (for example the financial services sector) and from current failures. The
integration of technology and processes to address the key socio-economic issues, and
establishing a virtual world that mixes in and complements the real world are also important.
eGovernment identity management across borders is a specific challenge. This is an area
where Europe can lead.

Dr. Michael Tschichholz, Fraunhofer eGovernment Centre, presented a Vision for Co-
operative and Integrated eGovernment 2010 developed with seven other Fraunhofer institutes
jointly forming a eGovernment competence network. He said that if business, citizens, public
administrations and politics are to collaborate, securely and efficiently over domain
boundaries based on open IST solutions, there is a need for a transformation to co-operative
governance. Multichannel access and process and data integration should enable this.
Establishment of European Union standards and interoperability would be crucial in this.
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He presented a number of research and development challenges to support development
processes. These included change management, process re-engineering, project and quality
management, transaction-oriented services, knowledge management, mobile, location aware
services and many others.

In Germany there is a law to provide barrier free access to eGovernment services by 2005.
This requires barrier-free customised multichannel, multimodal access to eGovernment
services. It is important to understand that it is not about all information, anytime,
everywhere, but about getting the right information at the right time at the right place.

Dr. Tschichholz said that management of change remains a problem that requires strategic
control of public services. Some migration is necessary: this is an organisational problem as
well as an Information Technology problem. It is not country specific, but should also be done
at European Union level by enhancing standards. New software engineering tools may help.
His conclusions were that people need to think big when identifying visions for good
Governance 2010, and to start small by selecting high priority issues first, and then to scale
fast through collaborative research in Europe.

The final speaker was Professor Sharon Dawes of the University of Albany. She explained
that in many elements of the digital government program the challenge is in how the research
itself is done. Two important remarks illustrating this came up during a session. Firstly, what
is technically possible may not be organisationally feasible or politically or socially desirable.
Secondly, advanced Information Technology applications in government must integrate
policies, processes, information, and technology.

It is hard to embed solutions in the different relevant cultural contexts, as the whole
introduction of eGovernment implies need for cross-domain knowledge and action. Learning
from current practice across sectors and across borders is crucial in this. This requires
partnerships between practitioners, governments and researchers. Government agencies look
for quick answers and like to avoid risk; researchers like to look more fundamental, longer
term and like risks and are rewarded for that. This is why they have their own specialised
terminology. To bridge this gap, action research can be used. This starts with concrete
projects and researchers in collaboration on specific projects and focuses on specific practical
problems first, and accumulated knowledge develops in the process.

In the eGovernment programme she did a project consisting of eighth teams working together,
collaborating, capturing what was happening in case study approaches. As they were working
in close collaboration with government agencies the focus was multidisciplinary. Selected
findings include the observation that authority structures are not good predictors of inter-
organisational dynamics, since trust, leadership, and self interest are more important. Also
technology is a threshold problem for network membership, but once in place has little direct
effect on network success. Finally, knowledge sharing is necessary for information sharing to
be effective, but knowledge is embedded in the way people work and therefore people of
different organisations have to develop a very good understanding of how other people work.

During questions, one person raised the difficulty of obtaining information, irrespective of the
difficulty to get it wherever people are. Mr. Burgelman, argued that when people visit or work
in another country, when they arrive there, they would want to be able to find information in a
logical way, preferably in their own language. Obviously the other side of the challenge is that
people would like to control what they are responsible for, but the information space is a
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jungle. If people assume that there is a role for government to manage the information
environment, that should include the cyber environment.

Ms. Lia Borthwick was asked about her vision on the role of smart cards in identity
management, and she explained that in her opinion the next challenge is to integrate them
with services, as most countries already have some smart cards. Smart cards that work in
physical presence situations may be most useful in virtual presence situations.

Someone raised the issue that some progress was held back by regulation. A group of Italian
cities had established a system in which citizens did not have to re-enter their data repeatedly
when calling upon services in the different cities, but they had to stop that system, as it turned
out to be illegal. Someone else brought up that eGovernment could never be made to work
top-down. Citizens will have to remain in control, and should not have to release information
they do not want to, unless it is absolutely necessary. Governments are there for people, not
the other way around. Ms. Borthwick replied that a dialogue with all stakeholders including
the end users is crucial from that perspective

Another issue raised was why there is need to develop eGovernment services, if all services
are already there in the private sector (VISA, etc). If public administrators would want to
become civil servants again, they should ask people what they want. Someone else said that
simply asking people would not be enough, since educated responses were needed.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The session showed that in implementing eGovernment citizens and governments are facing
numerous risks, for example privacy, integrity and identity of involved parties. Identity is a
key issues, as proof of citizen identity is a requisite for any eGovernment service, and so far
no standard authentication system is accepted and widely used by citizens. It is also clear that
a citizen centric approach is required to deliver practical implementation that makes
eGovernment transactions simpler and easier to use than those available today. Learning from
practice is key, and European wide co-ordination of practices to prevent poor interoperability
is very useful in that. Challenges include information knowledge sharing, creating
Information and Communication Technology based public services for the masses, and
managing the transformation of roles of citizens and governments in democracy enabled by
new technology and services. In this it is necessary to understand that knowledge becomes
information, not the other way around. A specific issue of high interest is research into open-
source software for government as a potential means for making Information Technology
sustainable, even in a multiplatform environment. The final conclusion from the session chair
was that maybe all challenges are best brought together in one thought: try to get rid of the e
in eGovernment.
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Natural Communication and Interaction – What
is Needed?

This session addressed the challenge of natural communication between humans and
computerised systems. This involves multimodal interaction, involving text, speech, touch
and sight. The session focussed on applications in the medical domain and in the home.
Current progress in the underlying technologies was addressed, with particular attention paid
to multimodal interfaces, person tracking, speech recognition, topic detection and
classification of human interaction. Human aspects were covered in the context of meetings,
and by exposing the relevance of understanding, detecting, modelling and influencing human
emotional states.

Main Issues Raised

Hervé Bourlard’s opening presentation covered some of the research subjects that underpin
natural interaction in multimodal group meetings. There are only four or five fully equipped
meeting rooms in the world, and a lot of topics require attention. He went on to explain a
number of issues, illustrating them with details and progress from his project at Lausanne.

One issue is the infrastructure of the tele-meeting room itself, how it should be laid out, and
what equipment it should contain. Data collection typically requires the capturing of 50 to 60
gigabytes per hour on a multimedia file server. Although recognition of voices is now
commonplace, there is the more difficult challenge of video-tracking individuals, and
correlating images with speech. This is further complicated when there are multiple cameras.
Structuring of the data generated in a meeting is necessary to help people find the right point
quickly. This needs indexing by media, person, time sequence and agenda point, while there
has to be integration and correlation of the different streams of audio, video, text and
whiteboard data. While recording the vast quantity of data is relatively easy, browsing is more
difficult, even with well-structured data streams, and so this is a hot research topic. Browser
techniques stand in need of subjective user evaluation.

Philippe Cinquin’s comprehensive overview of the medical domain showed many examples
of machine–assisted interfaces. These served to extend the surgeon’s sensitivity, cognition
and decision making, and physical dexterity. The motivation is twofold. Firstly to perform
classical procedures with increased safety, efficiency, effectiveness, accuracy and
reproducibility. Secondly, these techniques also make new procedures possible, notably
minimally invasive surgery, by surpassing human limitations. Sometimes, the most important
information for the surgeon might be purely virtual, for example the location of invisible
tissue.

The types of system include passive systems, which give information to the surgeon, active
systems, which realise an intervention under the surgeon’s control, interactive systems with a
measure of human and machine co-operation, and tele-operated devices (operated and
controlled from a distance). Among a wide variety of multimodal interfaces shown was a
tongue-guided interface for surgical navigation. A transducer in the surgeon’s mouth excites
the right hand side when movement is required away from the right, and so on.
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Harmke de Groot’s presentation examined the home environment. This is very different from
the medical domain. It is non-professional, has multiple users with varying needs, and is
subject to plenty of distraction. Describing the connected home for Ambient Intelligence, she
contrasted the current situation, where there is usually only limited interconnection within the
computing domain, with full interworking of the mobile, computer, entertainment and
domestic (cookers, heating and so on) domains. The connected home might use wired media
(for example, Ethernet), wireless media (for example, Bluetooth), Powerline Communication
or indeed all these.

The key issues motivating commercial take-up are consumer acceptability and the perceived
desirability of the services, and these pose important challenges. The user must be, and also
feel, in control, while interfaces must be user-friendly. Being fancy or complicated will not
always make a system better. As an example, intelligent products that do unexpected things
will be unacceptable, as will systems that do not do what is required.

She summarised some special requirements for natural user interaction in the home, which
will be key for user acceptance. Natural user interfaces alone will not be enough. They will
have to combine with context awareness, personalisation (user information and profiling),
privacy and security. An illustration of a context aware service is this: a person watching
television goes to another room, where the television there ascertains the channel the person
was watching before, and displays it. She believed that the best user interfaces in the
connected home would be capable of use in a background mode while the user was doing
something else, as with the popular television remote control.

The final presentation by Paolo Petta addressed the role of emotions in natural interaction. He
drew on sociological and psychological research in some depth, showing the breadth and
multidisciplinary nature of human-machine communication. The general conclusion was that
natural communication interfaces must not be handled in a simplistic or mechanistic way, and
may indeed raise ethical and cultural issues.

He noted that, “the emotion process is a hidden mechanism that interfaces to consciously
inaccessible components that govern most of behaviour.” It follows that adaptive interfaces
can interact with people in ways they are not aware of. Emotions affect the couplings and co-
ordination between individuals, and their dynamics need to be understood, measured and
modelled. He saw IST research and development as the integrator and promoter of the
contributing disciplines: psychology, sociology, neurology, mathematics, statistics, computer
science, engineering, artificial intelligence, language, anthropology, the dramatic arts and
media theory.

The majority of the discussion time concentrated on the medical domain examples shown in
Mr. Cinquin’s presentation.

A member of the audience asked if there was any data on user perception, especially patient
perception of having these tools used on them. The reply was that surgeons usually liked
them, especially where they helped towards the goal of minimal invasion. For patients, the
whole treatment process is stressful and most are glad of methods that improve the success
rate of a procedure. Initial feedback seems to be favourable from conscious patients, who will
accept light tools being used on and around them.
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Another member of the audience queried whether sound might be a medium of interaction as
well as sight. A headset was certainly a possibility, agreed Mr. Cinquin, although he noted
that a trial involving the sound of a drill in the vertebrae had not been successful.

Addressing the home environment, it was observed that there could be a large disparity
between the actual sophistication of a control function, and the complexity that the user would
want to see. An example was the difficulty of controlling the temperature of a shower.
Harmke de Groot agreed, adding that while few users will know that they would like a room
heated to 23 degrees Celsius, most know when they want it warmer or cooler.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Of the four presentations, three described research directions, and this suggests a conclusion
that high-quality natural-mode machine communication for the ordinary person at work or in
the home is a research topic. For group meetings and the connected home, the presentations
made clear from their reported trials that the issues are becoming known, that principles for
success can be laid down and that suitable technology mainly exists. Nonetheless, many
questions remain to be answered and viable products have yet to emerge and take off in the
marketplace. In other words, more research is needed and this is worth doing. Mr. Petta’s
presentation sounded a theoretical warning bell, however, that certain types of machine
interaction would not be simple, and that a developed understanding of the human, ethical and
cultural aspects of interaction should be pursued. The medical domain has produced a number
of applications that enhance the surgeon’s cognitive and operative skills, and successful
results show that this area of research and development will be fruitful, with benefits for
people.
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SMEs: ICT – an Engine for Innovative Business
Processes

For SMEs the transition to eBusiness is a journey, not an event. Technology take-up through
the adoption of innovative Information and Communication Technologies into business
processes is a key factor driving the future growth of SMEs. The session discussed the current
barriers for SMEs to implement Information and Communication Technologies in their
activities. It attempted to identify the way forward, drawing the picture in terms of an
Information and Communication Technologies adoption ladder for SMEs and the role of key
players. Examples of good practices from local initiatives in support of networked small
organisations were also presented.

Introducing the session, Mr. Peters explained that the aim was to help SMEs up the ladder to a
digital business ecosystem. A digital business ecosystem was a means for take-up, a means for
innovation and transfer, and a means to deal with diversity. It would also cater for inclusion
and training, and provide a means to share software. The challenge was how to bring this
about. The session sought to provide some insights from various perspectives.

Main Issues Raised

To set the scene, Hannes Selhofer presented results from eBusiness Watch, a European Union
initiative that monitors the status of the European eBusiness markets. “SMEs are not a
homogeneous mass,” Mr. Selhofer explained. “They differ in many ways between sectors and
regions, especially in terms of their eBusiness activities.” To understand these differences,
eBusiness Watch has defined the eEurope eBusiness Index. The index maps the eProximity of
enterprises based on eleven indicators of Information and Communication Technologies
adoption and use.

According to Mr. Selhofer, the results show four clear categories of enterprises in terms of
their eBusiness adoption. The eChampions (Information and Communication Technologies,
telecommunications and related services) have the most intensive use of Information and
Communication Technologies and eBusiness applications. There is a relatively narrow digital
divide, with a high level of usage among SMEs. They still have some lessons to learn,
however, and the key question is whether such companies can use eBusiness to recover from
the new economy crisis. The second group is eIntensive sectors such as financial services,
electrical machinery and electronics, media and printing, and business services. These are
characterised by high use of Information and Communication Technologies networks and
applications throughout their business processes. By contrast a third group known as the
eSpecific sectors, rely extensively on Information and Communication Technologies in some
areas of the business but not in others. These include sectors such as tourism (for example for
on-line transactions), real estate (on-line marketing), chemical industries and general
manufacturing (supply chain management). The final category is the late eAdopters,
characterised by a large digital divide between SMEs and large enterprises. Industries in this
grouping are manufacturing, transport, metal products, retailing, health and social services,
and food and drink.
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Turning to an analysis by size-classes, Mr. Selhofer noted that the main difference was
between small enterprises, with fewer than 50 employees, and medium-large enterprises.
Indeed, the latest figures showed a slight downturn in eBusiness activity among small
enterprises over the last year. The key issue was whether sectors and size-classes would
converge in their use of eBusiness. Will the different stages of maturity seen today level out
over time or will sector and size specific differences remain? If so, how can the barriers to
their development be removed?

Professor Bracchi addressed the role of universities and public agencies in technology
transfer. Italy’s innovation capacity ranks well below that of its international competitors
owing to the particular sector and size characteristics of Italian industry. Co-operation with
research institutes can help SMEs to develop a stronger and more stable innovation process.
This will help to enable them to move from incremental innovation, involving applying
existing technology in new or existing markets, to innovation based on new technology.

Traditional approaches to SME technology transfer have been rather limited, Professor
Bracchi argued. They are based either on research push, where SMEs are offered the whole
research capacity of an research and development centre, or SME pull, where a technology
transfer organisation catches the needs of SME and passes them through to research and
development centres to find a proposed solution. Alternative approaches are needed, based on
specific push and spot pull. In the former, a technology transfer organisation finds a market
for selected technologies or products that better fit the needs of SMEs. In the latter, a
technology transfer organisation selects promising target markets and brings together firms
and research results matched to the target firm or cluster of firms. Both examples point to a
key role for federating organisations, such as universities and public agencies, at regional
level.

From the United Kingdom, Christine Holvey reported on a best practice initiative, entitled
Opportunity Wales. This is a major initiative to help SMEs in the parts of Wales denoted as
Objective One Areas. The aim is to get SMEs on the eCommerce ladder and to move them up,
one step at a time. “SMEs know what eCommerce is,” explained Ms. Holvey. “What they
lack is knowledge of how to apply it in their sector and in their business.” They are looking
for face-to-face advice and support, delivered in a trusted way by people who understand their
sector and business environment. Furthermore, such advice must be delivered in a targeted
and timely manner.

To tackle this, Opportunity Wales has recruited a team of 90 expert advisers who have been
given specific training. They offer each business an eCommerce Review to assess how they
can better use Information and Communication Technologies and eBusiness within their firm.
Implementation support and financial support, as well as an extensive web site of eBusiness
resources follow this up. “We never talk about technology to SMEs, only about benefits,”
stated Ms. Holvey. Referring to the eCommerce Adoption Ladder that is often cited for
SMEs, the speaker noted that it is essential to take things slowly. “SMEs cannot make the
jump direct from e-mail to e-marketplaces. They need a highly graduated approach. But once
they see the benefits, firms are quick to grasp the opportunities.” A series of case studies of
companies supported under the Opportunity Wales initiative helped prove her case.

Mr. Montesdeoca presented the Digital Islands Association as an example of a digital
business ecosystem in practice. Digital Islands Association has brought together a number of
European islands and isolated regions to create a platform (DI@S.net) for innovative
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Information and Communication Technologies applications and services. An Information
Technology resource management system called DIASGrid enables organisations to share
resources and knowledge and to work collaboratively. These organisations can be widely
dispersed geographically. “Users only see desktops,” Mr. Montesdeoca explained. “The
services are provided through easy to use interfaces.” Examples of the types of services
available include document management with electronic signature, project management,
content management, authentication services, and learning and training systems.

In the final presentation, Professor Meo probed the meaning of the open-source software
phenomenon and its implications for businesses and governments. One of the key features is
the number of people involved – in China alone an estimated one million programmers are
engaged in open-source software development. For Professor Meo, open-source software is
the air of digital ecosystems. Europe may have missed the train in many areas of Information
and Communication Technologies, such as operating systems, but open-source software could
be an effective way to overtake that train and regain the initiative. “Does this mean small is
beautiful again?” he asked. Not necessarily: economies of scale in markets and technologies
still make small scale working problematic. But by working together in constellations, SMEs
and small countries can still compete in international markets.

Having heard all the presentations, the session chair posed the question, “What should be
done next?”

Mr. Selhofer noted the key role for models and good practices. “Europe should not be
ashamed to copy,” he said. “Ideas from around Europe should be taken,” he added, “and one
role of policy should be to foster such replication.”

A delegate from the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs noted that the Structural Funds and
the eTen Programme also provided opportunities to replicate ideas. A delegate from the
United Kingdom Department of Trade and Industry mentioned a major new Sixth Framework
Programme project to disseminate best eBusiness practices in manufacturing. This project is
scheduled to start shortly.

Conclusions and Future Directions

SMEs are not a homogenous group of enterprises. Empirical evidence shows their eBusiness
activities and requirements differ by sector and by size. In many respects the digital divide is
between the small enterprises and the rest. As eBusiness becomes a mainstream approach,
better analytical frameworks are needed by which to measure eBusiness, including adequate
indicators to monitor progress and differences.

Best practices and implementation programmes such as that offered through Opportunity
Wales, can help small companies identify barriers and implement appropriate solutions. Such
policies should be followed at national and regional levels. Similarly, DI@S.net can be seen
as a dynamic platform that enables SMEs to easily adapt to new business and organisational
models. Open-source approaches offer a cost-effective means of developing the necessary
applications and services for such platforms. This example also shows the key role for
regional intervention, through mechanisms such as regional plans and the Structural Funds, in
realising the digital business ecosystem. Furthermore, it is apparent that eBusiness is a
systemic innovation. Companies have to be encouraged to explore its implications across the
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whole spectrum of their products and services and business processes. The Welsh and Digital
Islands Association examples show that once started down this road, firms are quick to
explore and exploit the innovation potential of Information and Communication
Technologies.
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Cross-media Entertainment: A Driver for IST
Take-up

Cross-media content is seen as the main driver for the future Information Society, providing
much richer experience than currently gained from pictures, voice and data on television, the
Internet or third-generation handsets. Cross-media entertainment will combine these devices
in many different ways over a third generation mobile, broadband infrastructure. However, to
realise the opportunities offered by this new environment, a major effort is required to create
new media that engage the user emotionally. This session provided a glimpse of what future
games content might look like, and identified the technological and regulatory barriers
impeding its development. It also outlined how content providers are responding to these
challenges and opportunities.

Main Issues Raised

The session chair, Mr. Christian Fonnesbech, welcomed all participants. His presentation was
entitled How could cross-media entertainment look from an audience and content
perspective? He started by quoting Laffite, who said, “you cannot make people adopt
Information and Communication Technology if they do not want to.” Obviously, the next step
is to make them want it.

The main reason for people watching television or going to cinemas is to have an emotionally
satisfying experience. They are definitely not paying for the technology without the content.
The mobile and the Internet do not yet match this experience, but games and interactive
digital television might change that. He then presented the architecture of attention, known to
ancient Greeks as Drama, which has two climaxes with one at the beginning of the experience
and one, which is higher than the first, just before the end. This architecture is used frequently
in Hollywood productions. For example, the Harrison Ford film Fugitive was based on a
television series of more than 40 episodes and each episode started with a climax from the
previous episode, and ended with climax and suspense.

The challenge for new technologies is how to mix interactive television, Internet and mobile
technologies to provide emotionally satisfying cross-media content. This will require
developments in several areas including script writing, production workflow, business
models, story-telling grammar for the new media, and the distribution and penetration of the
new product. He then showed an example of a soap opera developed by his company for the
Internet. It attracted 30,000 visitors and 90 percent of them re-visited the site. The soap opera
was a promotion for a bank, in which it helped Andres to propose to Henriette and then
helped them cost and organise their wedding. He concluded by showing a video of the soap
opera.

Professor Peter Bruck gave the next presentation. This dealt with Cross-media entertainment:
a driver for IST take-up – market realities of mobile business. He started by giving an
overview of the research studios in his organisation, covering smart agents, eLearning, web
visualisation and digital memory engineering. He then suggested why the mobile phone and
the Internet offered well-developed technical platforms and a valid commercial model. In
comparison, digital television is having rollout problems in several countries owing to the
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lack of content for these new media. A potential killer application and enabler for a viable
business model is the development of an ePayment system for small amounts, especially one
that allows parents to pay for their children’s bills and transactions.

He then introduced the three IST projects in which his organisation is taking part. These
projects were developing an interactive game called WaterWar.tv, where children can use
water guns to fight using text messages, interactive television and the Internet. Two other
applications were i-Compose, for composing a picture collaboratively using a multimedia
mobile handset, and a virtual IntelliHome, for giving information about, and managing, a
home.

The main lessons learnt from these projects were that cross-media is a necessity, convergence
of technical platforms is essential to make it work, current platforms should be used, and
business models should be developed. However, the main concern of broadcasters is the lack
of content depth. A clearly identified requirement is to provide instant personal emotional
experience. The main challenges for the cross-media technologies, such as smart agents, are
to work over different technical platforms, to target a specific market and to be commercially
viable. Technical designers need to think business, and content designers need to think
technical and be aware of the regulatory framework within which their content will be
delivered. He concluded by emphasising that the cross-media community should innovate and
collaborate on the development of technology that delivers an emotional experience.

The next presentation was given by Professor Steve Benford, who talked about the Potential
of Pervasive Gaming for Cross Media Content Production. He started by introducing the IST
project Can you see me now?, which developed an on-line game where one player is chased
through the streets by other players. The pursers are equipped with mobile, Global Positioning
System and radio communication handsets. They can communicate with each other, but not
with the player being chased, and their objective is to catch him. He then showed a video of
the game.

In a second game developed by the project Uncle Roy all around you, players find themselves
on the street receiving information from an on-line controller directing them to Uncle Roy’s
office. In this game the players were the controlled object rather the controlling. The games
were shown at the Institute of Contemporary Art in London during May and June 2003. He
concluded by identifying the main challenges facing the development of cross-media
entertainment. These were the weakness of the current sensing and context technologies, the
lack of standards for collecting and integrating information about streets in cities, the lack of
tools for the design and orchestration of interactive games, and the difficulty in capturing the
experience for post-production.

Dr. Joanne Bryce gave a presentation entitled what regulations will be a barrier to achieving
these goals? She started by introducing an IST project addressing the regulatory issues related
to cross-media entertainment. The objectives of this regulatory framework include data
protection and privacy, security, open standards and interoperability, protection of minors and
technological innovation. She then addressed the reasons for developing a new framework.
The current framework is content specific and fragmented (television, advertising,
telecommunications), and each area is managed by different regulatory agencies at national
and European levels. She offered possible strategies for developing a new framework.
Options include regulating by content (as at present), regulating by platform, and regulating
by content and traffic. The framework might be managed by a single European agency. In all
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cases, consideration should be given to feasibility of strategy, funding, and enforcement
structure at national and European levels. She concluded by identifying the main challenges to
be combining and managing existing policies, the architecture of the regulatory framework for
platforms and content, and ensuring the involvement of all relevant stakeholders including
consumers.

Mr. Eugene Murray gave the final presentation on the subject of how Public Service
broadcasters can speed up this development. He started by reviewing the broadcasting
market, which is now very competitive with numerous private broadcasters. This has forced
public service broadcasters to change their focus from television and radio, to engaging
audiences wherever they are. Audiences now have three ways of choosing content, the
traditional channel choice, electronic programme guides, and programme and service on-
demand, for example over the Internet.

This paradigm shift is forcing public service broadcasters to reconsider their programming
policy, production processes, and organisation and financing. Public service broadcasters will
still aim to be the leading multimedia content providers for television, radio, Personal
Computers and mobile devices. The content will cover news, sport, business, weather, road
traffic, arts and entertainment, lifestyle, education and archives. They are now looking at self-
service portals over the Internet and emerging media applications including text messaging,
broadband wireless, Personal Digital Assistants and personal video recorders.

The main issues that broadcasters need to address are the workflow for the new media
platforms and technologies that provide a single gateway for all interactive content. The
technical issues are complex and very difficult to solve. He then identified the main
challenges facing the programme makers as being how to motivate the viewer to hit the
interactive button, and how to manage the cost of the migration of the installed platforms to
the new one. Issues related to interactivity on digital platforms include the production and
editorial process, contractual frameworks, technical frameworks, outsourcing interactive
service providers, and regulations concerning the relationship between content providers and
platform owners. Broadcasters will need to develop viable business models for interactive
television covering their relationship with platform operators, middleware suppliers, rights
acquisition, and workflow or production systems. He concluded by identifying the main
challenges of the new media for broadcasters, namely identifying and deploying interactive
programmes with consumer appeal, developing cost effective systems and workflow to create
content and deliver it over multiple networks and devices.

The session was opened for discussion. The first question addressed the difference between
presenting promotional interactive content and other content. The panel responded that most
broadcasters provide interactive promotional content on the Internet, but do not charge for it.
The tools are the same, but the messages are different. It depends on the business model.
However, there is no simple answer to the question.

The next question was directed to Professor Benford and concerned whether there is a
commercial opportunity for interactive real-life interactive games. He answered that his team
is already talking to operators and broadcasters who want programmes where the players and
users provide content. Mr. Murray added that he thought people like watching others play and
they lean back. The production parameters are critical to the success of a programme.
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The final question addressed the subject of whether competition would be encouraged in
cross-media programmes. The panel replied that network operators currently control the
content for mobile applications. Content, service providers, network operators and
governments are collaborating to build trust so that the market can grow.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Cross-media content will undoubtedly be the next generation of content, integrating devices
such as mobile handsets, television, and Personal Computers. There are several regulatory,
technical and commercial challenges facing regulators, broadcasters, network operators,
application developers, and content creators. The regulatory framework should be able to
manage ownership of content and its delivery over traditional separate platforms. To exploit
the opportunities offered by cross-media content, all interested parties have to create
emotionally engaging and satisfying content that users are prepared to pay for. The new media
should enrich the experience of all members of the Information Society.
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Emerging Grid Applications

Grid technology is coming of age. While the early development and use of Grids have been
driven primarily by the requirements of big science such as high-energy physics or bio-
informatics, Grids are now beginning to expand into new fields of application.
This session illustrated the potential of knowledge and computing Grids in domains such as
eLearning, eHealth, and in collaborative industrial environments.

Main Issues Raised

Hans-Georg Stork from the European Commission made a few opening remarks saying that
this session would follow-up on many issues, such as broadband and applications such as
eLearning, raised by Commissioner Erkki Liikanen during the opening plenary session. He
then introduced the session chair, Theo Dimitrakos, who in turn made a short opening
presentation to set the scene.

Mr. Dimitrakos mentioned that Grid technology was coming of age, but that mass-market
adoption still lay in the future. The past had been based on the applications in high energy
physics, etc., but the future lay in areas such as eLearning, eHealth, and collaborative
industrial environments.

Pierluigi Ritrovato then spoke about Grid technologies for enhancing future learning
environments. He said that existing eLearning practices and environments were often based
on information transfer, where the focus was on the teacher and the content. The approach
was technology driven, with teachers producing and students consuming. Recognition of
differences between pupils was often lacking.

He proposed a shift in learning paradigm to one based on knowledge construction, where the
focus was on the learner and on learning strategies that best suited the learner. This new
approach to learning is based on direct experience, collaboration and personalised approaches.
This might involve, for example, linking to a variety of sources such as libraries, or virtual
laboratories, or external teaching material, etc. He said that it was possible to implement the
approach using existing technologies, but that there would be problems. For example, it
would be difficult to configure and manage the virtual organisation required to deliver this
learning method. So Grid technologies will be very useful as a means of easily supporting the
proposed approach. They would provide an on-demand virtual learning environment.

In conclusion the speaker mentioned that a Sixth Framework Programme project called
European Learning Grid Infrastructure was in the negotiation phase with the European
Commission. This project aimed to develop the infrastructure and to implement five test beds.

The next speaker, Vincent Breton, addressed the topic of Grids for eHealth. In this case there
is a considerable amount of data available in many hospitals and clinics. The data types start
at the molecular level, going up through the individual patient, to the population of a country.

He mentioned that if Grids had been in use during the summer of 2003 in France, then the
increasing number of deaths caused by the heat would have been detected much earlier. Such
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data is held at hospital level and there is no quick way to detect any sudden increases. Grids
would provide this capability, without the need to centralise the data.

He then mentioned a number of possible other applications in health. These included drug
discovery for rare diseases or those in third world countries, where the return on investments
is often quite low for drug companies. Grid might help to deliver a more economic means of
drug discovery. Other applications include support for telemedicine and multi-site therapy
monitoring. He then described a project called GEMSS, which is developing Grid enabled
medical simulation services. Another project that he mentioned was MammoGrid, which is
creating a European federated mammogram database implemented on a Grid infrastructure.
This will enable better quality control of mammograms and computer-aided diagnosis.

The next speaker described a platform for collaborative distributed laboratories. This work is
linked to distant learning and the use of remote laboratory equipment. The main goals of the
work have been to develop hardware and software architectures for the remote control of a
distributed real and virtual laboratory. The architectures should offer access to the physical
resources on the basis of the needs, skills and interests of users. The application fields
addressed are telecommunication systems measurement and testing, telecommunications
networks measurements and testing, and other application fields in engineering and physics.

He said that in such an environment there was a need for different types of networks, one for
measurement and one for control. These operated at different speeds. He stated that in this
type of application there was sometimes a need for real-time operation, which was one
problem area that the project had been addressing. Grids, among other things, were being
considered for routing data, using a Grid enabled routing algorithm.

The final speaker addressed the topic of collaborative working environments in industrial
situations. The speech focused on knowledge Grids and the problems of implementing such
Grids in businesses. The goal in this type of situation is thinking together in the organisation,
or with the organisation’s partners. He examined the worker versus organisation perspective,
noting that collaboration is made among individuals in the organisation. They collaborate by
thinking together.

Knowledge is generated and consumed by individuals, but the knowledge belongs to the
organisation. However, there is a potential conflict here, since the enterprise will want to
control access to knowledge. Companies will want to widen the community of potential
collaborating organisations and keep control of its own knowledge. However, at the
boundaries of the organisation, different individuals are using different software tools, laws
vary across national boundaries, cultures are different, etc. These are all issues that need to be
resolved.

The speaker then outlined research areas covering the individual versus organisation
perspective. These included knowledge discovery, pre-defined trust qualification, dynamics of
trust levels, digital rights of the individuals, business process alignment, interoperability of
data, and network dynamics.

He concluded by saying that workers are not completely independent as they are constrained
by the organisation. Individual worker and company perspectives are not the same. In some
respects they are divergent and this influences the technical developments that are needed.
Research at the individual and at organisational level must be co-ordinated, and the
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interaction between the two areas must be addressed. Also research needs to be
multidisciplinary, and involve professional groups such as psychologists.

A question was asked about the functionality of Grids in virtual organisations and what was
specific to learning environments. The reply was that Grids were being used to support a
paradigm shift with more use of experimental learning. These Grids need to be focused on
organisation of the learning process.

A second question concerned health applications and the potential barriers to these. Why
should Grids be applied in healthcare? The reply was that the main barriers were security,
trust and privacy, etc. With regard to why, it was stated that volume of data was increasing.
Also the preference was to keep data at the hospitals were it was generated. In addition,
applications in healthcare were demanding more computational power. Grid provided a means
of dealing with all three issues. It was also stated that production quality Grid applications in
healthcare would be available in 2004.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Overviews of four future applications of Grids were presented. Concerns about security and
privacy emerged as issued that would need to be addressed. Other challenges would be to get
potential user communities involved at an early stage in the development of the applications
considered. Real-time Grids was also an area where further development work was required
to better develop this capability. Development of appropriate middleware was also an issue.
Development of international standards will be a critical factor for the successful development
of future applications. The conflict between individual and organisational perspectives also
needs to be considered, especially in applications involving collaboration.
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EUREKA Clusters and Actions in the IST Area

EUREKA is a European network for pre-competitive but market-oriented research and
development. The aim is to strengthen European competitiveness by promoting market-driven
collaborative research and technological development. The EUREKA initiative enables
industry and research institutes from 34 member countries (including current European Union
members and future candidates for accession) to collaborate in a bottom-up approach to
developing and exploiting innovative technologies. The session provided an opportunity to
learn more about the major EUREKA thematic clusters in the Information Technology area,
see the latest developments, and appreciate their contribution to building the Information
Society in Europe. It also provided the opportunity to learn about the possible role of these
clusters in the European Research Area.

Main Issues Raised

Michel Vieillefosse opened the session with a brief introduction to EUREKA. It is a 34-
member intergovernmental organisation that funds pre-competitive but market-orientated
research, from fundamental research to private ventures. Projects are mainly in Information
Technology though some are in other areas. Its annual project budget amounts to about one
billion euro. It aims to be flexible and responsive, having a lightweight evaluation procedure.
Research is shared within projects, but is not public.

Compared with Sixth Framework Programme IST research, EUREKA projects are normally
shorter (typically three years compared with four for IST) and have a higher proportion of
industry participation as opposed to universities and research institutes, although these also
take part. EUREKA has a number of thematic networks (or clusters, known also as umbrellas)
some of which featured in later presentations. This presentation gave statistical information
about the project mix by technology area, participant type and member country.

Aldo Covello outlined Italy’s role in EUREKA. “Italy,” he said, “is one of the EUREKA
founding countries, and has always been one of the most active countries generating projects.”
He reported that Italy, among the top three financial contributors, had granted 166 million
euro of funding to projects in the last three years. He drew attention to the FACTORY
umbrella, aimed at research and development in the future development of production,
involving technology, human resources, management and organisation. Under the FACTORY
umbrella, 113 projects, with a value amounting to 516 million euro, have been launched, with
35 of these having Italian participation at a cost to Italy of 149 million euro.

The EURIMUS umbrella is the EUREKA industrial initiative for microsystems users. Gaëtan
Menozzi outlined the Eurimus I and Eurimus II programmes in considerable detail, covering
projects, organisation, applications, calls, programme dates, budgets and participating
countries. The second phase, Eurimus II running from October 2003 to 2008, is expected to
have some 50 projects with a cumulative budget of 500 million euro. Micro electrical and
mechanical systems are a major feature in both Eurimus phases, including sensors, and optical
and mechanical actuators. The second phase recognises that a system approach is vital, as
well as the component focus more typical of the earlier phase. NEXUS, a thematic network
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providing a bridge between projects and with the Sixth Framework Programme, has already
prepared a market analysis and product technology road map.

“While a world leader in some specific areas of Information and Communication
Technology,” argued Kees van Mourik, “Europe is lagging behind in most of the core
competencies of Information Technology with a negative trade balance.” The brief of the
ITEA cluster was,” he said, “to achieve a quantum leap in software-intensive systems.” The
strategic thrust of this eight-year programme (1999 to 2007) is pre-competitive research to
enable Europe to become a leader in software-intensive systems on embedded and distributed
platforms, middleware being a key driver.

The first five (of eight) calls have resulted in 930 million euro worth of funded work, and he
provided many details of the programme with examples, such as cars, set-top boxes and
mobile terminals, where encouraging results have been obtained and been recognised. His key
message was to draw attention to the dramatic gap between Europe’s research and
development investment level (0.35 percent of Gross Domestic Product) when compared with
Japan (1.02 percent) and the United States (0.88 percent). “A fundamental issue here,” he
warned, “is the outdated research and development model underlying the current European
Union rules on state aid for research and development.”

Gerard Matheron gave a presentation on the MEDEA+ theme and Yves le Goff talked about
PIDEA. MEDEA+, a programme running from 2001 to 2008, focuses on enabling
technologies for the Information Society, and aims to make Europe a leader in system
innovation on silicon. After giving much information about the programme and its projects,
he warned that although the future of Europe depended on a successful microelectronics
industry, Europe was not doing enough. PIDEA is a five-year (1999 to 2004) umbrella
investing 400 million euro in interconnection and packaging research. With 31 projects
running, these cover all levels of packaging and interconnection, in the chip and in the system,
with applications in information, communications and transport technology.

The urgency of action to improve the competitiveness of many sectors of Europe’s
Information Technology industry, taken in combination with a difficult funding climate in
many countries, ensured a lively and varied discussion.

Asked whether the Italian Government’s funding problems would change, Mr. Covello
admitted that while Italy had not funded any projects in 2003, he expected that 2004 would
see some improvement. The Italian Government was preparing, and expected soon to pass, a
national research plan, and legal difficulties preventing the funding of some projects had been
lifted.

A questioner, keen to enter the EURIMUS community, asked how this could be achieved. Mr.
Menozzi said that the door was open, and that contact could be made via the theme’s
secretariat or its web site.

Commenting on the achievements of the ITEA theme, an audience member suggested that
Europe is too modest about its achievements. Recalling the ubiquitous Intel Inside stickers, he
wondered whether EUREKA Inside or ITEA Inside should be proclaimed on appropriate
products. This idea struck considerable resonance with the rest of the audience.
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Having made the point in his presentation that Europe could do a much better job at co-
ordinating its research, Mr. Matheron faced a lot of questioning, seeking to understand what
he meant by this. Why was it necessary, asked one, to liase more between MEDEA+ and
Sixth Framework Programme projects, given that in practice the participants were likely to be
the same? In reply Mr. Matheron said that some common understanding was needed between
European Commission funding priorities (for Sixth Framework Programme projects) and
Member State funding priorities (for EUREKA projects).

Another questioner asked if there were any problems over Intellectual Property Rights
between the Sixth Framework Programme and EUREKA. Since the two areas use the same
framework for Intellectual Property Rights and could solve individual cases as they arose, it
seemed there are none.

Given then that the European Commission cannot co-ordinate national research budgets, that
players can co-ordinate themselves and also that there are no Intellectual Property Rights
issues, what was it, persisted a third contributor, that Mr. Matheron still needed to co-
ordinate? There was a disagreement here, between on the one hand Mr. Matheron’s view that
a lot more information could be shared about project focus and priorities, and other arguments
that the IST planning and road-mapping processes were working quite well. These processes
are essential, since efficiency and the avoidance of overlap are paramount in a climate where
every player in the area would like to see more money spent. The session chair made known
at this point that the current EUREKA chairman is seeking a joint steering group with the IST
Programme.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The session demonstrated some stark statistics about the higher growth and considerably
higher absolute levels of research and development funding in the United States and Japan
when compared with Europe. While there was an obvious need to do something, the positive
results demonstrated in projects and presented at the session showed that much could be
achieved.

In his closing remarks, the session chair summarised that activity was required at the
European level, and that to be a player in the Information Technology sector, European
industry needed to build enough volume to show a return on investments. EUREKA has
shown itself to be an effective vehicle for promoting research and development. At the present
moment, which is a very difficult period for national funding, it is absolutely essential for
networks such as EUREKA to ensure that duplication is avoided and maximum synergy
achieved.
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Collaborative Research and Development and
Standardisation – Creating Business
Opportunities

The interdependence between research and standardisation is crucial for the development of
new, profitable services in Europe. In the area of broadband this has became a major factor.
This session highlighted the benefits of integrating collaborative research and standardisation
in the area of broadband technologies in Europe. The speakers presented crucial
interdependence of research and standardisation for the development of interoperable and
marketable broadband applications in Europe. The selected examples covered the areas of
mobile presence and location-based services as well as smart home applications, context
awareness, multimedia services, and the standardisation of the Open Service Access/Parlay
interface. The session, jointly organised by the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute and Eurescom, aimed at raising the level of awareness of the profitable synergy to be
found between research and development and standardisation. At the same time, the examples
of advanced broadband services and applications showed opportunities ahead: how promising
business cases could emerge from an integrated approach to collaborative research and
standardisation.

Main Issues Raised

Mr. Josef Noll of Telenor opened the proceedings with a demonstration of how a mobile
phone could be used in conjunction with a laptop computer whereby each system offers
complementary user interfaces for a unified application. This leveraged the high availability
of personal mobile phones and could meet peoples’ desires for simple services. In the
demonstration a Bluetooth equipped mobile phone was used to login and authenticate a user
on a Personal Computer that automatically switched to that user’s home page, whereon
personal movie choices and video windows to their home were opened.

Mr. Noll’s presentation was about how to bring wireless services into the home, progress to
date, and where things might be going. The presentation incorporated results from two
Eurescom projects (P1118 and P1206) as well as the Telenor’s home of the future and
research ideas in a new Telenor project currently in negotiation for the Sixth Framework
Programme.

An important issue is that these projects should not only address communication needs of the
well-educated that will use all the latest gadgets, but they must also address the needs of the
wider population, for example grandparents communicating with their grandchildren. Current
products and services do not meet customer’s expectations. There are many examples of
poorly integrated technologies, for example phones, laptops and Personal Computers that do
not easily communicate. Another example is the need to use both a cordless phone and a
mobile phone at home or in the office to access different services. Having multiple remote
controls for consumer electronics was cited as another example of poor integration.

An open-access network could be developed to address these issues if all actors would work
together, and the mobile phone is the obvious candidate for authentication. This would allow
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users to access their services on whatever presentation and user interface devices that was
immediately available. Such a system would adapt to the way a user’s role changed between
work, home, hobby, sport, leisure, etc. It could also provide open communication between
people’s homes.

The above is the ePerSpace service concept offered by Telenor in its new Sixth Framework
Programme project that uses home gateways to network seamlessly between devices in the
home and elsewhere. Immediate and obvious applications would be enabled such as the
simple transfer of photographs from mobile phone to television. These applications will
require network operators to provide interfaces for user profiles of location and context such
that user mobility is catered for with follow me services ranging from in the home to
international travel.

Users frequently replace their mobile phones when new models are introduced, or as they
change between operators for competitive services. Also, they quickly become highly
personalised and valued possessions making them suitable for use as authentication devices
that are secured with SIM card protection using Public Key Infrastructure. This characteristic
place the mobile phone in the position of a key device for introducing new services and
interfaces compared with, say, hi-fi, television, or white goods that are only updated every
few years. However, the network operators face a dilemma as service delivery inside the
home suffers attenuation through the walls and so to deliver seamless services a plurality of
networks and protocols should be used in parallel. For example, Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System, Global System for Mobiles and General Packet Radio Service
need to be used.

Many new services could be offered in this way using web access on smart-phones for the
user interface. Examples are home controllers for heating and lighting, door entry systems or
appliance controllers. These would combine with technologies like Bluetooth that, for
example, could allow a laptop keyboard to be used for entering text messages sent by the
phone. Or the phone could be used to authenticate a user to any set-top box so television
channel subscriptions would follow the users regardless of what device they were viewing on.
These are just some ways in which new services could be integrated with the smart-phones. In
the future these systems could support personalised sensors for health monitoring and other
services that adapt according to the user’s activities such as playing sport, socialising,
working, travelling, etc.

Thus there is a need to develop a range of standards for personalised interfaces, applications,
devices and networks. Some de-facto standards have already emerged such as the proprietary
Sony media adapter for inter-device communication. These will be key success factors for
personal communications market. The network operators are key players as they must be
motivated to take-up the tasks related to networks and authentication. However, a
personalisation architecture that can deliver the new service elements can be foreseen in the
next five years.

The next speaker was Tatiana Kovacikova who described the work of the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute special task force examining standards for broadband
multimedia services. The task force’s conclusions are published in the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute technical report, number 102199. This work
considered the emergence of high-speed multimedia networks that, amongst other things,
could support eGovernment, eLearning or eBusiness. Standardisation needs to be accelerated
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to respond to user requirements of ease-of-use, service availability, quality of service, security
etc. The task force identified relevant existing standards and gaps in standards coverage of
broadband multimedia services. Such services need to be network independent and open so
that all users can enjoy access to information from anyplace at anytime.

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute task force drew up a Next Generation
Network model and defined its technical requirements through issues affecting all layers of
the network – transport, service, control and access. Layer by layer they considered a diversity
of technologies such as Digital Subscriber Loop, cable, fibre-to-the-home, wireless, cellular,
terrestrial and satellite. The task force took care to include a range of human aspects including
access for elderly or disabled people.

A number of future networking technology trends emerged such as the crucial importance of
Internet Protocol and possibilities for carrying Internet Protocol on optical modulators that
could replace established Synchronous Digital Hierarchy practises. Many candidate standards
were identified as emerging or in need of updating for the network transport layer, traffic
management, physical layer, control layer, signalling, call agents, quality of service etc. The
definition of services must be updated to reflect new aspects of seamless, customised and on-
demand service delivery.

The task force report TS-102199 is available at the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute web site. In future a roadmap for standardisation activity should be defined with
contributions from the different players – operators, equipment providers, service providers,
application writers and users. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute could
offer guidelines on techniques for service development and there should be specifications for
generic control plane architecture and standardisation of signalling protocols for Next
Generation Networks that are technology neutral and interoperable.

Lower layer quality of service needs to be reflected throughout the network hierarchy and
right up to session set-up and tear down with the capability to offer roaming and hand over
across network technologies and moving between service providers and domains.
Specifications must incorporate security requirements for eCommerce and other services.
Adopting these recommendations could close the standards gap to deliver manageable and
interoperable networking that supports multimedia and mobility in a federation of converged
networks.

The third speaker was Mr. Mulligan from the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute, who promoted the importance of services and reported positive news saying there
were signs of renewed investment in telecommunications technology. Mr. Mulligan described
the new Open Service Access/Parlay standards that offer a universal Application
Programming Interface providing access to telecommunications network functionality.

A recent analyst’s report forecasts the market growth for Open Service Access/Parlay will go
from 80 million to 950 million euro over the next three years. For example, an Irish SME,
AePONA, has signed an agreement with Orange to provide Open Service Access/Parlay
applications. Open Service Access/Parlay hides the network complexity from the application
and works across fixed and mobile network technologies. The Application Programming
Interface is built on standards and offers a comprehensive interface to network functions such
as call control, data session, location, billing, messaging, presence and availability, policy
management, user profiles, etc. The Parlay group brought the standard into the European
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Telecommunications Standards Institute as a single specification for all developer
communities. This work was partly done in the IST project OPIUM. This standard represents
and important step that brings Information Technology concepts closer to the
telecommunications world by increasing programmer leverage and opening up third party
network interfaces that can leverage corporate data.

To use Open Service Access/Parlay, a network first registers its capabilities with the
standard’s framework. Applications discover and chose network capabilities and commit
service agreements with providers thus making a business contract. The standard opens up
new business opportunities for framework providers that can be independent and separate
from the network. This creates increased freedom for telecommunications applications
developers, similar to that already enjoyed by the Internet developer community.

New telecommunications application developers see a lower entry cost into the business and
can work in popular programming languages, C and Java. Third party developers can work
for corporate customers or service suppliers and Information Technology suppliers like IBM
and Sun are examining this opportunity to move further into the telecommunications space.
The network operators will realise they have a new breed of suppliers that they have to
respond to in new ways that will provide a fleet of new services for corporate and enterprise
customers.

Creating the Open Service Access/Parlay standard involved active participation of 10 SMEs
that contributed just as much as the large companies. Take-up is exceeding expectations with
27 gateways and 19 application servers already active, ranging from IBM’s web sphere to
small SMEs. Success is demonstrated by the 50 trials and deployments that have occurred
across 16 countries, at least half are commercial activities. These applications cover a wide
spectrum of call management and communication, a virtual telephone exchange, billing
related and transaction charging schemes, premium services, voting systems, voice portals,
messaging, personal organisers, number porting, mobility etc., and many others are foreseen.
Open Service Access/Parlay is common to fixed and mobile networks and is ready to migrate
to all Internet Protocol and Next Generation Networks.

Conclusions and Future Directions

This session demonstrated open broadband access and the need to develop networks with a
mix of wired and wireless to deliver a comprehensive set of services. Gaps are present in the
standards at all levels. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute will play a key
role in ongoing standardisation in this area and has formed a new technical committee,
TISPAN, which owns the core competence for present and future networks. Open Service
Access/Parlay is an excellent example of a modern standard that will further the development
of applications that users need.
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Socio-economic Aspects of IST

The objective of this session was to debate the key socio-economic features of the European
Information Society. In particular, speakers were asked to provide an overview about
important topics like statistical benchmarking, virtual organisations, privacy and security and
local government involvement. An assessment of the state-of-art in these areas was also
provided.

Main Issues Raised

Jean Claude Burgelman from the Institute for Prospective Studies, Joint Research Council,
introduced the session by putting forward to main observation. First, since the launch of the
ESPRIT programme in the 1980s, research in the field of Information Society has gone from
the assessment of technology push to examine the impact of these developments on users. In
this context, policy initiatives in the field of Information Society evolved from the creation of
research and development environments to realising open access through competition.
Notwithstanding these developments, it is evident that there is strong need for socio-economic
research in IST to examine how Information and Communication Technologies are changing
societies and to develop appropriate policies to avoid social and economic discrepancies.
Moreover, policy makers need to develop a better understanding of what these new
Information and Communication Technologies and services are providing to citizens. To
achieve these results, it is necessary that researchers take a more long-term approach while
trying to anticipate changes and new issues.

Maarten Botterman, Director of the Information Society Programme at RAND Europe, was
the first speaker of the session. He focused on examining the complexities and intricacies of
assessing the impact of innovation in networked business organisations. Information and
Communication Technologies are changing the way businesses are operating and delivering
their services and goods. This is not a stable trend, as changes and evolutions are required.
Understanding these changes, nevertheless, should not be just efforts of business
organisations. The research community and governments need to participate and contribute.

According to Maarten Botterman, business organisations are becoming virtual and smarter.
They are virtual organisations since they have Information and Communication Technologies,
develop a network infrastructure and are interdependent and co-operative. Business
organisations are also becoming increasingly smart since their success is based on their
knowledge, adaptability and dynamism. Nevertheless, organisations do not become virtual or
smart easily. There are several steps to take into consideration.

By looking at recent history, it is clear, argued Maarten Botterman, that the transformation
into virtual and smart organisations can happen either through the integration of Information
and Communication Technologies or through acquisition of other virtual and smart
organisations. Notwithstanding the ways these organisations get to become virtual and smart,
there is constant need to look at the future. Being smart and virtual today does not make
enterprises automatically successful in the future. This can only be achieved through
continuous learning, innovation and exploitation of all available technologies.
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Can government help in making business organisations more virtual and smarter? Botterman
was positive about this. He argued that governments can stimulate innovation by raising
awareness, reducing risk and enabling new business activities. It can also provide assistance
in preventing electronic crime and misuse, which undermine these new businesses.
Irrespectively of these roles, government can help in developing the people, since these are
the ones who make things happen.

Karsten Gareis from Empirica was the second speaker. His presentation focused on examining
the intricacies of developing statistical benchmarks for measuring the European Information
Society. He used as case studies the experiences of European Union funded projects like
SIBIS, eBusiness Watch and BISER. Benchmarking is an extremely important requirement
for assessing the viability of specific policy initiatives. Nevertheless, after an initial euphoria,
this approach has led to some disillusionment.

This position is caused by the fact it is extremely difficult to agree and define adequate and
meaningful indicators. Moreover, there are significant financial implications since data
collection is getting extremely expensive. There also issues associated with gathering data
from the Newly Associated States. Still, all these issues can be addressed. It is important to
remember that benchmarking approaches for policy making need to be continued since they
allow better definition of policies, while facilitating discussions among stakeholders about
setting appropriate targets.

Bernard Clements from the Institute for Prospective Technological Studies, Joint Research
Centre, was the third speaker. He presented the findings of a report that his institute
completed on behalf of the European Parliament on examining the status of security and
privacy for citizen following the tragic events of September 11, 2001 in the United States. The
European Parliament wanted to have a better understanding how the long-standing balance
between security and privacy had been disturbed or altered and, if this was the case, if there
were ways and means to restore it.

It is clear that the development of Information and Communication Technologies have led to
a medium-term erosion of privacy. This is just the beginning as new Ambient Intelligence
solutions, such as location-based services and virtual resident, spread rapidly among
consumers. Technologies, therefore, are becoming more intrusive and new forms of crime and
illegal behaviour are rapidly arising with negative implications on individuals’ trust and
confidence towards these new technologies.

Lack of trust and confidence in new Information and Communication Technologies can
undermine the future success of the European Information Society. Appropriate policies are
necessary such as legislation and incentives for the private sector.

Anna Lisa Boni from the TELECITIES project made the final presentation. TELECITIES a
European Network of Cities committed to leadership in the information and knowledge
society. Her opening remarks emphasised that local authorities have a key role to play in
developing the Information Society since they are close to the citizens to whom they provide
the services. Therefore, TELECITIES is working towards developing a charter of European
eRights. This is framework of rights for all members of society to gain from the benefits of
these new technologies. It calls for guaranteed access to broadband through an enhanced
network of public access points. It also calls for better security and privacy to enhance users’
confidence.
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The charter also demands more training and education to eliminate exclusion. Particular
attention should be directed to devising training programmes tailored for teachers and other
specific groups. The administration also needs to be more open by exploiting Information and
Communication Technology services. This charter is presently being developed. Upon
completion, it will be promoted at the local and European level.

The session finished with questions and answers. The session chair asked a provocative
question: “If 10 million euro were made available, what socio-economic research should be
funded?” Maarten Botterman called for projects aimed at better understanding where society
is moving by using tools like scenarios and other methodologies. The basic idea would be to
involve stakeholders and experts. Karsten Gareis asked for more work on regional
benchmarking indicators, while Gabriella Cattaneo would like to examine the interactions
between the social infrastructures of the Information Society. Peter James wanted more
empirical research on all fields. Patrizia Fariselli called for the development of socio-
economic impact assessment of policies aimed at fostering the Information Society.  A
member of the audience wanted to use these funds to examine the role of the individual since
the Information Society is about the single man or women. Paul Timmers called for more
work in the area of privacy enhancing technologies and identity management.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The session provided a wide overview of the socio-economic aspects of IST. The discussion
session revealed a number of areas where the experts feel that more research is needed. These
included projects aimed at better understanding where society is moving by using tools like
scenarios and other methodologies. The basic idea would be to involve stakeholders and
experts. Other areas would be work on regional benchmarking indicators, examining the
interactions between the social infrastructures of the Information Society, and more empirical
research in all fields. There was an interest in the development of socio-economic impact
assessment of policies aimed at fostering the Information Society.  Examining the role of the
individual in the Information Society was considered to be worthwhile, as was more work in
the area of privacy enhancing technologies and identity management.
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